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High unemployment
to continue in 83
By MERRILL H4RTSON
••The unemployment rate could
AP Labor Writer
go • up even further because
WASHINGTON
API -- discouraged workers will like')
Unemployment will likely remain
re-enter the labor force to find
at double-digit levels through
jobs when they hear that hiring is
much of 1963 although the labor taking place." said Edward F.
market keit month showed Only a
Yardeni, chief economist of
fractional rise in joblessness. Prudential Bache Securities Inc
private economists are of New York.
forecasting.
Allen Sinai. senior vice presiNeither government nor private - dent, said any declines., in the
economists, however, maintained
unemployment rate over the next
that December's modest 0.1
couple of months should be viewed
percentage point rise in
cautiously. "I would continue to
. unemployment means that
believe that unemployment is
joblessness has reached its peak.
Public Enemy No. 1."
For the year, unemployment
The seasonally adjusted 10.8
averaged 9.7 percent, compared
percent last month was the same
to 7.6 percent in 1961, according to as initially reported by the Labor
the latest report.by the Bureau of Departmenrfor November. But
Labor Statistics.
end-of-year recalculations of 1982
The Reagan administration,,in a figures to reflect updated seasonal
yet-unreleased economic forecast, factors showed that November's
predicts the unemployment rate
rate actually was 10.7 percent.
will hang at 10 percent or higher
The jobless picture last month
through 1983 and still be above 9 did not worsen_ as much as it had
percent through the fall of 1984.
in three previous months. The
Private analysts say one ele- ranks of the unemployed grew by
ment within the Bureau of Labor.. only 130,000, to more than 12
Statistics' monthly jobs repert
compded to a 440,000
the total number 'of Amercans surge in November.
with jobs. -- must be watched
Larry Speakes. President.
closely for any sign of genuine Reagan's deputy press secretary,
relief from unemployment woes.
called the December rate "still
Some 99 million pecible were too high" and said the administra-working in December;a decline of tion hopes "it will come down in
_43.,11114 from The previous' month,- - the next year.''
- - -according to the seasonally adJanet L. Norwood, conumsjusted figures released by the sioner of labor statistics,. said the
government Friday.
report showed "some leveling off
Although the overall jobless from the steady deterioration in
rate held relatively steady at 10.8 the labor market."
•
percent, the number of
"discouraged workers" — people
not counted as unemployed
because they've given up looking
for jot* — reached an all-time
HENDERSON, Ky. 1AP) -high of 1A million.
Work is expected to begin next
week on one of the two bridges
linking Henderson with
Evansville, Ind. Repair work on
the 51-year-old span could take up
Mostly cloudy tonight with a
tea year.
20 percent chance of light
E.H. Hughes Co., a Jeffershowers early. Lows from the
sonville, Ind., firm, was to close
low to mid 30s. Partly sunny
the bridge and begin work on the
Sunday. Highs from 45 to 50.
$4.4 million project Friday but
South winds 5 to 15 mph.
was delayed when supplies failed
to arrive on time.
Don Pfraehler, director of safety and quality control for the conOne Section —12Pages
struction firm, said the bridge
10,11
Classifieds
which carries traffic on U.S. 41
10
•
Comics
over the Ohio River will probably
10
Crosswords
be'closed after The morning rush
5
Dear Abby
houron Wednesday.
10
Dr. Lamb
Workers began installing a
10
Horoscope
picket fence oh the railing of the
4 5
Murray Today
southbound bridge this week to
12
Obituaries
prevent distraction of motorists
•
3
Perspective
by the construction *ork.
69
Sports
The southbound bridge, which
built in 1969, will carry twowas
MISS
way traffic until the construction
YOUR PAPER!
is finished. The contract calls for
Subscribers who hove not
completion by Dec. 31, 1983, "But
received their home delivered
we're 'hooting for the end_of
copy Prat*army lager Times- tober," Pfraehler said.
by 5:30 p.m Monday Friday or
The work includes removing the"
by 3:30 p.m.Soturdovs ore urged
concrete on the bridge deck,
to call 753-1914. between 5:31
replacing any deteriorated steel
p.m. end 6 p.n., Mew* tbreegli
beneath it and then pouring new
or 3:30 p.s. sal 4 p.a. Strawconcrete. The superstructure will
also be painted.

Bridge repair work
to begin next week

mostly cloudy

today's index

NEW LOOK - This renovated service station located in the center
of town in Hazel. now serves as (ire station for the Hazel Volunteer
Fire Department. Through efforts of city and county officials the station, owned by the city, has a new ceiling, new interior paint and has

Hazel firefighters improve capabilities
By ft rTH ANN COMBS
George 1,1 eaks..the county fiscal court, Hazel rei ',rib. Most be sent to Frankfort ft ir review
Miller feels that since-Hazel's hook up with
Staff Writer
Mayor Bill Hudson and the city count II. the
.The phone number of the local fire depart- outside of the structure was newly bricked
• the Murray Water I nstroit last year. the city's
ment is one most people hope they never need.
Chief Miller added that work on the station water supply' and pressure.has been greatly
improvest Whereee hanee-itas niade Ironi
but if the_ need _should arise Li
-is not yet- complete -and-thats phms
know that help is only a phone call away
painting and maintenance of the doors and the Hazel Water Disiji, t. the moldier Of fire
hydrants in the i•ity %47:*, iii.'reasZsl from seven.
For the residents of larger cities Where
general clean-up,
36 This will be a signal; ant -factor in the to
firefighters are paid for their abilities and
Any further improvements and purchase of
performance4 quick response to the call is safety equipment must be paid.,for frolic the review of the classification .if the
expected. But, in many small towns the
volunteer fire department fund This fund, ac- added
residents depend on the willingness and
If the cits is changed Isom class nine- to
cording to Miller, depends strictly on &Maunselfishness of local,. unpaid volunteers
tions from citizens of Hazel lie adds that seven. fire insurance rates for Ilazel residents
The residents of Hazel are pnme examples "any donation is appreciated and„will be used
will dec rea Se but Miller was unsure as -how
of those who depend on the efforts of a
much that de. cease would lie for fire department needs
on the LISSif atiOn goesvolunteer fire department.
The final
. decision
•
The .members of the squad meet once a
eepe. ted to be made by early spring.
The Hazel Volunteer Fire 1)epartnient has
is
tam
and
then
business
matters
to
discuss
month
been in service for almost 20 years and has again each month for training
The department services all Hazel
positive
steps
to
improve
some
recently taken
The department's training officer is Henry residents and will respond to calls within a
its firefighting capabilities. according to Fire
three-to-four mile radius of the city if life or
Hutson, who also serves as assistant: chief
Chief Gene Miller.
Hutson attended state courses to qualify for properts is in danger. It also works in
The 11-member ,squad operates with a
cooperat
with the t 'allow:4y County Rescue
the position of training officer
pumper truck and an equipment van and
Squat!
Miller
also
stated
that
once
a sear the
handles an average of 211 to 25 calls a year, acAs far as the future of the department is
• members of the squad attend a training sescording to Miller.
cois-erned, Miller is hoping for the class seven
The ciepacinient's equipment is owned by sion with the Murray Fire Department
One might ask how a group of volunteers cos classifii anon and "I would like to see
the city, which also furnishes Most repair
more members on the squad I realize it's difparts. Truck and equipment maintenance rates as far as firefighting abilities are confor some to find time for volunteer
ficult
cerned"'
The
answer,
says
Miller,
in
depenmust be done by members of. the department
work .•
and Miller says most of the maintenance is dant on the city's fire protection cheisifica•
But Miller,and Most residents in Hazel can
done by Glen Barnett. a qualified mechanic. . hon.
take pride in the dish, atom of those currently
Hazel is cureentl3.-44assified as a class nine
Recent changes in the department include
serving the department
the city's purchase of a gas station, located in city in fire protection, which. according to
city
having
',dais
above
a
only
one
Meinbers of the. department are, Miller,
Miller.
•
•is
as
the
fire
station.
center
of
town,
for
use
the
Hutson. Barnett. Joe. Thompson and David
With the help of former Calloway County no fire department at all"
Provine, captains. Johnny Miller. equipment
But steps have been taken to have the city
Judge-Executive Bob Miller and the CETA
officer. Keith Dixon, secretary and
program- the inside-of—the structure was classified as a class seven City. Miller said In
treasurer. Ken C raw. Randall Patterson, Hal
painted and a new ceiling was installed. Then. order to be changed, the department's
Winchester ati(1 V erla Robinson
in 1982 through efforts of Judge-Eiecutive pumper truck must be tested and department

Agreement helps MSU, U of L students
A -cooperative -agreement-between Murray State University
and the University of Louisville
has broadened opportunities for
students interested in
cytotechnology, nuclear medicine
technology and respiratory
therapy.

—.Under ten-us:of-the agreement,
silident3 may do coursework for
the pre-professional phase of each
program at Murray State before
entering into the professional or
clinical phase at the University of
_ Louisville
Both cytotechnology
a

Mills completes
police training

•

recently been bricked. The station is home base to II volunteer
firefighters who -devote their time and efforts to make Hazel a safer
place to live.
Staff photo by Ruth Ann Combs

Murray Police Department Officer Joye Mills has completed 400
hours in intensive police training
-in all aspects of law enforcement
at the police school academy,
Bureau of Training, Department
el Justice, on the campus of
Eastern Kentucky University.
Richmond.
Mills graduated from the school
with a 92 percent average,
classified as an "A." In addition.
Mills was elected vice-president d
her class as well as receiving an
award for sharp shooting.
Having served in various
capacities with the police department for 24 years, Mills became
sworn officer in August 1162. She
taaci previously served as animal
*ordeal, dispatcher and parking
enforcement officer.
Mills is also preparing gain 40
additional hours of training in
hostage negotialon in late
Janpary.
Secretary, of the Fraternal
CONGRATULATIONSFOR GRAMM — (1Prem left) Murray Mayer Mew glils elfin his cenpundeOrder of Pdice Lodge 23. Mk
and her husband Bob are Ow Uses to pollee academy gradate Joe MMe along with Police Chief Paul Jerry Loa.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordan
parents of a daughter. Jennifer.

•
4

spectatitittom'- which focuses ,on .:Alirectiirs and other U oft.officiab;
who will visit the 'Murray State
the inicroicopic evaluation of
'
cells) and nuclear medicine campus at least once each year'.
technology are four-year courses
Most cytotechnologists work
of study, while . respiratory
under the direction of
therapy is a two-year program
pathologist and aNsist in the early
The pre-professional, phase of detection and diagnosis of cancer
each program consisti(of approx- and other cellular abnormalities.
unatey one-half of the total course
Is nuclear medicine technologist
is .w4walth prisfeasional who apof study.
The agreement 'signed by of- plies knowledge and skills in the
ficials of the two schools notes that performance_ of diagnostic and
"sharing resources will promote therapeutic 'procedures utilizing
cost efficiency and academic ef- radiopharrnaceuticals and radiafectiveness" while serving ''to tion instrumentation
prepare students in needed
The respiratory therapist: workhealth professions in the
mg under the supervision of ageographic area, perved by Mur- . physician, participates in the
•
diagnosis', treatment and monitorray State.
Dr, Charles Kupchella chair- ing of patients with respiratory
man of the Department- of and cardiovascular problems,,The
work involves ,both patients with
Biological Sciences at Murray
Slate and linkage coordinator for chronic respiratory problems as
the agreement on the campus. well as emergency care needs.
said no new courses have been added to.accommodate the agreement.
"Now we know what each of
these programs require, and we
can work with students at Murray
State to design a program that will
I,oN1)0N, clluo (AP)
A loan
make it just as easy to be admitted into the professional phase dispute that included a scuffle
when 50 protesterii tried to enter a
from our campus as from U of
credit amociation building ended
he explained.
He called the agreement a good in an agreement that may save a
example of the cooperative effort farrn from the auction block. ofIn Kentucky higher education to ficials said
Farmer Doug Dailey said he
expand educatbnal opportunities
by pooling friesip:oorces of*two or hoped his tentative compromise
with the Production Credit
more er.t."-aaniversities.
Murray State students in- Association could also be used to
terested in the three programs help other farm families facing
will work with advisers from their foreclosure because of mounting
8:aatiasie4 the Page 21
own campus as well as program

Credit association
to reconsider
farm foreclosure
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Stumbo,Sloane, Collins
vow roadimprovements

Ladd to star as
'Kentucky Woman'

rot

highwals, he said, problems
By CHARLES WOLFE
will continue with secondary and
Amiocieted Press Writer
hauT roads.
- LEXINGTON. Ky. AP -The gas-tax Mcrease "will help
Three gobernatorial candidates.
meet some of our needs," Sturritx)
appealing for the suppqet of a noriprofit transportation group, have said. but _ Reagan's "New
Federalism has lobe watched."
promised to make transportation
As Human Resources secretary.
improvements a top priority of
Stumbo said. he experieneed the
their adrninistrations.
problems created for states when
IA Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
the,rost of some social programs
Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane
was shifted to them by Reagan's
and former Human Resources
secretary Grady Stumbo made "New Federalism."
The administration must give
their pledges to Kentuckians for
Better Transportation, which con- states a fair share of the gasolinetax revenues,Stumbo said.
cluded Its annual meeting Fnday
Mrs. Collins agreed that federal.
"The next governor of Kentucky
help is netded for maintaining'
will be faced with the task of adcoal-haul roads.
dressing our state's double-dtgit
She also said the next governor
unemployment rate," -said Mrs. - ' must give • counties as
much
Collins "Economic development, highway machinery and
expertise
can only take place where effi- as possible. while paying to repair
cient transportation is available.:
county roads damaged by weather
Her remarks were echoed by
disasters
Sloane and Stumbo.
On the issue of raising taxes to
Sloane called transportation "s, meet transportatiok needs. Sturn"an incredibly important facet of bo said "only a few brave souls
economic development."
have stepped forward" to tell tiow
"Potholes and mud do not bring
road improvements will be(mane'
industry." Romig)added. "nor do ,.d
they add to the value of property"
••Revenue is an issue' that must
The candidates gave a gloomy
be faced in the next few years. he
assessment of the state fund for said. "Road financing has to be
highway repair and construction, reviewed at all levels, state &rid
saying it was too small to meet federal."
• Mrs. Collins said no one will
present needs
They also voiced support for the know how much money is.
federal gasoline-tax increase sigo:_. available for road tnigirovements ed into law this week by President until the 1984 General Assembly.
"I.et'ssbe honest." Sloane said
Reagan
Sloaneralled it "a big move for- "We're not going to havee-a tax inward," but added it was not
. a crease in our Legislature They
wouldn't pass one if 1 presented it
cure-all. •
Even with a Ueast system of ma- and I'in not going to Present one.
, -

Ex-workers given money
WASHINGTON r AP - From
the. day in 1967 when then-civil
rights workers Margaret and Alan
McSurely were arrested. in Kende.- y until-Friday- when a'jury
awarded them .11.6
because their . rights :were
violated, the thought of giving up
the legal struggle "never entered
my mind," Mrs McSurely said
"It's been a lung haul," she said
Friday after a five-woman. unit
man -federal jury which ha
deliberated three days rebus d
the verdict.'
Folio-wing a six-week trial, the.
Jury awarded $1.2 million against
c
proseutor
former Kentky
uA
,
against
Thomas Ratlifir$218,N0
the late Sen. John McClellan. and
the remainder against two deceased Senate staffers. John Brick and
• Jerome Adlermaa
McClellan's estate had put aside $200,000 pending the verdict.
Brick's surviving wife would he
liable for her husband's actions,
as would the estate of Adlerman's
widow. A financial statement submitted in evidence says Ratliff
has a net worth of nearly $4
million
McSurely. who was not in the
courtroom when the verdict was
announced, said later that if the
award survives- possible appeals,
he'll give most of his share to
orgatpzations protecting constitutional rights, particularly those of
minorities and the poor.
"I would give away 95 percent of
it, after using some for the
education of his four childrest. he
said.
-Mrs McSurely, now a hospital
secretary who was divorced from
MeSurely last year, said she
-

"Kentucky Woman," the story -tilde the long-standing practice of
of a young woman's attempt to men eating • SundaS•'dinner first "
work side-by-side with men in the and the women eating after the
coal mines of Kentucky. stars men have finished. He also learnCheryl Ladd and Ned Beatty. It ed that in some mines peep holes
will air at p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 11, were bored in the walls of the
on CBS.
rooms where women miners
"Kentucky Woman" was filmed change. This last practice curentirely on location in north- rently is the focus of various
eastern Kentiacky, using not only lawsuits brought about by the Coal
the realism of its environs, a Employment Project, a non-profit
region which contains some of the group started in'k1977 to help
most productive coal mines in the 'omen get jobs in the mines,
nation, but many of the local which also provided technical and
research assistance to "Kentucky
residents as well.
In her search to become a W omen ."
But. "Kentucky Woman" is also
miner, Maggie Telford 4 Laddj. has
to battle against the rigorous work a love story. According to,
in a harsh envirodment, as well as Doniger, -true love begins with
the traditional male biases and equality, rather than the power of
superstitions regarding the one human being over another. It
presence of women in a Coal mine. begins with trust and friendship so
"Women in a mine, accident in neither person feels inferior."
Maggie develops such a relaLime" is how she's greeted her
first day on the job.
.
tionship with Deke her boss in the
According to "Kentucky mine, but has to begin anew with
Woman's" producer, writer, her father.
The beginnings of a relationdirector Walter Doniger, the
employment of women in the ship," Doniger added. "are not
mines is "a serious issue in the worked out as they are too often on
mining areas of Appalachia where the battleground of sex, but rather
the traditional approach has been on the playingfield of genuine 4
i
respect and caring."
to'keep women in their place."
In addition to Ladd -and Beatty.
Doniger travelled more than
2,000 miles researching the pro- "Kentucky Woman" stars Peter
blems associated with women in Weller, Sandy McPeak, Philip Lethe mines as well as their local vier,. Tess Harper, Brett Johnson,
KENTUCKY WOMAN - Philip Levien as a government worker, culture As a result many of the Lewis Smith and Christopher Cofencourages Cheryl Ladd to apply for a Job as a coal miner in a scene scenes in the movie are based in fey .
I
from "Kentucky Woman," the Fox TV movie ter CBS.(Left) Ladd is the realities of present-day life
"Kentucky Woman" is a Walter 1
accompanied by Peter Weller and Sandy McPeak, her coetars in the and experiences in that part of the Doniger production in associathm
movie. Weller plays Deke her foreman, while McPeak is Varney,the country.
with Twentieth Century-Fox i
mine superintendent.
Doniger. was., able to substan- Television.

Advertising should follow guidelines

wanted vindication as much as the
Newspapers across the comstate any specific restriction on,
that a more expensive sale can be
limitation of, or exceptions to the
wanted to set an example for monwealth carry numerous
made. Although "bait advertisother people who try to make advertisements proclaiming
ing" is unlawful in . Kentucky, availability. of the advertised
item'. These include limits on the
changes." she said "If they' can special savings on items at local
some stores have a habit of
quantity of the item each shopper
always being *'sold out" of adverfight back and bang on:
possi- food stores ,These advertised
ble for justice to be donespecials can mean real 'bargains
tised specials. This is in violation may purchase, as well as the
minimum amount of total purThe McSuridys fought for .for the smart shopper who comof Federal Trade. Commission
chase necessary to take adchanges stri the government of Pike pares thi. advertisements and
regulations regarding rrtail pracvantage of the special. If the
County in eastern Kentucky from shops-where- the lowest prices are _ tices, as well as the Kentucky Conthe day they arrived there in April advertised But, what if an adveradvertisement is made by a food
sumer protection Act. The four
1967.
chain, it must indicate which of
tised item is sold out when the
conditions of an advertised special
the chain's stores, if any,. are not
They. testified they organizied shopper arrives or is almost imare:
poor whites to vote. their Local possible to locate in the store'
participating in the special.
• The grocer mist have in stock an
Politicians - out of offiee arid
According io Attorney General
amount of the advertised itosksal- • "If the supermarket has sold out
replace them with a "people's Steven I. Reshear, this situation
fic‘ent to meet tl)e expected de- of the advertised special, ask for a
-. raincheck," says Beshear. "This
gOvenunent.'- but their hopes may constitute art-link+ wful net by
mand.
were extinguished the- night_ of the grocer Rules of _the Federal ,• The advertised item must be
Is a ticket or credit allowing you to
Aug II, 1967 when a sheriff's Trade ('ommission, reinforced by 'conspicuously displayed in the
purchase the item at a later date
posse barged into their home and Kentucky''s Consumer Protection
store for easy location by the shop- at the presently advertised special
carted away a truckload of- their
price. While this policy may be
Act, provide certain guidelines for
Pen.
personal papers
the use of advertoied Specials by • The advertised item must, for fair, the Federal Trade CommisRatliff, then the commonwealth food retadnis Some special savsion rule says that a raincheck in
the period Of the sale, be priced
attorney for Pike County and a ings are often used as "bait adveror below the advertised sale price.
itself is not enough to comply with
candidate for lieutenant governor, tising" to get you into the store so • The advertisement must clearly the law. You have a right to the
prosecuted them on a charge of
sedition. He said the documents
-showed-the 144f4itire4ys advocated
-the violent overthrow of the Kentucky and.t' S governments
Shortly after the raid. Ratliff
submitted copies of 234 of the
shelves, short power outages were
By ROBERT LOCKE
magnitude tapered off sharply
documents to Me( lellan's PermaAP Science Writer
Friday and then ended about 10:15
caused and an airport hangar colnent Subcommittee on InvestigaMAMMOTH LAKES. Calif. p.m.
lapsed. No injuries were reported.
tions w h s
probing_race_.._tAtio
Teams of researchers
Early today, however, the
Similar swarms led to the U.S.
riots McClellan and his staff
converged on this-mountain resort quakes returned, about one every
Geological Survey's decision last
sought more information from the as a swami of earthquakes rattled seven minutes. with the strongest
May to issue a "notice of potential
%Surely* but the couple refus- the region for a third straight day
volcanic hazard" - the lowest of
reipstering between 2.5 and 3.9 on
ed
today, and scientists said there the Richter wale, said Don
three official levels of concern
McSurelys filed .their civil
was "no way of forecasting" any
Finley, a spokesman for the U.S. that an eruption might occur.
damage suit in 1969,'claiming the
volcanic activity.. 4'
The. Mammoth Lakes area, 200
Geological Survey's National Earactions of McClellan, the two
Geologists and volcano experts thquake Information Center in
miles east of San Francisco and
Senate staffers and Ratliff gathered here Friday after two Golden. Coto.
250 miles north of. Los Angeles, is
violated their constitutional sharp quakes jolted the area late-=
Moat of the quakes were too
dotted with the cones and craters
rights Further, they said, the Thursday
of scores of volcanoes from the
small to be felt by residents and
emotional stress they suffered
Smaller quakes came at a rate- Caused only minor - damage, past 2 million years.
eventually broke up their mar- of about one, a minute Thursday, authorities said, __
"Nothing has really changed,"
riage
but officials said the speed -and
G roceries fell from store
said Dan Miller of the US.
Geological Survey, referring to
the likelihood of volcanic activity
in light of the earthquakes. "We
have no way of forecasting
• •.....
whether anything might happen."
Miller,from the Denver Mike of
the USGS, was establishing a Communications center Friday night
at the Mammoth bakes Fire
Department to coordinate teams
of researchers assigned to trudge
through deep snow for clues to
what might be happening deep
beneath the surface.
Crews were Lob,taken today by
flj011eY
"I

la

•

411,-

Getting the most for food dollars
is easy if you make wise use of
advertised specials. Compare the
advertised prices and read the
advertisement fully. Don't be a
victim of "bait advertising."
If you have trouble locating a
sale item, do not hesitate to ask
the store manager to assist you. If
an advertised item is not available
at the supermarket, check the ad
to make sure there are grounds
for a complaint. If there are, Callplain to the store manager. If you
do not get results, contact the Office of the Attorney General, Consumer Protection Division, 209 St.
Clair Street, Frankfort, Ky.,
40601-1875. Or you may call the
toil-free consumer hotline: 1-800432-9257.

Scientists to study Sierra earthquakes

Local hospital names new medical staff officers
John Golberg
- M I, a board
certdiettorthjipaedic surgeon, will
be serving as chief of the medical
staff at Murray-Calloway. County
Hodpital for 1963, moving up from
the vice-chief of staff position
which he held throughout 1912.
Golberg. who wined the hospital
staff in 1960, is a native of
Carryall". Alberta, Canada, and
completed his medical education
at the'University of Alberta School
of Medicine
His residency was served at the
University of Ottawa .School of
Medicine He also is a fellow in
Canada's Royal College of
Surgeons
•
Elected to the post late in 1982,
Golberg will take office at the
January meeting of the 36physician staff of the 218-bed
regional medical center. He succeeds William Cti 4131111 Hart.
M.D., a specialist _in_
ophthaImology.
_
Dr. Jobe% Golberg
Also assuming offices in
He is a graduate of the UniversiJanuary' are Robert Williams.
M.D., as vice-chief of-staff, and ty of Maryland School of Medicine
Dan Miller. M.D., as secretary- and his surgicel residency was
completed at Strong Memorial
treasurer.
Williams. a native New Yorker, Hospital in Rochester, N.Y.
Is a board certified general and
Before coming to Murray. he wail.
associated with his father in pracvascular surgeon, and has been a
tice in rural New York.
staff member at the hospital since
Miller, a board certified
Ire. He served the staff lakt year
specialist in internal medicine, le
as its secretary-treasurer

product at the advertised price the
first time you go to the store."

helicopter into remote. Long
Valley - a 10-mile-long depression that collapsed after a gigantic
volcanic eruption 700,000 -years
ago.
Miller said the researchers
would be. brushing snow off
reference markers to remeasure
survey lines, search for new hot
springs and steam vents rising
from the ground and check instruments that measure the earth's deformation.
Meanwhile, a moderate, apparently unrelated, earthquake
jolted the Riverside-San Bernardino area late Friday. No
damage was reported.
The quake, which occurred at
11:19 p.m., registered, 4.2 on the
Richter scale of ground motion,
said Kate Hutton, a seismologist
at the California Institute of
Technology at Pasadena.
The Richter scale is a measure
Of ground motion recorded on
seismograph". Every increase of
o.w niimber means a tenfold increase in magnitude therefore a
reading of 7.1 reflects an earthquake 10 times stronger than one
of6.8.

Farm...

Dr Rob Williams
a graduate of Mum-ray StabUniversity and the University (4
Louisville School of Medicine lie
completed his internship and
residency at Miami Affiliated
Hospital, Jackson Memorial,
Miami, Fla
Following a fellowship at the
University of Otago in Dunedin,
New Zealand. Dr Milks' joined

Dr.Dan Miller
the medical staff at the Murray
hospital in October of 1980.
Miller, a Murray native and son
of former Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert 6. and Patricia
Mason Miller, is a grandson of the late Dr. William Herbert Mason
and Dr Ora Kress Mason, both
prominent Calloway County
physicians for many years.

1Continned Froin Page II
costs and depressed agricultural
Wally Rogers and Larry Ellmarkets
inger of the credit association's
Dailey, who owes the credit Columbus office said they would
association $400,000, appeared take Dailey's proposal to higher
Friday at the agency's office officials and would have an
decked by 50 protesting farmers answer by Tuesday
to try to stave off a Jan. 14
The day began with a scuffle
sheriff's auction of his 191-acre when office manager Willis Bush
farm About 100 farmers had refused to let all the protesters inrallied outside the office Thurs- side shortly after the credit
day
association office opened at 9a.m.
After a nine-hour meeting,
The protesters, many of them
Dailey emerged from the office members of the fledgling Family
saying an "acceptable" agree- Farm Movement, maintained a
ment had been reached, but it still vigil outside the office during the
must be approved be higher PCA talks.
officials.
Dick Dailey, who is Dailey's
"We aaiipisUits'ina. It was a brother and a member of the
fair thing. Hopefully, it will be Family Farm Movement. said
satisfactory" to the officials, he Friday's action may signal a
said. Details of the proposed com- breakthrough in the way farm
promise were not released.
loans are handled

•
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Form plan must
have strict controls
The gram elevators of the Great Plains are
overflowing. The wheat is piled beside them on the
ground, covered with snow. Most of the bumper
crop belongs to us taxpayers.
We are going to be spending $12 billion on farm
price supports in a year when we expected to spend
only $4 billion.
With the federal budget deficit pushing $200
billion, something has to be done to cut the east.
The Reagan administration has come up with a`
new idea. It -sounds like a good one. Call it PIK, short for Payment in Kind.
Farmers would receive wheat or corn, cotton or
rice from the huge surpluses of these crops now in
storage. In return, the farmers would agrpe voluntarily not to plant these crops on theirlanri in 1983.
The goal is nothing short of taking half the
farmland in America out of production next year.
This would reduce the surpluses, which are driving crop prices down, and would reduce the government's storage costs. The government would.
however, lose whatever revenue it could obtain in
the future by selling the surpluses on the .open
market. And, of cdurse, farm suppliers would lose
what revenues they would otherwise receive from
.selling farmers machinery, fertilizer, chemicals
•••
and fuel to work the idle land.
It is hard to accept the fact that America's
farmers are producing more food than a hungry
world can afford to buy. But it is a fact.If the government is going to continue to support
farm prices, which the farmers want, the government is going to have to impose effective production
.7';'-ctlitrols. which the farmers don't want. Otherwise,
4:4he-crep surpluses Will continue to build up.
Asking farmers Co go naked in the free market is
an attractive idea. But it is a practical and political
impossibility. Too many people remember-that the
farm depression of the 1920s led direcpy to .the
Great Depression of the 1930s. Farm price supports
have been a fact of American life ever since.
The PIK plan is a good plan only if it succeeds in
shrinking farm production. The glut is so huge and
the risk of a farm crash so great that the farmers
must accept, for the first time effective controls on
their production.
7-4
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by lorry mcgehee
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A closer look at lists
•
A

Do you ever find yourself making
lists of your lists'
This isthe time of year for listing
This week, for example. it's lists of
New Year's resolutions Last week, it
was lists of people who gave you
Christmas gifts or who sent you
cards. The week before, lists of
groceries for holiday meals.
The week before that, it was lists of
people to send cards to. and perhaps
lists of food and clothing for the
church Christmas baskets. That gets
you back to Thanksgiving, when you
made lists of groceries for that holiday meal. The week before that you
collected the children's lists of what
they wanted • for Christmas. and
made lists of your own for what to
look for at sales for family, friends,
and employers' gifts, Before that.
you were working on lists of back-toschool clothes and lists of textbooks,
and lists of house and car repairs to
get ready for winter.
Every month, of course, you have

to list the bilk due and checks written. And. if y
itemize your tax
deductions. % ou keep a running list.
all year round Probably you've
already begun ctimpiling the 1982
for your April tax returns
No wonder .1.1 ME magatme clii is.'
the Cotnputer as its 1982 Alan of the
Year It lists things We operate as
modern human beings ,almost
much by lists as We do clocks Ours is
an organized society of Biers. -not
one of spontaneous nomads adrift in
nomad's land
On my way to the nearest shopping
with my lists of after
center
Christmas sale items
I chanced to
meet an arm) of lister, Some Were
on the same mission as 1. bearirui
then* scribbled sales lists in their
checkbooks But we were engulfed by
a larger horde l'e*ople were entering
the mall with gifts stacked high
high enough to need lwrisctpes ti see
where they were going Christmas
used to be -st tone to exchange gifts

with (mull% and friends It has
become a time f,a exchanging gifts
with department stores
Thr s', a', the exchange listers stag
gered under their loads reminded me
that lists'• has had other meanings
For example list means careening,
or leaning to one stile "The exchange
gift lister, were certainly leaning
and , ars-ening lasting lister, •
listing has gotten to be ot i i
pulsi%
there are books published
that are entirely made up of lists ot
lists The names of the se', en ilsean fs
The ten worst dressed w,00teri Fhi.ki-aili'ruis Award winners ..',it the
years The eight tiny realdrer I„n:
started tip N rite
book of unused
book titles for struggling authors I
got the idea from a book of marries ha
nea born tsabes Atemoratts.,1 list,
mink.' great parlor games
often
called Ins la
Another arehan meaning of lists.
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List call also Mean silt II

.4 border if It?
b.scon ,tt
.4 part in tine''
,
heard, a to be ileasing to to like ot
desire
hut the least In tslut-nit use of list is
found in song as in
licaatit
I IreettnezRs-nit-miser the line
I 1st while I Willi tiler
Can Soil imagine someone 111.0(in4
.1 list
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washington today

• No-win
situation
An Al' News Analysis
Ity WAI TER R Mfr:ARS
Al'Special t'orresp(nident
WASIIINi S.11
.AP
President
iteagan knows a rto-v. in issue when
Pie sees one Ile learned the hard Vow,
Si he isn't t444i1 tin14., the SIN1.11
SeCkirit%
lust Iiici rhe. panel
he had
ti find a way
out has Liken to. asking him for
K111,1,111, e. but Itesigan has none to of
ft-r at this point The commission's
tApires a week from today
Reagan said ,the whole idea of a
commission was to take Simla)
Securth -out of politics Ile built it in
to his ocm il ;titian s riffs .4:1...ind
had trouble with the
t p''.ir
%Ince
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A new friend
in the foxhole
To the millions of American males ( and a considerable number of females ) who wrestled with
three pounds of awkward metal on top of • their
heads while soldiering for Uncle Sugar, the demise
of the "steel pot" will arouse mixed emotions.
The old helmet, veteran of three wars and 40
years of service, as unwieldy, to put it mildly. Adjust the inner liner as you would, the pot simply
would not fit. It bounced and jounced around the
cranium; it slid and slammed and skittered from
ear to ear, always and ever.
But the old steel pot had its uses, beyond the protective. It was a cooking kettle, a bath tub, or at
least a basin under the primitive conditions in
which the head gear commonly was worn. You
could dig in with it or bail out. Versatility was
limited mostly by the ingenuity of the head atop
Which it sat.
Still, we suspect its passing won't be deeply
mourned. The new helmet is fiberglass. It, too,
weighs three pounds, but is alleged to fit far better
than the pot because it comes in four sizes instead of
a' single circumference. The Army also says the
new helmet will provide more than a third greater
protection in combat, particularly for the neck and
temples.
Its design, however; is remarkably reminiscent
of the Old German Wehrmacht helmet. That
shouldn't bother today's young troopers. But it
might unnerve some middle-age Americans and
severely startle some Frenchmen or Dtdch
passersby when the new U.S. helmet pops into view
from around a corner during maneuvers in Western
Europe.
The new article won't lend itself to the myriad
toes of the old pot. But if it fits more comfortable.
- the "grunt" vrill be the gainer.
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the issue
Reagan said at his news roofers-tit 4' Wednesday night that if the

lelliag,Illger% 4in

niiinii‘Ninn Cantillt ClInii(4 up V.Ith a
t of recommendations. it should
submit alternatives to hon. ' and
then I think that Is the Moe that we
pan together and seek to work out a_
corripi.onisc
lint he insisted that the next thli/V4'
is up to the conalnINsiOn. !got Ow
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looking back into murroy's past
Ten years ago
Six cars of a 10-car I. & N Freight
Train coming from Paris, Tenn to
Murray derailed near Midway about
five miles south of Murray today
Five cars contained clay and one soybeans. No injuries were reported
Deaths reported include Mrs Sub.
Cunningham, 89, and Mrs. Olive-t-C.
Pete Jennings, 56.
Robert E Johnson was given the
°loth of Commander of ,, Murray'
Kenlake Flotilla of U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary on Jan. 5 by Neale hi
Mason, immediate past commander
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs Bill -Mancini, Dec 31
Miss Juanita Kaye Fox, daughter
of Mr and Mrs. Arthur Smith__
Madisonville, and John Mark Hale.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Dyer
Hale, Murray. were married Dec 30
at First Baptist Church, Madisonville.

Twenty years ago
Billy Murdock was elected chairman and Wendell AUbritten as vice
chairman of Calloway County Board
of Education. New board members•
are” Charles Burkeen and Joe
Johnston. Howard Bazzell is the
other board member.
Members of the Murray Board of
Education are W.C. Adams, Dr C.C.
Lowry, Bethel Richardson, Maurice
Ryan, chairman, and Wayne Flora,
vice chairman.
Danny- Kemp, Murray College
High School senior, hasbeen selected
as district',MEW of 1962 Soil Conservation Essay Contest, according to
Lowell Palmer, chairman of
Calloway County Soil Conservation
Dietrict.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs.'Edwin Jeffress, a boy to- 14r.
and Mn. Bill Edwards.a Stri to Ur.
and Mrs Lao Barns,a girl to Mr.and
Mrs. Retort Horst, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ramie Smith,a boy to Mr. Ind
Mrs. Howard Crittenden, a girt to
Wt.sod Mrs. Willianalkatten. a girl
to Mr.god Mrs. Earl Scott and girt
to Mr.aaillts.Bokby Ndriwortlgr.•

Murray State Coll,, ,:s•
Thoroughbreds beat, Eastern
Maroons .t4i to :13 in a:basketball gam,
here Al Varnas was high scorer bit
Murray arid Pit•kett for Eastern
•
Thirty years ago
W Edmonds and M ( Klh will
head the Calloway County 111-11 CIt's'.
Fund Drive. according to Way Ion
ltayburn cPutimian of the chapter
The Kentucky Highway Depart•
ment presented pin.'. to Jim Hart for
10 years of service and Ira Keel for 20
years of service
Birth.. reported include a girl to
Mr and.Mrs. Boyce Bumph's, a girl
to Mr and Mrs Ross King. a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Elrec Grevil and a boy
to Mr and Mrs. Noel Nolin, all on
f)ee. 31
Airman Second Class 11111> Joe
Fulton. son of Mr. and Airs lien:tan
Fulton of Murray, is st.ltilltled itt
Warren Air Force Base Cheyenne.
Wyo.
M a% Dorothy
Sue St ubblefre Id,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Charlie It
Stubblefield, was married to I Asin
Adams, son of Mr and Mrs !tailor,
Adams, on Dec. 26 at New Concord
Church of Christ.

Forty years ago
The United States Naval CadeLs arrived in Murray on Jan 6. They were
200 strong arriving on a special train
They marched up Maple Street,
across the square and out Main
Street to the gym at Murray State
College where they were issued
equipment.• They then went to the.
barracks at Wells Hall i girls dormitory
Deaths reported this week,include
Reuben Jesse Owen, Mrs. Martha
Belle Story. 81, Mrs. Elizabeth
Wimberly, 56, Mrs. AM° Gupton, 61,
Mrs. Mary Jane Collins.86, and Mrs.
Nannie Moore Jones.82,
IA. James Knight Putter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Parker of Murray.
was reported missing in action on
Jan. 1 somewhere in the Atlantic
Ocean. He was a* pilot in the U.S. Air
Force.
Births reported this week Include•
I.

• 4`

boy to %lc and !Mrs Howard I.
hut kok 1 /r. 11. a girl to Mr and
Mrs I ;rouge Wilson, I kr, 4, a boy to
Mr and Sirs I owe!' lone-.
2.j. a
gill to Mr and 511s Ward Melton.
I /1-.
girl
Mt and Mrs Gordon Mood% ).•, • IM .4 tui% to Mr and
Mrs C
h, 2., and a girl
to Mr and Mrs Non %ille Cole. Ile(
2t;
,
Well oisrer a half million pounds of
tuba, co were sold on the Mut ray
A1arket during the first three ,I.1%, if
this week, bringuit: grow el s now
than $75.000
Marriages armour', el in, hide !Miss
Nellie Short to Zollic 'sin ce it ths,
live 31
Itictuird A Starks retit IA Ii.. ti
after serving 32 jeu'r). and now row,
ths as a rural mail lamer in
'Calloway County
.. Fifty years ago,.
Calloway CounNiudge C A Hale
received notice Jan 1 of the county
receiving 96,000 froni Reconstruction
Finance Corp through the Kentucky
Relief Commission for relief in the
county
Deaths reported include Thmilati I.
Chambers, 73, W.W i Bud Ezell. Ted
I. Pace. John Rowlett and Miss
Rachel Overby
A fire on Jan 1 destroyed the
building of W
White and Son,'
Hazel, with an estimated damage of
$5,000
The " Western Dark Tobacco
Growers Association is now receiving tobacco from its members and
making advances to the growers on
the 1932 crop, according to S T
!toward. treasprer
The Calloway County assessment
of 1932 for 1933 taxes has been
lowered approximately 19 per cent
from that of previous year,according
to Claude Anderson,county assessor

Marriages announced this week include Trrva Colson to Holman Jones
on 1/ec 24, Paschall Elizabeth Kelley
to Durnas C. Clariton on Dec. 29 and
liubinv Winchester to Onis Roberta
on Dec. 21

V•hitg'

panel agrees Mat
Ttle
Social Seem it% will need $PA) billion
to 6200 billion in savings 40U additional
reVefille•

i, er the

seVell svars

lint the panel has !wen unable to
agree on a formula if pay roll tax
crease?, and slow itioN in', III benefit Ill'
ordel
ti l
the
r'reilitieN In
Ii oney ti
Alan Greenspan. the Itepubliean
(to head the
economist Reagan
panel, said
month ago that what
was needed was guidan .' from the
administration and Demo' rah,
leaders in Congress Reagan wasn t
intervening then, and he isn't in
terverung now. And about al( that
Greenspan tuel to say now is that the
panel still is talking, which show', it
still has something to talk about
Congress will have to act this y ear
to keep Social Security. which
already is borrowing money to pa)
benefits, from running short of fiinds
The House Ways and Meatici'tututut-'
tee already is preparing to begin
shaping legislation to that end
But it will be a battle every step of
the way unless a bipartisan concen•
sus emerges from the year-old commission
Reagan's caution was born of
harsh political experience He had
criticized the whole Social Security
cnncept early in his political career,
and when he began campaigning for
president, those long-discarded
views were raised repeatedly by his
opponents So during the 1976 cam.
paign and again in 1980. Reagan said

that as president he would name a
panel of experts to study Social
Security and recommend a way out
of its financial crisis
Early in his administration,
Reagan proposed some Social Security cost-cutting moves. and got
nowhere in Congress So he dropped
them. and proposed on Sept. 24,1961,
that the commission be set up to
study the problem and recommend
answers.
It was; and it studied. And there
are no answers yet.
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Community calendar
•
Sunday,Jan.9
Saturday, Jan.
Wayman's Chapel
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of AME Church will have a
American Revolution will special program at 2-30
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the p.m. at church.
home of Mrs. Doris
Ley Reading Workshop
Nance.
will be at 2 p.m. at St.
Miirray Squar-N-Aders John's Episcopal Church.
'will 'dance at 8 p.m. at
Mr. and Mrs. Hdlman
Woodmen of the World Jones will be honored at
Hall
reception in celebration
of 50th wedding anniverAlcoholics Anonymous sary from 2 to 4 p.m. in
and Alanon will meet at 8 Community Room of
p.m in western portion of North Branch of Peoples
I avestor k and Exposition Bank.
Center
Acteens. GA's for
Hound and square dan- Grades 1 to 6. and FtA's
cing will be from 7:30 to for Grades 1 1o3 will meet
II p.m. at 1.ynn Grove at 5 p.m at First Baptist.
Church.
Roller Rink.
-

Tuesday, Jan 11
Coldwater Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 7 p m at church

Wallace-Boyd vows
solemnized at church

Tuesday, Jan II
10 a m

•

The marriage of Miss Ftaye Ann Wallace and
Michael D. Boyd was solemnized on Saturday. Dec.
II, at the Fountain Avenue United Methodist
Church, Paducah
Dr. Bill F. Riley officiated. Music was by Larry
Edwards, organist, Mrs. Michael McCann,
violinist, and Miss Pam Wallace. soloist, sister of
the bride
The new Mr. and Mrs. Boyd are residing in Columbus, Ohio.
Parents of the couple are Mr and Mrs. Wayne
Wallace of Paducah and Mr and Mrs William M
Boyd of Murray

Kappa Department of
Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at club
house

Murray

WNW of Sinking Spring
BaptIst Church will meet
at 10 a m at church

Circles of First United
Methodtst Church
Women will meet as
follows: Alice Waters
with Eloise King, Bessie
Elm Grove Baptist Tucker with Eleanor
Church-Women will meet Diuguid and klaryleons
at 1:30 p.m.
Frost with. Marie Crisp.
all at 9:30 a.m.; Faith
BYW of Westaide Bap- Doran at church at 2 p.m
tist Church will meet at
home of Patsy Neale at 7
Mothers Morning Out
p.m.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Kentucky Lake United Methodist Church
Chapter of American
Group I of First Baptist
Covernant P5ayer Association of Medical
Calloway County
Church
Women will meet
-United
meet
at
Assistants will
Chapter of Full Gospel Group and
with Novella Morgan at 9
Youth
Methodist
7:30
p.m.
in
third
floor
Business Men's
a.m.
Fellowship will meet _ at Fellowship Groups will classroom of. Murra y First
5:30
at
p.m.
Hopita
I
Meet
at
Calloway
County
Trenholm's Restaurant
Murray Duplicate
Church.
at 6 30 p m This islor all United Methodist
Bridge Club will meet at 7
TOPS
(take
off
-Murray
men and their families
Monday.Jan. 10 __pounds sensibly ) Club p.m. at. Gleason Hall,
and.no reservations are
-Ca Ilo way will meet at 7 p.m at North 12th and Payne
Murray
necessary
Streets. For information
Camera Club will meet at Health Center.
call 4119-2244 or 7534345.
I p.m in annex - of
Skating party for PT() Calloway Public Library.
Group I of First*Chris.11'1nd-raiser will be from 2
Alcoholics Anonymous
tian Church OW will
40 4 p.m for Robertson
Colts and Fillies 4-H meet- at '10 am. with will meet at 0 p.m. in
and Carter Centers at Horst-Club will meet at 7
Helen Bennett with pro- western portion of
Roller Skating of Murray p.m. at Carmen Pavilion.
gram by Dr. David Roos. Livestock and Exposition
Center
Group III of - First
Murray Affiliate R, NaBethel Flaistat Bible
tional Hairdressers will Christian Church (WV
Bargain Matinee
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Na- will meet at 7.30 pm Study will be at 6 p.m at
tional Beauty Supply with Mrs. Dan McKee) home of David CunnSot. & Sun. 2:00
House. Uncle Jeff's Shop- with program by Betty ingham,tItterback Road.
Cheri 8. Cine
Hale
ping Center.
-Singles Class will meet
All Seats S1.50
Northside - Baptise
Murray Star Chapter at 7 p.m? at Seventh and
Church Baptist Young No. 433 Order of the Poplar Church of Christ.
_
Women Will meet at—7 Eastern Star will Meet- at
pm. at isomi of Ann. -7:30 pm. at lodge hall.
`Senior Citizens acSalmon.
tivities will be at 9:30
Homemakers Clubs Lin. it Dexter Center;
—Hattie Lee Galloway
WMU of Westside Baptist win meet as follows: °Col- from 10 a.m. 1,o'2 p.m. at
Church will meet at 7 dwater_ with Mrs. Sher- Hazel and Douglas
wood Potts: Paris Road Centers: from'0a.m.to3
p.m. at chtirch.
with Ma t t ie Lee-Buster at p.m. at Ellis Center
Recovery. Inc.. will
meet at 730 P.m at
Health Center. North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
NORTHAMPTON,
"Reporters are asking
• Murray -Callow/ y
Mass.
(API
A finan- ine if I'm some kind of
County Need Line
Association will meet at cially comfortable kooky. rich housewife or
woman moving into a someone lust trying to
noon at Pagliat's.
low-Income housing pro- cash in on poverty. I'm
- Murray Neighborhood ject says she's—not Just searching for a topic
central center 753-3314 Girl Scout Core will meet "kooky" or "exploitive" fOr my master's thesis,"
at 9:30 a.m, at the Girl — she's just looking for a Mrs. Arnbaruch said She
Is seeking a master's
.Scout Cabin. Sharpe master's thesis topic.
degree in sociology from
Street.
Sylvia Kay Ambaruch, the state
University of
'
• (It• •• 04141 Nun
47. of Owego. N.Y., on New York
at BinghamSigma Department Of
Thursday night began a ton.
Murtay Woman's Club is
"pay
to
be
poor" visit to
PC11111.1.1a3
While she was getting
scheduled to meet at 7:30
I.ill/ 128i11104
the Florence Heights ready to move
in Thursp.m.
at
club
house.
rADA/C19
housing project.
day, 15 Florence Heights
tAs fist& , ,
Manic Belle Hayes CirShe is Paying $250 to residents called a news
firestAoi,
cle of First United' stay a week with Ramona conference to accuii,e
rc .•
Methodist Church will Diaz, a 4 2-)ear-old Johnson of "commermeet at 930 a.m. at welfare mother who lives cializing poverty."
church.
"No one says anything
with her seven children in
11017111T0g
when
the rich get richer
a
four-bedroom
apartsserrisse
Aerobic Fierrise will ment in the 50-unit comwhy should they comUntil.
1.0iicsi arr.
be at 7:30 p in at First plex, according to Bennie plain when the people
mitres
United Methodist Church Johnson, who organized who really need it get
the house-guest program. share,— responded
• NO PASSES•
.Hazel and Douglas Mrs Ambaruch is the Johnson,whirmoxed here
Centers will be open from program's first partici- five months ago from
•
• :
1••
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- pant
New York City.
"14,13"
tivities by. Senior
Citizens.
THE
Tuesday,Jan. 11
I,AS VEGAS. Nev
sentences for people conBoard of Directors of
TONers Calloway
Singer Connie victed of violent trirnes
Chapter of I Al'
American Red Cross will Francis, making a state- and the removal of inNO PASM•
meet at 4 pm at by-state anti-crime cam- sanity and diminished
chestnut et. 753.3314 Calloway Public Library paign, has challenged capacity defenses
lawmakers to pass
legislation to aid victims
''I'm doing it on my
of violent crimes
own when I should be out
The 44-year-old per- singing and making a livformer, who was raped in ing." she told legislators
a New York motel in 1974, Thursday "The people
called for mandatory are fed up with rhetoric."
Cub Scout Pack 57 will
meet at Carter School
Gym at 7 p.m.

Woman now in neighborhood
to study for her master's thesis

HONORED — Carroll Volkswagen was presented
a certificate in the $100 Mks Dollar Club by
outgoing Shrine Club president Leroy Todd. right.
Accepting the certificate is Tommy Carroll, left,
and Ed Carroll, center. the certificate was an expression of appreciation to the automobile firm for
their offer of several years to present a new
automobile to the person who Kong a "bole-inone" on the number seven green of the Murray
Country Club during the annual Shrine Golf Tournament. Interest from the money invested in the $100
Million Dollar Club is used to defray the costs of
operating the 21 Shriners Hospitals for Crippled
Children.

•

LAX RECOGNIZED —. E.H 1-Ax, right, was
presented with a certificate in the $100 Million
Dollar Club by Shrine Club vice president T.P. Farris. Lax has been of great help to the Murray Shrine
Club in organizing and preparing food for the club's
annual fish fry. He has worked to catch the catfish
used in the fry and also is ea hand with equipment to
cook and serve the catfish.
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Mr. and Mrs. Hal Gibson, Jr.. 314 Wright,
Mayfield, are the parents of a daughter. Amber
Nicole, born Sunday, Jan 2, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Hal Gibson and
Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Haley, Mayfield.

Grandparents day planned
The annual Grandparents' Day in the three
elementary centers of Calloway County Schools at
East, North and Southwest has been planned for
Wednesday, Jan. 12, and Wednesday, Jan. 19.
Grandparents of students are being invited to come
to the schools for a visit and have lunch at a coat of
$1.10 per person with the students.
This event will be for Grades One, Three and Five
on Jan. 12 and for Grades Two, Four and Six on Jan
19. Persons are requested to return the note being
sent home by the students or call the various school
offices no later than Tuesday at 3 p.m. to make
reservations.
The Kentucky Lake Chapter of the American
Association of Medical Assistants will meet Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 7:30 p.m. in the third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Joyce Nunnally. guest speaker, will present,.
slide presentation of the Hospice Program. All
members are urged to attend, a chapter spokesman
said.

Choir enrollment now
Enrollment is in progress for the Carol Choir,
grades 1 to 3, Chapel Choir, grades 4 to 8, and Youth
Choir, grades 8 to 12, at the First United Methodist
Church. Carol will meet from 3:15 to 4:30 p.m. and
Chapel from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m., both on Wednesdays,
and the Youth time to be announced.
Larrie Clark is choir director with Mrs. Bill
Wilson as president of Choristers Guild. Mrs. Brenda Turner is Carol Choir representative and Mrs.
Beryl Whaley is Chapel Choir representative.

Workshop to be Sunday
A Lay Reading Workshop will be Sunday. Jan. 9,
at 2 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. This is for
all lay readers and those wishing to become lay
readers. U you are now a lay reader and will be
unable to attend this workshop, please call Frank
Blodgett.

Recovery to meet Monday
lift,
GIVEN CERTIFICATE —
was presented a certificate in the $100 Million
Dollar Club of the Shrine of North America by Cliff
Finney, outgoing president of the Rival Clowns.
Carroll cooperated with the local clown unit as they
sought to get their clown car in operation. The certificate was presented as an expreeskin of appreciation from the clown unit. Carroll Is a member of the
Rispah Shrine Temple, and is co-owner of Carroll
Tire and Wheel Alignment.

Recovery, Inc., will meet Monday, Jan. 10, at 7:30
p.m. at the Calloway County Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets. This is for all persons
with nervous, emotional or mental needs and problems, a spokesman said.

Need Line pions meeting
Board of Directors of Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Association will meet Monday, Jan. 10,
at noon at Pagliai's. Betty Boston, president, urges
each member to be present.

Jacob Alan Robbins born

Gamblers Anonymous growing

-

Mr. and Mrs. John R. Robbins, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn., are the parents of a son, Jacob Alan. born
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J ly meetings have been Wednesday, Dec. 29, at Murray-Calloway County
APi -- This city's supplemented with 17
Hospital.
Legalized casinos have more, said a spokesman
The mother is the former Debbie Simpson,
created "a big problem" who requested anonymiGrandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Clint Robbins, Rt.
for compulsive gamblers ty
Paris,
Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Simpson,
6,
In the Northeast, swelling
Green.
Bowling
"The
membership
of
the ranks of local
chapters of Gamblers Gamblers Anonymous in
Anonymous, 4. Pennsylvania has doubled, and in New York has
spokesmen says.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. Lawrence Welk arid ERA
Membership in the New MI up over 75 percent,"
Jersey chapter has he said. "For anyone (API — The International opponent Phyllis Schlany
jumped from 300 within a 200-mile radius Dull Men's Club has to the 1983 list of the Ten
members three years ago of New Jersey, it's a big elected former President Dullest Americans.
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children's television host
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Rogers, comedian Don
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dale and Harry Gray,
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Technologies Corp.
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Elm Grove Church WMU
studies foreign missions
"Look At the Fields
was the theme of the prograds' for the Week of
Prayer for Foreign Missions by the WMU of Elm
Grove Baptist Church
This is a special tune
when Southern Baptists
study foreign missions
and take the Lathe ?Aeon
offering for work
overseas
June Crider. director of
the WMU, directed the
program when all groups
met at the church. She
read scripture from John
43-s
Work of the missionaries in difjerent
areas was discussed by
Jimmie Lee Carmichael
Debbie Oost directed a
special prayer time.
A skit in the form of interviews was presented
by members of the Acteens.
Members of—Mission
Friends and Girls in. Action presented special

music Paula Ktnsolving
gave the calendar of
prayer
Refreshments were
served by the Baptist
Women in the Fellowship
Hall to the 40 persons present
The Baptist Women
met another day in the
home of Lavine Carter
with Bobbie Breen in
charge of the program
All mission groups met
on Wednesday at 7 p.ni
im
at the church with each
A
organization having a
part on tbe program. .
PRESENT PROGRAM — This group of students from Calloway Middle School
Juanita Lee is in presented a program of music and readings at Fern Terrace Lodge
charge of the Bible Study.
Group with Sue Chaney
as president
Various leaders are
Two groups of'students held discussions concern- ning aging is very iinp4aElects Fulkerson, BapCalloway Middle ing -changes in education. tont
from
tist Women Paula K inrecently studied a government, family and
As a part of the unit the
solving, Baptist Young School
about "Various entertainment over the students visited with the
unit
Women: Rita McCuiston
years
Aging
residents at Fern Terrace
and Linda Fulkerson, Ac- Outlooks On
interviewBy talking to persons of Lodge
students
The
teens; Myra Nelson.
people in the various ages the students
The teacher of the
Glenda Rowlett and ed various
invited guest learned that an in- clas!•:es is Mrs P.itrIela
community,
Cathy Duncan, Mission
speakers to class arid dividual', outlook concer- 1,411`ite:
Friends.
Francisco,('•lif. 96331.
P.S. And don't forget there are %,,niett in the
rv ice, too!
MMIWOIP
m•—••••••

SPECIAL_ TALKS
Christ y Anderson, left, and Tabethia Johnson, right,
students at Calloway Middle School, talk with Mrs. Gertrude Sprague and J. W.
(lark at Fern Terrace Lodge.

Students study 'Outlook on Aging'

Dewy
By Abigail Van Buren

Words From Home Ease
Loneliness your
Soldiers'
I months 'ago, you urged
DEAR ABBY. S
readers to write to the lonesome servicemen in Korea. and
you- gave in address for those who wanted to initiate a
corfespondence.
• Well, I nisi wanted you to know Opt I wrote, and yes
terday I received a wonderful response from -a staff tier
grant stationed six miles south of the DMZ in -Korea I
hope to build a long and mutually happy relationship
with my newfound pen pal!
Please run that address again. It's a great feeling to he
able to raise the morale of our service people so far away
from home. Too many of us dont realize how much a
letter can brighten the day of a soldier stationed at a
remote place in sorne foreign country
Thanks so much for caring, Abby
R IN SUN VALLF:Y. CALIF
DEAR R.: The address: Operation Dear Abby, C/o
Commanding General U.S. 8th Army. AN) San

DEAR•ABBY I've kept ident long eniih .ind.o.,,A I
must comment on a nosy neighbor who th.•tozhi .• gip.%
ing widower should wait a year - the ofti. iil mourning
penod — before dating
My mother passed away, and six weeks Liter Ill% lather
invited:it lonely widow out to dinner My f..itticr to.ed
mother dearly,. but _upon losing her, the lonclinetOs .and
depression, were too much for him to bear alone A person has hia.God. his family and hi:. incrol. But
sometimes he needs someone to hold to l's.' ,inii to keep
him company
I hope your readers will not Judge too harslib,
and widowers who seemingly are • out Ana 1111•Alt too
soon
It certainly beats staying horrie,with a lump III %•,,IT
throat, looking at tin empty armclitilr_tliat stirs
memories. .
AN l'NDERSTANDINt; liA41„TVH

tti;411.̀ •
VIEWS
Ms Annts Willis. right. 102-year-old resident of Fern Terrace Lodge.talks with Bonita-Elkins and (Andy Wyatt. students at Calloway Middle School.
• _
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Weekly menusior Nutrition Program
for Elderly and Meals on Wheels listed
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th•-„prepos DEAR ABBY Now I've seen ei.erything
terous idea of adding thank you notes to the endorsement
of checks sent as gifts in order to stive,the recipient i
trouble of acknowledging them separately
Abby, sometimes the endorsements on checks must be
carefully examined for validation, foisting ,nnil other
isois agilely might be difficult ifs mesitge like 'Thank
you, Grandma, this will buy that neat sweater I'‘e had
my eye on“ or • clever drawing is added
Perhaps as the practice grows, our eompetltl%.i-age(t.
please-banks will have their checks printed with matt long
envelopes for thank you messages'
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Newborn admissions,dismissals at hospital listed
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday.
Jan.:4, was 171 adults and
six in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Carolyn Jones and
baby boy, New Concord;
Genella Jackson and
baby boy, 135 South First.
Mayfield; Corrine Smith
and baby girl. Rt.
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Barbara Owens
and baby girl, 1507 Danbury; Mrs. Cathy Pennington and baby girl, 208
S. Cherry; Mrs. Dorothy
Jean Sanders and baby
boy, Rt. 3; Mrs. Shirley
Crutcher, 913 North 18th
St.,; Miss Cammie
BOwman, R t . 6,
Mayfield;
Karl A. Wheeler, Rt, 1,

Mayfield; Robert
William Denton. Rt. 3,
Paris. Tenn.: Philip
Resig, 503 Whitnell;
Thomas Hutson, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Vannetta Bullard, Rt. 2;
. Mrs. Brenda Huie, 410
Greenwood, Paris.
Teim.; Roger Dawson,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Jeanne Falwell, Rt. 2;
Lloyd B. Raper, Box 209.
New Concord; H. Leon
Pritchett, Rt. 4;
Larry Salmon, BOx 19,
New- Concord; Jerry
Burkhart, Rt. 4; Mrs.
Ethel Collins, Fern Terrace Lodge; Mrs. Stella
Goski. 807 North 20th St.;
Mrs. Lillie Darnell, Fern
Terrace Lodge;
Mrs. Esta Moore, Kt 1,
Water Valley; Mrs. Mag:
gie Willisin, Rt. 2, Hazel;

Jack Norsworthy, Shady Viola Miller. Rt. 5; Mr,
Oaks. Clifford Jennifer Crouse, 150a
Hermitage; Mrs
Stenstrom,
Ralph West, Hi I. Deborah Housden, Rt
Sedalia
- Daniel Boone, Rt. I,
Dover. Tenn.; Mrs
Census at MurrayMaryam Ilernat. Box
Calloway County
2739, University Station,
Hospital for Wednesday.
Harold David Falwell.
Jan. 5, was 173 adults and
Rt. 5; Mrs Gwen
eight in nursery.
Outland, Itt. 6: Mrs
Newborn admissions Doreen Taylor, 316
were Diane C'harette and Samuel. Clinton; Mrs.
baby girl, ' 2207. Quail Gladys Brown. 405 L.P
Creek Dr.; IMelissa Miller;
Poursuiaeili and baby
Mrs. Emma Denney
boy. 403 College Courts;
Tern Elliott and baby 324 Richmond, Clinton.
Mrs. Lucille Easley, 406
boy,212South 11th St.
South 11th • St.; Mrs.
Dismissals were as
Lucille Walters, 1204
follows: Grove; Paris, Tenn :
Mrs Tress& Heasley Mrs... Irma.. Huey. _RI_
and baby girl, Rt I, Puryear, Tenn ; Haw
Hazel; Mrs. Bonnie Col- Warren, 827 Hurt...Mrs
eman. Rt. 1, Cadiz; Mrs Laverne Anderson. RC 2

Charles Frac

Relaxation and diet may improve heart function
CHICAGO (AP, - gram like this might help
Relaxation and a to reduce their need for
vegetarian diet can im- drugs and surgery in
prove heart function for sorne cases, although not
victims of coronary all," Ornish said in a
artery disease, and might telephone interview from
reduce the need for treat- Boston, where he works
ment with drugs or at Massachussetts
surgery, researchers say. General Hospital
The regimen also imThe 1900 study, conproved exercise ducted in Houston. corntolerance and lowered pared two groups of 23
cholesterol levels in as lit- heart patients before and
tle as 24 days, according after an experimental
to the group that ran the
study, led by Dr. Dean
Ornish.
But the doctors caution
MOSCOW I API -that many questions Millions of Russian Orabout the research re- thodox faiThful ignored
main unanswered — in- the Soviet Union's atheist
cluding why it works. doctrine and crowded inTheir study was publish- to churches to mark the
ed in the Journal of the dart of their traditional
American Medical Christmas celebrations
Aasociation.
with glittering Masses.
Mounting evidence
The Russian Orthodox
shows stress reduction Christmas falls 13 days
and diet changes can ,after the Western holireduce blood pressure day. The church still
and cholesterol
adheres to the Julian
both tisk factors in heart calendar,, which honors
&Neese. The study led by the birth of Jesus on Jan.
Ovoids shows.for the first 7 instead of Dec. 35 as on
time.that eating and Mrcalendar.
gerian
ndia
arthhol
kg better con actually
of believers
improve heart Midler, stood shoulder-to,tits physician saki:
shoulder in the Yeleithov"Tidsindicates not that okays Cathedrbl in north
people should dap Ong Moscow Thursday night
In doctors, but that if peo- for Cluistmat Eve serve heart disease. vices conducted by
e
nim
baing
through 5prow- Patriarch Pim-en.
,

Afterward. members of
the experimental group
For 24 days, members showed ''statistically
of one group lived significant'' initogether Ma apecial rural, provements in the freenvironment: learned quency of angina attacks,
meditation and other 'bow long they caul,' exerways to manage stress cise and. in. thleir
and ate a vegetarian diet cholesterol lev•qs - •
also devoid of salt, sugar.
In addition, the ability
alcohol and caffeine
of their hearts to contract
Members of the controI and pump blood during
group continued to live exercise also improved.
and work as usual..
Ornish said
program.

Many Russians still attend churches there
spiritual head of the
church in Moscow and
Russia.
Pimen, resplendent in
his sprawling gray beard
and purple-and-black
vestments, blessed the
congregation and prayed
for, a peaceful 1963.
Priests in gold robes
wafted sandalwood incense from Ceders and
chanted the liturgy.
Most worshippers in
the cathedral were elderly women wearing brightly colored flowered
'caries on their heads.
But many y *linger
women and men atsa
horned out, dressed in expowlive fur coats and
hats.
Western experts
estimate there are 30
infilion Rumba OrthOdOx

faithful in this nation of
270 million people. where
Russian Orthodoxy was
the state religion before
the 1917 revolution.
There are an es}imated•
10,000 'churches in the
Soviet Union today, cornpared with 55,000
reportedly in existence
before the revolution.
Services were crowded
beyond capacity
thioughout the 'week in
Moscow, and the church
was believed to hive
taken in millions of rubles
nationwide bx selling'
votive candles and tinned
,Chetstrnao-eakesChristmas is the most
important religious bollday in the Soviet Union
after Easter. But for nonbelievers, there was little
'evidence of a celebration
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Caffeine-free Pepsi comes to Murray
The Pepsi-Cola Company of Paris, Tenn., announced the debut in the
Murray area of its new
caffeine-free cols, Pepsi
Free The product. introduced after extensive
market research and product development. is
available in both regular
99 7 percent caffeine
and sugar-free,
free
100 percent laffeine-free
with one 'alone
Walter Foshee.
General numager of Pepsi's Parts Plant stated
We want conthat
sumers to have a (lichee
between regular and
caffeine-free colas
without compromLsaig on
taste "Research indicates that consumers
are very- interested in a

caffeine-freis cola,
however, they are not
willing to trade off taste
for the caffeine-free
benefit. Pepsi Free is a
-completely new cola product with a great new
taste making it worthy of
the Pepsi name.The marketing potential for new Pepsi Free is
considerable. according
to Foshee, who stressed
that colas currently account for some 62.6 percent of the total soft drink
market:, Cola consumption in the U.S.- in 1961
grew to 3 8 billon cases,
up about 3 percent from
1990 Sales of Pepsi-Cola
Company brands increasat almost double the
5.6 per,
industry rate
cent • capturing 25 1 per-

HEAL F.STATE AND 1 ()II
by Loretta Jobs
HOME AS INVESTMENT
FACES BRIGHT FUTURE
At least 55 million people already ore
reaping the tax advantages and appreciation
from another wise investment
- home
owpership.
Home equity accounts for about 40 per
cent_ of all recorded personal wealth, the
loroest single assest for millions of
Americans. The case for investing in o home
is sound, over the long term, price appreciation has outpaced nearly all other traditional
investments Statistics from the Notional
Association of Realtors show many properties
hove doubled in market value over the lost
10 years of less.
- Ho-me Ownership Will cOnlinue fo' be on at•-tractive investment, not only -because of
these financial considerations, but because it
is the only investment that provides
necessity
a ploc• to live, besides an appealing lifestyle and tax advantages.
The low of supply and demand seems certain to enhance the investment value of
homes for years to come. About 2 million
new households will be forming each year
throughout the 1980s Also Me number of
people in the prime home. buying cage group
25-44 years will increase to 31 percent of
the population. Because of the three-year
long housing recession, pent-up demand
among potential buyers also is mounting.
Experts now ore predicting that because
housing construction has been severely curtailed and some housing units are destroyed
each year due -to _deterioration or fire, a
critical housing shortage is developing. In
some parts of the country rental vacancies
ore at historic lows of less thon 5 percent.
Rentals ore getting hard to find at affordable
rates Until home construction increases,
prices will continue to rise.
Also unlike other investments, a home can
be purchased . with a relatively small
downpayment, but the increase in the total
valve of the property is returned to Abe
owner The home will continue to appreciate
whether it is owned mortaoge free or it is
mortgaged.
Due to this low downpayment leverage,
the increasing demand and unmet supply, the
historical appreciation, equity accumulation,
and the dispersed decision making, which truly signifies a derno.crotic society, owning o
home will continue to be o sound investment.
By taking advantage of the lowest interest
rates in three years, and low interest peopleto-people financing plans available', many
housing bargains-con be found now.

cent of the total Market.
"We feel that the
caffeine-free cola
category will expand the
total soft drink market
just as diet colas did in
the '60's." Foshee said.
"Diet colas grew from
0.5 percent in 1962 to 9.4
percent in only two years
and have carved a present day niche of 18.8 percent."
Decaffeinated coffee is
a large and growing segment of t-he coffee
market, accounting for 16
percent of total coffee
poundage and 19 rwrcent

of total coffee sales.
There has been a similar
the light beer
trend
market with growth from
0.3 peer"ent in 1974 to 14 4
percent in 1961.
"We see the same
potential of growth for
caffeine-free colas."
Foshee said. "Our confidence in Pepsi Free is
backed by a great tasting
product, the. Pepsi name.
and our outstanding bottler system."
Two 30-second television commercials,
developed for Pepsi-Cola
Company by MOO. Inc

New York,are the centerpiece of the advertising
for Pepsi Free. The campaign. themed "The taste
is positively Pepin...and
it's caffeine-free." emphasizes there's no taste
tradeoff with new. Peps:
Free.'
'This theme confirms
the emphasis we have
placed on taste superiority over the past five years
through Pepsi Challenge
advertising.' said
F'oshee
The new campaign
began Jan 3, at Big
John's in Murray

Schmitt named as director
Wilma Schmitt,
Realtor for Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
has been named as Property Management
Director of the -firm, according to Loretta Jobs.
broker-owner
In this position Schmitt
will manage both residential and commercial properties - This includes
apartment houses,
duplexes, single family
and commercial buildings
The purpose of property management is to
relieve the owner from
any of the duties of
management in Which he
or She d4s not wisii
engage
Property
marilkement agreements
set forth all of the
specifics including the
conditions of management. what is to be done
by the property manager.
how funds are to be
dispersed, what the
owner wishes to handle.
etc
In the administration of
rental units, the property
manager can be responsible for repairs, rents,
taxes, loan payments and
the disbursement of the
funds in any manner
desired by the owner
Both long and short term
leases may be negotiated.
Setunitt indicated tha
she will continue in sales
of real estate in addition
to the assuming the
responsibilities of her
new position in property
management
She has been in real
estate for approximately
two years and prior to
that time she enrolled in

Murray State University
for courses in real estate
law, real estate finance
and practices, accounting
and other related
courses.

Wilma Schmitt

She recently completed
a seminar in Commercial
Investments and in the
Essentials of Real Estate
Financing tailored to the
1980's. The latter course
was highly detailed.
At the present time
Schmitt is working
'toward her designation As
a Certified Commercial
Investment Member. She
is also, working with the
Century 21 "Property
Management Systems."
Schmitt may be contacted at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
1200 Sycamore for any
property management inquiries-The firm has a
large number of property
management contracts
now in effect.

Max Morris promoted

Max E. Morris, an
employee of Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet since
March 1962, has recently
been promoted to the
position of sales
nuinager.
The responsibilities of
Morris' position as
manager over sales of
new and used cars • include hiring, trairung and
overseeing the salesmen.
Morris is a native of
Calloway county and a
graduate of tynn Grove
High School. He has served - eight years on the
Murray Police Department, four years as
Calloway county sheriff
and four years as the
county coroner He 111 a
Morris and his wife, the
member of Murray former Shirley ButterMasonic Lodge No 105.
worth, and children Zandra, Garry and Regina
are residents of Wells
Ext. They attend the
Kirksey Church of Christ.
F„, iitJL 1 ().•ei Pese• .JtIonS(on
Morris is the son of
Lancie and Jessie Morris
of Lynn Grove.

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
• • • • .
Arne•rt(an and Internalsonal Ira V eltlir

As new sales manager,
Morris invites all his
friends to come by the lot
at 1307 So. 12th St. and
browse through the wide
selection of new-and used
cars now available.

PEPSI FREE — Murray State University basketball coach Ron Greene was
the first to try Pepsi Free this week at the Big John's in Murray.
Staff photo by Rate A. Reeves

Wal-Mart plans to award
$1,000 college scholarship
The Wal-Mart Store in
Murray. has announced
that a $1,000 scholarship
will be awarded to a high
school senior in the very
near future. Speaking on
behalf of the store, Gary
Stewart, manager of the
store said, "One scholarship will be presented to a
student that plans to attend a college or university after graduation from
hWhOol:".
The scholarship will be
based on the student's
scholastic and academic
achievements, extra curricular and work activities, and financial
need. A team of judges,
consisting of community.
leaders, will evaluate the

Murray Gulf
hires full-time
staff mechanic
Murray Gulf located on
So 12th St. has added a
full-time mechanic to its
staff.
Scott Wallace of Murray is on duty at the station from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
He specializes in tuneups, brake repair, muffler work and oil changes.
Wallace has previously
been employed as a
mechanic with Goodyear,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Murray Muffler and was
also in business for
himself for two years at
Main St. Texaco.
The station, owned by
Brent Morris Jr., was'an
Amoco station until about
six month ago, according
to Morris, and the phone
listing has not been
changed. He says Murray
Gulf can be reached at
753-9164.
Morris added that prior
to the hiring of Wallace,
there was no mechanic
employed by the station,

applications and make
their final determinaton
during an interview with
the student.
"Students interested in
applying for the scholarship should check with
their high school
councelor for applications and more information," Stewart stated. Applications must be reeeiv-

ed by the school
councelor before Feb. 19,
1963.
The scholarship given
by the Murray Wal-Mart
Store, is one one of 500
other scholarships being
given by the company.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.,
headquartered in Bentonville, Ark., operates
552 stores in 15 states.

Gingles retites
from bank position
after 24 years service
Rob Gingles, vice president of the Bank of Murray, recently annowtCed
plans for retirement, effective Dec. 31, 1962.
A graduate of Kirksey
High School in the class of
1939, Gingles attended
Murray State University
for 21-1 years before
entering the U.S. Air
Force, Where he served
for 4 years as an electrician.
Following this tour of
duty, Gingles engaged in
farming and the dairy
business at Kirksey with
his father, Hugh Gingles
until 1956. At that time, he
Rob Gingko;
entered the insurance
business, and worked
In addition to his bankwith a number of in- ing duties, Gargles has
surance companies as a served as secretarybroker.
treasurer of the Murray
Association for
Gingles joined the staff Baseball
years,
and is a
12
at the Bank of Mrrray on
deacon of
and
member
and
1%11962
1,
1958,
May
Church of
University
the
was promoted to
Christ.
represenagricultural
tative. In 1966, he was
made assistant cashier;
and in 1968 was elevated
to assistant vice president. In 1975 he was promoted to a full vice president.

The bank officers and
staff recently honored
Gingles with a country
ham breakfast, where he
was presented gifts and
many good wishes for the
future.

6M666156461S000154600M06-0DOWOOM044>i

Wise electric use today means
a brighter future for them.
To keep down the cost of
electricity in the future, we
must all use it wisely now
Begin todatiV asking for
our free booklets on "How
to Save on Your Electric
Bills- and "How to Insulate
Your Electric Water Heater
In addition, we have
information on how to
,
insulate and weatherize your
home to conserve on

Murray lectric C

heating and cooling

Remember

We at the

01•••
41•••

Bank of Murray

••••

offer our

Congratulations

.11•••
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Rob Gingles
Wilma Schmitt
Max E.Morris
Scott Wallace
Wal-Mart
411 Ohs*.
7.53.5112
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west kentucky outdoors

by wade bourne

When we drove into the
field, we could see the
waters from the flooding
Ohio River stretching like
a sheet across rows of
harvested soybeans. The

shadow of my duck blind
suggested. I was trying to
•
was silhouetted by
figure out a way to
moonlight in the slough,
salvage the day for
but I' knew the decoys
brother Joe, who lives in
would be in a mess.
Texas and Was home for
- "The decoy hnes are
the holidays
about half as deep as the
We were mulling over
water, now that the
the idea when Joe-spotted
river's up." I told my
a goose winging down the
brother Jolt Bourne and
river We started calling
friend Chip Woodard.
and the bird set its' wings
"They'll be tangled up
and floated, in over our
back in the treeline. We'll
spread. One shot from my
just have to wait until it's
brother's shotgun sent
light enough and .then
the goose splashing into
pickup a couple of dozen
the water
and rerig them."
This was the bait It
We launched the
• happens frequently when
johnboat into the floodyou're duck or quail or
Frasces Drake
waters, and I screwed
anything-else hunting.
down the outboard. Brrr.
FOR SUNDAY,
The day is %low .and
Brrr, Brrr.It was supposyou're about ready to
JANUARY 9, 1983
quit That's when a flight
What kind of day will tothor- ed to start on the second
row be' To Rad out what the pull. Brrr! Brrr! Brrr!
of ducks or a covey of
quail enters the picture
stars say, read the 1°4141M" These were indications
give.for your birth sign.
You're tempted into stayof how my duck season
ing longer, usually only to
ARIES
ovse--ire has gone, and indeed.
t Mar 21 to Apr. 19) 1 401"--% how this day would be.
discover that'the action
This is a fortunate day for The motor finally started
was a fluke, not a preview
You ifl manYwaYs- Invitations after I'd pulled till I was
of action getting cranked
for travel and improved rela- sweaty. We retrieved 36
up
toms with friends make for decoys from the logjams,
Wi• took the bait and
happiness,
stayed another hour, but
retied and set them and
TAURUS
we still reserved the op6'67 then got in the blind. it
1 Apr. 20 to May 20)
tion. to hit the quad fields
was 7:15 a.m. by the time
You'll have luck in raising we got ready to hunt, and
in the p in When we saw
capital for important projects. we hadn't seen a duck in
no more ducks or geese:
moves
financial
Discuss joint
we quickly left the river
'
r 5"y"
.with--i-Jrthers. Mix business u
Nor had we by 8a.m. or
bottom and headed back
and pleasure
8:15. Or 9:15. Conditions
down 1-24 to deposit our
GEMINI
boat and waterfowl gear.
were perfect with rising
( May 21 to June 20)
grainWe were in south Chrisflooded,/
waters,
Let loved ones take the lead
tian County by 1.30 p iii.
and you'll have a special day. fields and clear, Cold
on a farm when. Chip
Others want to make you hap. skies. But .ibsolutely
Woodard has been finding
nothing was stirring.
py. Show your appreciation
Chip Woodard is a quail
-up to six coveys of quail
Aft
CANCER
-111/1— afternoon round.
ishirit-2I to July22i— MPS-0 hunttr,and tle'lrbetTrftrE"Wish we knew where we
Follow up tips regarding.ding plenty birds. "If we
could get another dog,"
new job opportunities. Begin leave right now, we can
QUAlb -2- Chip Woodard and Buck examine a Christian County quail. When the Woodard said " His 12":
Physical fitness programs. drive back, pick up your
fields
for
soybean
Common-sense tactics bring bird dog. and be in the ducks didn't fly, Woodard, Joe and Wade Bourne took to the
year-old setter romped
financial gain,
down a fencerow like a
fields by lunchtime," I some good bobwhite action
LEO
July 23 to Aug.22 1
Sports, hobbies and recreaI activities are accented.
in love may make
you altar-bound. Dating proyesluck y.
tion Of such proposals are sequence because it
WASHINGTON (AP)
VIRGO
doesn't put anything on
anticipated."
news
for
the
There's
good
Aug. 23 toSept. 221
the endangerisit list • or
Environmentalists,
turtle
and
Illinois
mud
Freelancers should begin
take anything off."
who
have
been
critieal
of
wood
stork
the
the
family
new assignments. A
There are currently 296
member has good news. Make government has added Interior Secretary James
important decisions about them to the list of pro- Watt because of his species listed as threatenfailure to add species to ed or endangered in this
tected species.
domestic interests.
But there's bad news the protected list, dis- country and • 468 foreign
LIBRA/
for the Thick tail chub,the counted the impact of species on the V.S. list. Sept. Wto Oct. 22)
Watt, in a meeting with
You'll enjoy personal %%Reline topminnow and Tuesday's announcereporters
last week, said
ment.
the
San
Felipe
leopard
enhanced
and
popularity
creativity. A heart-to-heart frog -- the government is "This is nothing more the Carter administration
talk leads to happiness in love dropping those species than a status report on a would win "hands down"
from further considera- number of vertebrate in the matiber of species
and greater closeness.
SCORPIO
tion because scientists'species which have been listed but he said the
(Oct. 23to Nov. 21
believe they are extinct, around for a long time," Reagan . administration
Some extra money could The Interior Depart- said Michael Bean, has been more agcome now or you may make a ment,in a comprehensive wildlife expert for the En- gressive in preparing
the limit of birds he killed while hunting somewhere
decision about a major pur- review of the status of 363 vironmental Defense recovery plans, detailed
in West Kentucky on Dec. 6. On the nth is his son,
chase. What you buy will species, says enough Fund. "This document proposals for protecting
Jason Boyd Gilliam, along with his bird dog.
please the family.
evidence is available that has little real world con- species on the list.
"Dan."
SAGMAgiug
it will probably propose
protections for 62species.
(Nov. 22 to Dec• 21)
Speeches and writing The department said it
assignments should go weU. WWI dropping 30 species
Your outgoingness attracts from further review.
since late last summer
benefits. A short trip is Fourteen of these are SAN DIEGO AI'
brown Veterinarians have given
California
Two
pleasurable.
presumed to be- extinct,
that received four of them fiberglass
CAPRICORN
six are not regarded as pelicans
(Dec.22toJan. 19) ViS14- valid species or fiberglass replacements beaks so far
You're at peace with subspecies and 18 are for their mutilated beaks
yourself and this reflects out- more widespread than are being prepared for
The two were transferwardly.-ft's a quiet time, but originally believed, of- release and will be red -from the Crown
you'll accomplish what you set
monitored to see how the Valley Animal Hospital in
ficials said.
out to do.
Laguna Niguel to, Sea
beaks holdup.
„.
More information is The birds are among 19 World and Should be
AQUARIUS
before
in
wild
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
deciding pelicans discovered with returned to the
needed
If you need a favor, this is a on the fate of the 301 other mutilatedmutilated beaks along the two weeks for monitorgood time to ask for it. Social- species ()(1 the list. the Southern California coast ing.
ly, you'll meet)ivith important agency said.
luck In all the agency
introduction* and
C
eiTHE JONES
through °Piers.
reviewed 363 imimab —
PISCES
including 136 fish, 71
(Feb. 19to Mar.30)
birds, 61 mammals, 17
You receive encouragement reptiles and 45 amphiThe Service Center for every sportfor your ambitions. Be alert bians. The review follows
liamislel KitsonIr Lv
beneficial career
usea is now offering complete
for
a similar one done two
Why
Pay
More
For Your Next Boat"
developments. Your dock is
years ago for plant
repair servkes for bows, gins, rods
on the rise.
footwieg
species.
& reels & depth finders.
YOU BORN TODAY com•Boss Howk Boots
•J.0 Pontoons
bine individualism with a ge- While Interior in its an•Authorited Evinrude
nuine interest in the welfare of nouncement did not forothers. You have leadership many propose adding any
SOI•S & Service
Leafy °wood & M000god
abilities and may achieve a anlinab to the protected
Pierces&
By Owes Nerviortity & lios
al pruminence in list, it said, "The
preparation and publicsor public life.
$ a.m. to p.m. Moo. Hors* Sot.

Your Individual
Horoscope

U4

44:g

uHappiness•

Animals receive good news -

"Oil

nt,Atis

two-year -old "Old -next to another beanfield
Buck's a fair dog, but he Old Buck was right onShe
won't retrieve'," Such money. I lagged behind to
honesty from a bird'dog photograph the action a
owner is rare and ad- difficult decision inmirable.
deed'', while foe and
''I've found more quail Chip marched forward.
this year than ever Sonar 15 birds flushed, the
before," Woodard con- hunters opened fire, and
tinued "Soybeap fann- three pail fell in a
ing has really helped hun- shower of feathers.
ting in this part of the
-Single birds are really
country The birds - love hard to find, and when
the beans, and just about you (indent, they're even
every fencerow between harder to - kill," "Chip'
the fields has its .own Woodard said about this
covey "
fencerow hunting. To proThe morning air had ve his point he took us on
been cold, but now the a half-hour sojourn after
beanfields were thawing: the singles from this last
Mud mounded up on urif covey We seareht:d .out
boots; enough. to . tell me .all_possible pieces_ of
I'd have sore muscles the cover where the birds
next morning.,
could have fled. Finally
Buck was ranging we jumped two cockbirds
ahead, working up la ;an a dense thicket. I bid
brushy draw that drained one farewell with a wild
the field.
20-gaugti'• blast, cutting
The setter was running only into swum bushes,
at a steady lope, when he
Before the sun fell Buck
suddenly broke pace and pinpointed One mire huge
droppi.tho the ground He covey. and we each shot
began crawling, his low- one quail on -the rise.• I
sweeping tad indicating a can't speak for the other
nose full of hot .quail *guys I missed my secondscent. And then he stret- shot, then fought franched out like a tomb- tically to break down my.
,stone. lookingantently in' 20-gauge douhleliarrel to
to a thick stand of weeds get two riiiire —Shells in..
on the eully's edge= The covey rise was one of
"Let's get on up there," those delayed action -afChip Woodard suggested, fairs, with one, two or
and we moved hurriedly threir birds getting up at a
to the point. tune- When all had flown,
t;uns abreast, we walk: we'd seen some 20 bobeel into the action. Only whites'
•
three Aitalt flushed'..T*0
We hturseven bias in
flew straight left, and the the bag, enough for
third broke- right. Chip brother -Joe to enjoy an
and Joe were on the out- old-time quail supper"'
sides, and each fired before his flight back to
simultaneously Brother Houston We'd also •pi-oJoe connected, then Veil an old outdoor axfeathered- the second iom if at first you don't
quail, while two missed succeed, give up and try
his target.
= something else. Now I
Covey number two 1 if just hope we don't find
the first point W. a out the ducks flew like
covey, came 15 minutes crazy that afternoon on
later, again in a gully the-river'
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Pork
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Murray State hosts Akron tonight
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Racer win impresses Rice, not Greene
Hy JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
if Murray State isn't a
Top 20 team, they're certainly a Top 30 one." was
the opinion of
Yowigstown State, coach
Mike Rice after the
Racers beat his
Penguins, 92-43, Fnday
We've played *West
Virginia and oho; State
and I think Murray ( ould
ram!) pia!, with both of
them I've coached
against some of the good
ones in
time and I was
vet:), impressed with

Murray tonight "
But while Rice may
have seen MSU through
rose-colored glasses, Ron
Greene was seeing his
squad 2020 and he was
disturbed with what was
going on.
We played the poorest
game we've played since
the West ,Virginia Tech
game I didn't see the
spark in their eye I've
seen in previous games,"
was ;reene's observation
The Racers didn't run
in their lanes, they didn't

fake their passes, they
dribbled-right smack into
traps in the closing
minutes
all they
managed to do was win.
It was Murray's ninth
straight victory although
many have been prettier
than the one Fnday night
at Racer Arena
Tonight MSU plays host
again when another Ohio
Valley opponent, Akron:
invades the hometown
gym at 7 30
Friday's game provided a lesson in chemistry
for Greene and. his

ballplaters, a lesson the
Racer skipper wasn't
looking forward to.
Sophomore forward
Vada Martin,_a cegular in
the Racer Irneup, was
sidelined with questionable grades frocti last
semester
something
Greene wasn't about to
take a chance on. So instead, senior Sammy
Curran got the starting
nod and did an admirable
job against YSU's 74001-1
center Ricky Tunstall.
But the chemistry of
the Racers wasn't quite

SHOCKED - Faces of Youngstown players Troy Williams (left) and Bnice Ttmko (right)show their reaction to Murray State trap-buster Lamont Sleets when he collided with the duo in Friday's Ohio Valley Conference game at Racer Arena. MSU pulled off a 9243 victory, their ninth in a row to only one loss.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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the same as with Martin
in the lineup. Greene
noticed it and tried
several combinations of
players tryingpxothbet
the situation.
• • .*
If Greene was troubled
with finding the Tight
five, Ake said he was at
wit's end finding the right
combo to stop MSU.
''We started three point
guards, something not
many people would try
against Murray, but we
wanted to have our
ballhandlers in in the
beginning. We felt the
first eight minutes were
crucial and we didn't
want many turnovers
early," Rice explained.
The Penguins survived
the opening minutes until
forward Troy Williams
was saddled with his
third foul and was
relatively ineffective the
rest of the night Rice was
depending on him for a
good performance after
being sidelined the past
three games -with an injury.
.
With Williams en the
bench. Rice's defense,
geared to stop Murray's
Lamont Sleets, was
_filtering against the
Racers' leading scorer,
Glen Green.
"Green's first half 118
potntsi killed us," Rice
said. "We were kind of.
concentrating on Sleets
arid hoping Green would
have a so-so night."
Green 'spoiled Rice's
hopes with a 29-point output along with 12 rebounds and two assists.
He also blocked one of
Tunstall's shots and was
called for goaltending
when he blocked another
of the Penguin center's
Al
Whenever Green let up,
MSU center Ricky Hood
contributed his share
enroute to a 25-point
night. Eleven of Hood's
shots came at the free
throw line.
Sleets, although the
center of Penguin attention, hit two 3-point goals
in a 16-point night.
Youngstown was no
stranger from the bonusshot range hitting eight
from beyond the arc including three each from
Bruce Timko 17 points
and Art McCullough • 161.
Twenty-two turnovers
and "stupid moves" ac(Continued on Page9
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REJECTED — Murray State's Ricky Hood falls victim to the moat prolific
shot-blocluor in the Ohio Valley Cerderence — Youngstown State's Ricky Tunitall
Tindall(l-foot-1) calmed his season total to 60 blocked shots ln 10 games
this year, although Friday he was far below his average with only one clean rejection. He drew three fouls for his other blocking attempts
Staff photo by Jim Rector

(s).

Eagles edge Peay on tv
By The Associated Press
Jeff Tipton hit a short
jumper with 12seconds to
go to lift Morehead State
to a 61-60 victory, over
host Austin Peay in Ohio
Valley Conference action.
Tipton's jumper capped a Morehead State rally which saw the Eagles
come from a 60-56 deficit
with 2:21 remaining in
the game.

The 6-foot-11 Tipton
topped Morehead with 18
points. Guy Minmfield
added 13 points and Eddie
Childress had 10.
The victory raised
Morehead State's record
to 6-4 overall and 2-1 in
the OVC. Austin Peay is.
now 7-6 in all games and
0-1 in the conference.
Austin Peay was topped by Lonnie West, who
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Navratilova,
Jaeger win
WASHINGTON (API
-- Top seeds Martina
Navratilova and Andrea
Jaeger have taken
another step towards
their expected meeting
in the finals of the
$150,000 Virginia' Slims
of Washington tennis
tournament.
Jaeger, seeded No. 2,
turned back 'JoAnne
Russell 6-7, 6-2, 6-2 in a
quarterfinal match and
Navratilova, the No.1
seed, beat Helena
Sukova of
Czechoslovakia 6-2,6-1.
Navratilova will meet
Mary Lou Piatek. a 6-3,
6-4 winner over No. 4
seed Barbera Potter,
while Jaeger draws
West Germany's Sylvia
Hanika, who uPlet
third-seeded Hans
Mandlikova of
Czechoslovakia 6-7, 743,
6-2.

McEntoe

$1000
.4 I -4
1..det
or.4, Grow
carton wow

hit five three-point
baskets and finished with
17 points. Joe Parker added 12 points and Greg An- drews 11.
Friday's game was the
first of a series of OVC
games scheduled to be
televised this season.
Next Friday the Murray
State game at Tennessee
Tech will be televised at
10:30 p.m.
The game can be seen
locally on Paducah's
WPSD Channel 6.
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Sale Price
$175.115
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MURRAY SUPPLY CO.INC.
L MAIN 7113-3341

CHICAGO lAP
John McEnroe defeated
Czechoslovakia's Ivan
Lend! 6-3, 6-2 in the
930,000 Lite Challenge of
Champions tennis tournament.
In other matches,
Eliot Teltscher beat
Sandy Meyer, 6-3, 74
and Jimmy Connors last
to Bjorn Borg of Sweden
6-4, 14,6-2.
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Murray High sweeps Fulton Co.twinbill
By JOHN SALERNO .as Coach Cary Miller saw
Pus team boost its record
Sports Writer
to 6-4.
the
was
High
Murray
The Tigers were oftto a
site of a winning basketball doubleheader at the strong start against the 3e.xpense of Fulton County S Pilots. taking a 5-0 lead
teams Friday rught, as and moving ahead by as
* much as tune points with
y Tigers posted,
the
57-35 win and 636 left in the halt Hut
COB

Use boys followed suit in

Fulton

the nightcap with a 76-66
victory over the Pilots

back End the Muiray
coach took out all starters

Tigers 76, Pilots 66
Murray High got 26
points and eight rebounds
from Jim West and a
steady performance from
poth starters and bench

except West at 5 55. and
the sixth through ninth
men took control, leading
at the half 36-27 on Jon
Billington's shot at the
buzzer
Billington. a senior

County fought

pressive seiii-on beginning. MSU has been ranked in two national
magazine polls including
a No.-39 spot in The Sporting News T4p-40 and a tie
for the No 24 spot with
Oklahoma in Basketball
Weekly
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Murray kept its grip on
first place in the league

with a 3-0 mark, 9-1
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FOULED - Murray's Connie Spann (22) gets
hacked on this layup attempt, but the shot was good
anyway. Spann and the Lady Tigers rolled over
visiting FUlton County Friday,57-36.
Staff photo by John Salerno

1

pair of blocked
guard
as particularl
effc, live on defense. shots. and Diana Ridley.
hate king the ball through. who also blocked two and
mu, h of the game and led both squads in recausing NA-I:eral tur- bounding with 11 Ridley
no% ers resulting in Tiger was third in Murray scoring with rune points
scores
The score was closer
here'm -strength in
reser
accor.ding to early in the.gaine, with
MI:ler a ho said those the Lady Tigers hitting
not start have Just four of 21 from the
wh"
"worked NO hard in the held in the first quarter
last .utileof Aerks that, for a 13-7 lead But Murwhen possible.
them ray picked up the pace
from there, leading 27-16
all as mu..h us I can •
1-9ifit% Wagner, who at half. and winding up
twisted his apkle in the the night with a 20 for 69
CampbellsiVille tourney shooting night Greene
against Tay lor County.. was almost singlehandednot see action and ly responsible for upping
Miller said he hopes to the percentage. a1 she hit
ha ‘i• - the perimeter nine of her 14 shots
Connie SPil 11 !I anti
shoottni; specialist back
for next Friday's -home LeShe Thompson added
three steals apiei•e
game aitatrist Mayfield
Lady Tiger ei..ich Jun
The Tigers outreboundHarrell •-;illeil the game
ed the Pilots 36-24
Lady Tigers 57. Lady "lackluster• but added,
'•a win is a Kill allil that's
Pilots 35
Monica Greene scored what wr neelled- after
24 points and I /orma suffering two straight
Rousse added 14 as the defeats Ile added he and'
lanB Tigers overcame a his squad are anxious to
sluggish _opening quarter meet Henry Count% Monto rout smalkg Fulton day at Nina. The TennesCounty squad which com- seans nipped MIN 5*1-4/1
the season open..r
plicated its problems at
14114)441 IS
the free throw line
4
••••
ThAct.Ady Pilots hit nixst 1.6‘46 !le I
7 of 34 charity tomes com•
:
pared to Murray's 17-32.
and also had problems
shooting over the 1.11A1
14
1', • I '
1411`
41•,°!
Tiger zone
The strongest elements
I A1,1" 11,:1 115
of that zone being both
Greene. seven rehounds‘
and

Racers ...
(Continued from Page 81
cording to Rice made the
difference in Murray's
favor.
"We're still a young
ballclub trying to find
ourselves. Murray showed a lot of confidence that
a veteran team should
hate. They IMSUJ kept
theft' poise when we made
a run at theill. They.
didn't shake. We. on the
other hand, would kick it
out of bounds or throw it
away -•s- tupid
mistakes," Rice said.
The loss made YSU 6-4

sae.

.
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4

• •
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No.2offense outplays No.2 defense
club he wants them to be
Craig Darnell topped
all scorers with 21 points,
seven of which he earned
at the free thrOw line.
Keith Lovett and Jeff
Garrison accompanied
Darnell in double figures.
Lovett, who saw limited
action due to foul trouble,
picked up 16 points and
Garrison added 10 to the
winning attack.
In junior varsity action
the Chris Sheridan led the
Lakers winning attack
with 13 points and Potts
pumped in 10, as
Calloway tromped
Hickman County 4427.

Financial terms of the
pact were not disclosed.

High School Basketball
H.40 C.kl.66a rtt...

Announcmg goes
to the'Dowgs
Editor,
I've never written to your paper before on a subOct, but a incident that occurred New Year's Day
provoked my attention.
You see. I am an avid football fan and on New
Year's Day I watched about every college bowl
game that was on. However the one I linked forward to the most was the Sugar Bowl which
featured No. 2 Penn State against No. 1

'Georgia for the national UUe.
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outfit."
Spencer was picked second overall in the initial
USFL collegiate draft
Tuesday. His signing with
the Blitz was announced
at an afternoon news conference,
Allen, who owns the
Bib with cardiologist
Dr. Ted Diethrich and
Bill Harris, called
Spencer's signing,
"History in the making,
... a milestone and just
the beginning" of his efforts to attract top-flight
talent to the USFL.
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such coup for Blitz Coach
George Allen, who
spirited Tim Wm/Atrium.
a consensus All-America

get into this the USFL,
to get into a second-rate
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It was televised by ABC sports and in my opinion
It was one of the most outrageously commentated
games in the history of college football. The two announcers devoted the whole game to worshipping
Diethrlch earlier
the Georgia Bulldop. The commutating was totalcharged the NFL with
ly one-sided.
It seemed to me as though when Georgia made a ''aggressive and
big play or scored the announcers would have a par- widespread intrusion" to
block the signing-og colty, yelling and laughing.
In my opinion the announcer should not have a legiate Players by the
preference to one team or the other, or if be does he new league. 'Bot we're
not going to be inshouldn't use national TV to support his favorite
timidated,"
he said.
team. I may be exagerating somewhat but I'm sure
Spencer
said
represenone-aided
this
noticed
the only one who
tatives of the NFL and
Idocest of the Sugar Bowl.
I'M sure the announcers were heartbroken, "outsiders" had contacted Itint in attempts to
Osaglelost 77-n.
amok him from signilbwaraly,
ins with the Blitz, but he
Karl Flood
declined to identify
11., Murray
anyone.

mike,

.0
4
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"It was the best choice
Spencer of Ohio State
signed a four-year con- I could have made," said
tract Friday with the Spencer, a 6-foot-1, 212 tight end from UCLA,
Chicago Blitz, markthg pound tailback. "It was from the Chicago Bears
the first signing of a col- not in my best interest to roster last fall.
At that time, Allen said
legiate draft pick by the wait for the National
he did not anticpate a bidUnited States Football Football League draft."
It marked the second ding war with the older,
League.
more established NFI..
But he changed his tune
Friday, saying, "I didn't

Letter to the Editor'
•

SCOREBOARD
Your discount • arts su • ermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
,
Car & truck • arts...save 10-500

USFL signs first collegiate:
Ohio State tailback Spencer
CHICAGO (A?)- Big
Ten rushing , leader Tim
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dumped in a layup four
minutes into the third
period to bring the Laker
lead to a climax. With a *
comfortable 17 point
spread the hosts set beek
to enjoy the calm waters.
However, the Falcons
received a second wind
late in the final quarter
and battled to within
eight points of the
Calloway lead. Yet the
Lakers proved to be stubborn hosts and stopped
any further advancement
by the opposition.
"I felt like we Rill had
control of the game,"
said Pack. The Calloway
coach said he did not fear
the sudden Falcon surge
late in the contest. "I was
just concerned that we
were not executing the
way that we normally execute."
Pack said hie team
needs to get more aggresive defensively and
on the boards in order to
become the type of ball

TOP SCORER - jenior center Jim West led his
Murray High Tigers to their sixth win Friday when
he poured in 26 points to lead all scorers.-• •
Staff photo by J9lin Salerno

1..11.1 1.1i 001.16
.46,6; :6 ..:

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
"Our game plan is to
run, and shoot the layup
off the fast break," said
Calloway County skipper
Jack Pack. "You can't
defense the fast break."
The fast break obviously aided the Lakers in a
63-55 victory over
Hickman County, the No.
2 ranked defensive team
In the _region. Friday
night at Calloway.
The Lakers wasted no
time pouring the coal to
It'. No. 2 ranked offense
in Region 1, allowing
themselves to open their
sails and enjoy relativly
ooth sailing for the entire second haU:
Calloway went to the
lockerroom at the midway point boasting it's
largest lead of the first
half, 33-16, and returned
to the floor with even
more addition to the
Hickman County deficit.
John Mark Potts
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South 1 tete Street

7.1#.
ll ( 15 ), Calloway
ON A STREAK - Craig
arlitpoints to lead his
County senior guard, fired t
Lakers to a 63-56 home victory over Hickman COWS"ty Friday. Darnell is threatening to break the
school's scoring record if be continues with his
early-season pace.
Staff photo by Chris Evans
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Dispute delays Carit trial

Your ladividual
Horoscope

'Recovering from a stroke
LEXINGTON, Ky.
It's a most serious
probiesn."
the judge said.
Lew renCe_ E. 1..n_mblai'
5iAP
mployees
'
begm
eders
:tZT
"How it could have gone
and two Bufferin a day and and still stay within those these people may need anti- ins down no prospective
DEAR DR LAMB
no keg without discoverheart rate limits
clotting medicines to pre- furors after the second
was hospitalized-With a type gain strength each week
ing that the language e/
difficulty
READER
DEAR
I
m
vent
getting
with
are
you
reeliffellbeell
and
stroke
The
clots
whirr
of
,
trial of Frankfort
the,lndictment was lacerExercises may be• missed
b
in speaking and walking glad to bear that you have physicaltherapy
if
the
p
atient
engineering
executive reet. I don't know."
which corrected itself with done W well You were to-improve flexibility and isn't studied. visualizing the
Clark, a vied president
bed rest sod oxygen A week fortunate-Fieene people are improve range of motion are arteries, within a few Nam David W. . Clark vu
of Hurst . Rosche
after the onset of the stroke delayed Mein.
Liter paralysis of the left seriously disabled after • a Important
stroke and others recover so
Your story suggests that
side developed
I m sending you The The trial was scheduled Engineers Inc., wsis quesI had therapy to learn to well that no one knows they you, may have had an Health Letter 16-6, What
to begin Monday morning. tioned in 1979 about his
walk and use my left hand have had ode It depends a embolus such as a small You Need To -Knew About
business dealings with
In about six weeks I was lot olLbow much brain dam- clot, that caused your stroke. Strokes Others can send 75 in U.S. District Court at former state Democratic
London.
is
What
age Os-Furred and what areas rather than one artery that cents with a long, stamped
walking on my own
chairman Howard "Sonbecame occluded with fatty self-addressed envelope for
the possibility of a recur- were affected
But Judge Bernard T.
ny" Hunt Jr.
You should progress slow- cholesterol deposits Recent it to me, in care of this nea. Moynahan Jr..
rence and now mucai
granting
He told the grand jury
I
ly
your
and
can
strain
heart
use
studies
rate
stroke
as
usmg
exercise and
data paper. PO Box 15S1. Radto the motion of
a
prosecutor about some business
ventake in trying to build up my a guide to your exertion Try bank have surprised a lot of City Station, New York NY
John M. Fitzgibbons,
tures, but allegedly
endurance' I maintain a to stay at a level at which people, probably more than 10019 Everyone needs ti I ta.
dismissed
the indictment withheld
walking program but I your heart rate does not kthird of strokes are
.from a better informed about
information
notice difficulty when it is exceed ,120 beats a Minute c%t from the heart or else. strokes They are almost as Friday.
about an Oklahoma (At.11 that nukes you tired or whe'ees.,rather than ea) single common as heart attacks
slightly uphill
A new indicUpent will well partnership with
try to keep doing tiw uncomfortable try 100 a diseased -artery in the brain and lifestyle is equalk be returned in about two Hunt.
Frankfort attorney
same amount and adding minute If you keep with clown/ upsvit,h fatty rho- important
weeks,
correcting
the
William
P. Curtin and
you
program
will find lesterordeposits
slightly to it as I progress I your
DEAR. DR IAMB
Ms
This is importanij*ause nephew. who is 38 plaio, wording of Clark's former Gov. Julian M.
take four l'ersantine tablets you can do more and more
baseball One day he slid allegedly false statement Carroll.
The indictment was
into first base hitting his to a special grand jury.
based on a grand jury
•elbow on th,e plate The next Fitzgibbons said.
Moyruihan said Fitzgib- stenographer's transcript
morning there wa.la ball of
liquid on his elbow He went bons was entitled to seek of Clark's testimony. The
„ to his doctor and he drained a superseding indict- tape recording, however,
it Now it has filled with flu ment, but was creating was slightly
different.
\ilti three times and each time an
4 Guinness
administrative
ACROSS
For example. the Inthe doctor has drained it
•
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
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dictment said Dirk was
The doctor wants to operate headache for the court.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ailed if be had other
dealings with Hunt
beyond those he had
described and- his • reply
began: "Not really."
According to the tape,
he actually said: "SS,J).
Frameskale
not really."
FOR MONDAY.
Fitzgibbons said he
JANUARY i.,ISO
considered the(Barrens*. Whet Med al dey w Wesercies trivial, but added: raw be? T. Bed set whet the
"While we believe our stars say, reed the forecast
legal position is sound. I givels kr year birth saga.
Mut don't want to risk
ARIES
this."
4
Clark also Is to stand Mar.21 10 Apt' 191 lit.
F
4
trial Jan. 17 on mail- There'll be chintles in Pilms
fraud charges. but Fit„ today arid others are not quiW
:gibbons indicated it also dependable. It's best that you
do things for yourself.
will be delayed.
coovntedk..01.
Ti
may 201
Clark was

Apr.
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aimm
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retrial.
Accomplish
Jury selection began in P
rr
o. an.
what you
late November at GEMINI
Frankfort. but MuYnabau May 21 to June 201
halted it after hearing
you may have difficulty
that some prospective reading between the lines
juror!,were reading news'when it comes to figuring out a
report; of the cue while loved one's feelings. Try a
waiting to be questioned, simpler approach.
CANCER
iJune 21 toJuly 22) 48/0
Some extra work may throw
you off gear. You'll have to
juggle year time to-complete.
and missing ballot boxes assignments. Rise above
in Chicago. He was distraction
declared the winner on LEO
Nov.12 by 5.074 votes - a (July 23to Aug. 221
margin of about one-tenth Some dating plans may be
of I percent and the changed. Make sure you make
closest ,lubernatorial yourself clear in talks with
others. Minor rzusunderelection in Illinois
Standings could occur.
history.
VIRGO
Stevenson, a
(Aug. 23 toSept. 72)
Democrat, had contended
An old possession may have
the election was marred
'Outlived its usefulness. Try in
by ''widespread
get rid of clutter. Work perfor
regularities and error,' mance may be uneven today.
and that a recount would LIBRA
show he actually won by (Sept. 23 to(kt. 22)
about 11,000votes.
You're of a changeable
In a- brief;speech at 10 disposition now and may have
p.m. Friday at his cam- difficulty- malting up. your
paign headquarters. mind. Try to be consistent in
Stevenson said he and his viewpoints.
running .mate, Grace SCORPIO
Mary Stern, would not (Oct. 23 to Nov.21) nieelr'
Don't make hasty decisions
Nmtest the court's deciwhen shopping or you may
sion.
The former U.S. have to return an item. A
senator had conferred family member may nag you
with advisors since 5 about a money matter.
SAGITTARIUS
p.m., when the high court
22 to Dec.21)
(Nov.
threw out the state la*
You're prone to be ununder which Stevenson
conventional now. Though
asked for the recount.
free as the wind, you still have
"I don't see the to be careful of what you say
possibility of a serious to others.
challenge to this elec- CAPRICORN
tion," he explained, say- (Dec. 22toJan. 19) ifiVr11
ing it would be "extremeOthers are not straightforly difficult" to persuade ward in business. Be on guard
the court to reconsider.
against those who would take
In answer to questions, advantage in small but
Stevenson said state elec- noticeable ways.
tion law "is clearly in AQUARIUS
need of review and pro- Jan. 20toFeb. IS)
You'll have some trouble
bably in need of change."
"It's obvious the ccovniuuc,ating your ideas to
system broke down. others. One friend, it seems,is
There are a lot of im- difficult on purpose. Sidestep
perfections in it and it's arguments.
obviously not working," PISCFS
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
he said.
The career situation
Supporters greeted
changes rapidly. The unexStevenson and his wife,
pected may cause you to make
Nancy, with cheers,
alterations in plans. Review
whistles and tears when
your position.
he emerged for the news
YOU BORN TODAY have a
conference.
strong desire to make
"The long campaign is something of yourself and will
ended," he said in a work hard to achieve this goal.
prepared statement, and You -work best when
wished Thompson and Il- motivated by an ideal and can
linois residents well "in achieve notable success in
the difficult days ahead." creative areas.

Stevenson concedes race *

Soviets not wcirried about reactor

V Ua.
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MOSCOW I Al' I
Soviet- scientists say
they're confident the
nuclear power plant from
their rogue Cosmos-1402
satellite will burn- up. in
the atmosphere without
i-ontammating the Earth
But no One knows when or
where the fiery re-entry
wilt occur.
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The 100 pounds of
radioactive uranium fuel'

i Hatters

KNOL: YOU ',CE
'<.
•\.(1 r4NC MORE
7H.V-4 YOU LOVE ,N1E.

I CA1iLl\E
WITH Tis.r

kA/140 KN5 m 8E
SOMECA't THIN65

WILL CH4N6E

mg ,the spy satellite's
nuclear reactor will
-probably" burn up during re-entry, State
Department spokesman
John Hughes said in
Washington Friday.
There is a "70 percent
chance" the debris will
fall into the. Amman,but
some it might hit japd.
Hughes said.
U.S. Defense Department officials predicted

.%1 NAM, ju51
IN THE
'ON DECK CIRCLE

.

E3EINE,

/Two/ env•-..• b••.•

YOU DON'T LIKE ME AS MUCH )
AS SAM LIKES SUSAN

WHAT
MAK“ YOU
SAY THAT,
NANCY?

(THAT DOES

\r-

SARGE
IS
BACK

TELL 141M I
WANT TO SEE
I-41M

DIP VOu NOTICE 71-4E
DITCH TWEY CUT ACR066
ROAD FOR A
DRAINAGE PIPE2

. ,at
Lv_

Sty,
Vie

THANK )0u.

WELCOME HOME MV NERO

CVOKWAINE
HIN6009 A TON.)

op

Friday the "uncontrolled
re-entry" will come later
this month.
Moscow confirmed Friday that the satellite was
in trouble and said it had
been divided Into
separate fragments on
orders from Earth to enauits.abe nuclear power
plant would burn up in the
atmosphere.
The Soviet news agency
Tess gave no indication
when or where any debris
from the satellite might

land.

COSMOS 1402's mission
was believed to be tracking submarines, and its
orbit is mostly over
water. But U.S. officials
said it ,also goes over
most of northern North
Amerjca, most of the
Soviet Union and much of
China.
It would be the first
such incident aim* the
Soviet Cosmos-95 4
satellite disintergrated in
1978 over far northern
Cgnada, dropping
radioactive debris-an-the
thinly populated eastern
shore of Great Slave
Lake. Most of the debris
burned up before hitting
the Earth.
Trackers have difficulty predicting where
satellites will_ strike
Earth because spacecraft
react differently when
they hit the atmosphere
at speeds up to 18,000
mph.
When the giant U.S.
Skylab space station fell
to Earth in 1979, the heet
experts could say until
the final hours was that it
would hit somewhere in
the Indian Ocean.
When Skylab hit the atmosphere, It
disintergrated into the Indian Ocean, but pieces of
It also struck Western
Australia. Like all U.S.
satellites, Skylab did not
contain a nuclear reactor.
Nuclear experts Ay the
main danger from the
Soviet satellite WOUKI be
from falling debris,ind if
the reactor remains
largely intact, it could
spread radiation over •
large area..
The U.S. government
has put a special unclear
emergency' march teem
on alert...to rusb to the
crumb -site, locate the
debris and clean up any
nuclear cestaminntien.
Hon
centanibatioli
*odd depend is the
ansesof debris
reaching Mirth. The
Steer Department -It_,
the team would be

soulleide V soft outside the United Metst
sr'

114:g
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1.Lapi

Llietice

As ot Mks date, I will not,
be responsible for any •
Novo 5• otos? Coll
debts other than my
own. Jan. S. 1103. PhIll
759-444 kw ow toK. McCation and M
opirotiono mow to
Claydean McCalion. it
brislitoo vow der.
1, Murray
taileroo's tope 759At of this date. I will not
be 'moons** for any
4445.
debts other than my
own. Jan S. 1963. Jesse
F. Wilson and Edna
Monograms st1-11
Wilson. 1309 SunnysIde
available at Cave's
Dr., Maylltild, Ky.
Monoorsins. 753 3404
43W.

INIkt
*seas were eons on
unie And car stereos
NW all portables In
eluding Imports With
111419011111161111

Welt

Sick

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Rt.66W

Chao

rooKenzie.7113-015.

ellso

kid
Coombs
Meters,'Wed&
hooters aid
beresses Mows.
753-4241

Imo"gni*
•llortlosb000
°C Otis

logposiloo
••••sed fops Asir
PS GM
OM it WM
111111111111
MUM
(lselde Veraee's

Ifloolsse Osseo)
OW*thee
the.9-9lisie
14tuft
•

P•41.1, 11 1W. MI NH 41. k%

LEDGER & 11%1E%. %aturtis

/ear,S. 1983

2. Notice

S:Lost and Reid

NOTICE
yew uweeakisce. la
brow ere Wee been
mil be et ewe theureas
beim 6:14 Pitts ITN Pla
To194071•
Ilendees sad PrIdeys.
POMO,01,1111111111111.
PONTIAC. CA111114C
1406 11.
/135111

CUSTOM
JEWELRY
mods

yeast
specifications.
Ws
repair dishes, sin
rings, set stones otc.

GOLD
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY
(Inside

Yonne.

Weston. Store)
Olympic Plan
Nrs. 9-9 Daily

1500 To 1600. good
condition, pick u0
truck. Call Dir.
762 4715
Raw furs, roccoon. rod
fox. pray fox. muskrat.
mink, coyote, 000SSurfl
beaver
Owen Mc
Clellan
Ft o
Bot 63.
Putask,
ill
67976,
Phone 611 3.426)16

1. Situation Wanted

Lost blue clutch bag.
c onto irling money and
Reward
checkbook
733 3295

Responible mother
wants to beewsit in her
rfOrne S minutes East
759 102
Wanted tertnt•diat•
babysitter, references
and transportation
30 fh 126 m 7536575

Have tough skin leans
fOr Sell, size I slim, good
condition
Call after
5 00. 733 POO •

15. Articles for Sale

16. Home WIWI"
70 Incn Magi( Chef
Electric Stove, almond
in color. 17' • ;ears old.
1150 436 54,9
For sale
sofa bed.
regular site .74 inch
long floral design.
new 153 7519
Two dining ..tables
2
sofas. I chair 2 bed It
king site. I single), 2
children cribs. 2 book
cabinets. 4 tea tables
audio equipment
759
95411
Used 32132 shower stall,
wall sink
commode
Call 753 6605 after Ap m

Artist's models. ex
per ince and artistic
Sensitivity preferred
Work will be as.siigned 'Hillside Drive in for
according to need for rent Or lease soft serve
models for Spring ice cream and restau
Semester 19113 Contact rant business. 32 000
Murray
Dein of Art
inventory and start up
762
State University
fee required 'Interviews
3714 E0E/MF
and applications will be
Galaxy Cablevision, taken on Jan 22. 1913
Inc . a multiple System from 7p m bp m
Call
cable television .opera
/Or a reserved time.
tor is looking for a 3515021 Place back of
mature individual to fill Hillside Drive in, Route_
a management level 61
mile marker 73.
position in this area
Jonathan Creek area
Send complete resume
tieh first letter to
Now is the season to
Galaxy Cablevision,
prepare that Ag &
Inc 422 North Main
Industrial Unit . for the
MAKI 1110111
For
Sikeston, MO 63501
coming spring
NOWT: 111 19131
front to back overhaul
NUCLEAR POWER'
_Call 436 nisi Try us for
O PE R A T 0 R
Show on WOW Ism -44
'
—th\e—
Of • buys in
TRAINEES Need 1121
Coloadors, Piss and
undearn,soes
year old males for
Ailvortising Gifts to
Nuclear Power train
Previous exp not
local firms. Prompt,
required Must be high
1970 Westinghouse Golf
friosidly service from
school grad, with above
Cart and shed al- Oaks
14
yew
AAA•1
aid,
average ability in math.
ountry Club Cell' 753
Company. Weekly
algebra Must be willing
14
_
Starting
to relocate
commissions. Set yew
salary 5.640 month plus
Musical
own boors. No i,.
room. board. and
vostmonts. N. collec•
Two
medical benefits
years paid training
floss. Ns experience
P hone toll free
necessary.
Writs
Mon
- Wed
•
Frank
Beckley,
ES00731
lam 2p m
5580
AIN. CON -

10. Business9yortunity

11. Farm Equipment

1-6 ham*

3. Card of Thanks

THANKS
wish to thank the
who f•onii
isi to Callow
Nigh

Taking applications for
letn Ps and West sic*
Of Murray to fill open
753
Avon territories
02320r 713 0171
WanPFJ receptionIiP for
busy doctor's office
general office duties,
some patient contact,
full time. ••pernince
preferred, but will
train Please Call 7511
9422 between 10 and 4

O. Help Wanted

t•

14. Want to Buy

t. Help Wanted

Found Slack and Witte
maw kitten in Poplar
and 13th area
Call
nit 9917
LOSt., 1912 Marshall
CUnty Class ring.
name Rine. °forge
Vent,. at FirewOrkS
Call Collect
Arcade
OS 437 Reward
Lost 2 black end white
sitter bird OM 1 male
and 1 female wearing
ID colter wtien lost Call
436 5574 collect

Se

porn boimoging t
Sykes. If y
cii 153-63311,

20. Sports Equipment

V.

said Nogg yea perSyka

For Sale
kSpinet-Console
Piano Bargain

ANT,

Dept.

114,

, lows 5020t.

INVITATION TO BID
• The City of Murray. Kentucky, for the
Murray Water & Wastewater Systems
will accept Quotations on the following
chemicals:
Bulk Sodium Hydroxide (Caustic Soda Liquid)50%
Chlorine Cylinders
Ferric Chloride Anhydrous
.Hydrated (Rotary Kiln
Hexametaphosphate(91% as PO4)
Zinc Sulfate Monohydrate 190% Zinc
Sulfate).
Specifications are available at the City
Clerk's office, 5th & Poplar Sts, Murray,
Kentucky. Bids are to be delivered to the
City Clerk's office. City Hall Building, no
later than 4:00 p.m., Wednesday. January
19, 1983. The City of Murray reserves the
right to accept or to reject any or all bids
submitted.

13. For Sale or Trade
FOr sale Or trade large
4 bedroom, 3 bath 2 car
garage home
2 years
will 'fade for
Old
smaller house in city or
country with acreage
For More information,
call 733 4324.
.
Will trade good corn
merciat property for
residential property in
town or county, near in
low 130.000 range, this
commercial property is
located • on one of the
104.111eS1 4 Way corners
in the city of Murray
Ideal location for any
type business but would
be perfect for a fast food
market with self
service, gas pumps or
If
for a restaurant
interested reply to P 0
Box 1040A, Murray, K y

l

Wanted:

Responsible
party to tabs over low

marthly payments so
spinet pion& Con be
moo locally. Writs

CroNt Manager: P.O.
1 53/ Shelbyville,
IN 46176

,
•

•

no need to dig
deep for these buys

Shop tile
best buys
in town

milerraY
Ledger
ar Times

13232. I bedroom
A,
condition, carPOrt
t,••
derpitirtad
storage
building Call 753 4066
or 739 4339
For saw or rent 10155 I
bedtoom trailer
753
470
Very well kept Ivr a+
htime on Hwy 21C WS
12x/0 with shingle roof
and large roofed pat•o
deck 2 bedrooms .err
tral air 8. hest 1,,e,
nook up and range arc!
refrigerator
Caf;20,1
and storage Only S.
700 Call Spann If,.,, ,.
ASSCK 733 7774

Black Pioneer SK 210
excel
portable stereo
son
tent condition
wants home Stereo Call
753 4131

V. Exterminating

beC1rOOM
ffjewn
00!,4n4fS furnished
Century 21
Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753, 1497
Coleman RE
753 9191Three bedroom brick 1
a, re icd
1entrai neat
pump N.ce 7 becttoorn
br5
Ai re wooded lot
torn les 5f

need rONVT11
Cramped
There tots of room ri
M.% 4 bedroom. home
located in Kirksev area
an older home with
modern decorat.ng

RE NT OR ,E.SSE flivo
becroore br k home
one Po, I from MSU
• ArnPUS
excellent
ne or•bbrr
,
00rt
naturalon% neat 5750 N. Per
month unfurn.shed Cali
'53 IV)

$21

I.Pen Supplies
Alt

10'4 Natural gas ri-at
furnished
no pets
Phone 73.3 3195
12160
Furnish,'
u nfurnishe
$175 month sou" of
/53 4517
town
4p m
A two bedroom r'ee41,
Call
"i
furnished
claks 7S3 5209
Large iot for rert n
hookup for
teazel_
trader, has city *Ater!
anctigsirige 492 197.6
Nice two bed-room
trailer near Murra. no
pets Call 49 2611
Or sale. 2 bedrn.,in
partly furnished. 0Aner
finance. by East s hoot
Call 753
_ 5405
Two bedroom

Alase

01••1
5•0,1

e pets
asf, y•IH, !SI nire
Al,C resister
Ch.nese
51:5 'Si
Pig puppy
'4311
Obed en. e
Dog
%fr o, ton
Pr ,vale and
logt : mo.
grout:,
u p
VI,
•••,
1.16 7155
Free
eound

teen

,nf

C•011 ,

pupb e .
s

,)
r
p

P ar 3

Wirifer.te
n sulate.1
doghouse 115
or 751 353/

39. Poultry Supplies

ttniVer S ,

F
and

sale du 14N
guineas (
14,2 after 6P rn

135

500

-Morgan

•• ;

,P e rl

;
c.,i•

Sevtlisi14 Cowl Se
Merrey, kentiocky

53 Services Offered

1179 Trans Am
po•ii
cruise and rot I tops
power
Power str,nopyrs
steering and brakes
automatic
good t.r es
Call 07 NM

L.FPtiLPA,, HOME
;
,E PAP
IS rears ex
per en. e
Carpentry
.on - rete
piumb.ng
ruot.ng
sd•rtg
NO
.J08 TO sMA_
Free
i's' mates
Da,s '53
1
4403 n,ghls 4'4 :776

2. Used Trucks
19611- Dodge Pickup Pe'
clean Call t33 67311
1972- Zile-wrote, P.4 1 431
Truck 3112 7764
en
1912 Ran( hero
lent
land,t Lon
College Farr' R s,
IVA Mad:a pi,k up
t*o wheti tra,ier
bam sae.
trade fOr
I re arms Ca'. 435 1.15.1
, A
1 9'1 D-odge. -4.4
m.leage loaded ei
er!! ond 0 dn `53 745'

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need e second opi

•

won?

Build up
or
Loco,

Residential.

references. Call Negh
Ovtlend, 759 171$ or
753 $016'
Hodges

e
• ,

52 Boats Motors
twill Ranger
HP
friassboat
Ranger
T r
"'Of

751 "24

L ke
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e
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r ip 00
20
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511,
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C"
or easy ' 1 10 7 2
u
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ter—S
sorround,ng -born.'
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1 if.
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N r, e f
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rt-gre r 7•-•
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orterS rrn,
'51 1:22
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•
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p•,lunn.ve

Cie

Oppartun,f,

fhe

le*

to

rem.
,n

"iy, iron.
s
•,%,.•,

!IS'

•

Kerosene heaters
NIVe ceramic * xi.
automaig_ tip_ over
of f s•-s4CK--'*--r6rr'Sre r
ignation UL approver!
99 99 41nil
6.500 BTU
BTU, 119 99 and 013
17000 BTU 1)999 20004'
179 99
6 t.)
Hardware- Parrs
0 Clearanced it:0
1014,e

•••/

r•In

,orsh

49 Used Cars

F

° Mg

Reel Islets

OP.
,
' •

S •

onciNu4t

Intersect

den

•

•Ine

Purism L Thorne.

room

Tre.atean
and Gun
R e a tdcS3 4000 or
49 2266
Large beautiful 2 •001,11
r or,•' home on 5 a. res 4
2 . bath
• :ion, krin.ng
And utility
,entrat
e
•J•pcace
pal
• . ar garage

43 Real Estate

29. Heating-Coaling

eiC!an/ C

d,n,ng

har.no room. Has large
Closed in front porch
biro of
•s pf•t Ctll Only

b1a,

136 2636 after Sp rn
„Lab•ador Retr , e„ers
AKC $50 anJ
01136
d.sekenne'lS 7,

pr.vafe lot water fur
1110 a al.an4n.
OrgSdepOSit 75)466'
Two bedroom fury s•
rmobile home with
tral air
and heat its
.5erurily depOSit 515
•CR'r month rent. No W.%
Call 753 401

large

an,.!

clupc

e
T" '
Aeormeo
And

r

to

Sen. .ei1

"IV 132:

e reps, A
alt nrands
Cis""
t A pp.,. cat, '51 5141 k•••
114 69
srl ovetl

"i
We
tele
• • '.'0P
1111 Posseorls
•••
• *Ai
•Resumes. ID's.
' f If
•block t white la
publication
•
ID CARTER STUDIO
364 MAIN
713 5298

Ce•'
Rea evrs 's
by at 1.20C
• E
f
N

753 1451

Imommeimmemill
btrout

•• •
•••

r• !

e•{:r.• .•••

'Si 4S,
',

A

( A

Kelley'sMURDER
Termite
It Pest Control
Ph... 7533914

24. Miscellaneous
Pit
Atari Cartridges
Demon
Fall Frogger
Attack, River Raid
Atlantis.' Real Sports
Baseball
many more
Coast to Coast Hard
ware, /53 1601

t••

'11 2.•5

• '5 ,

Co
v!C(
Immo
itemises ail son' sidist
111111
oar
Call WIll la

15.186M

"

Ca i

e •

• •.

AtteltaCts
r • ve

30. Business Rentals

I

cutom

But '•

Realty

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4192
.435•4348

Appi

153 0953

‘'f

A14 ti,.
e

7

••,,1 1,044e%
I ••-•••

Af10

heat
'
,t n t dly

t
Mini
Warohotts•
Stases Space
Fer Rest

541,

Aluminum

Large 2 bedroom
duplex
3 miles from
town oft private road
Cali
5160 per month
151 111411
Nice furnished one be
CfrOOM apt Inquire - 100
5 13th St

r

One bedroom. partially
furnished, washer and
dryer Call 753 1531
FIREWOOD
Seasoned Two bedro 0 m
oak and hickory II" and townhouse apts Carpet
range
refrigerator
12" 129 a rick Green
dishwasher, disposal
125 rick
de
wood
washer and dryer
livered and stacked
hookup central air and
753 9600
heat Also two bedroom
Firewood, delivered
Hamlet
garden apt
and stacked. $25 per
North apts on Stadium
rick
4I 9 2 2 3 1 or
View Drive 733 7550 Or
345 7519
/53 7559
Firewood for sale 410
Two bedroom 601
7173 -stove and rel:igerator
Firewood, delivered furnished
diP0111 re
and slacked
Seasoned wired Cali 753.1*501trick
green.
115
Two bedroom. Central
153 7444 or
122 50 rick
gas heat and air con
7537555
•
ditioning
stove and
For sale Garage doort refrigerator -tur-nished
9x7, with one window carpeted
no pets
section Call 753 3411 or 3200 month plus de
753 1667
posit 753 2135
For sale, Quasar Video TWO '
-lurnished apts.
Cassette Recorder
very_ nice unfurnished
now, never used 1.100
house for' rent Deposit
Call 436 1134
required' tail 753 917,
Heat bulbs. 250 watts. Wanted responSibl•
Intl* red, 11 59 each female roommate to
Wellin Hardware. share completely Our
Paris
'wished house.
x
New shipment Of wheel tremety reasonable
horse lawn mowers Pp expenses Call 759 4011
and up All wheel horse
in stock at last ,years
Prices also used riding Sleeping rooms, re
mowers Stokes Tr•c
trioerator in hill. priv
tor. 753 Int__ Mk for ale entrance. washer's
Keith Higgins
and dryers available
Nicon FM. 35mm Zimmerman Apts
S
camera with 55mm 16th 753660!
ions. Nicon wide angle
Wins. Lintz light metal
tripod plus enlarger and
I bed
onto. acnsories All for Small house
kitchen , Ivtng
1400 or will consider room
selling equipment in room and bath 753 2076
ttivIdually 139 1419
?tire* bedroom tlOuse
Oregon chain saws bear Ky Lake washer
chains. 3/1 inch pitch and dryer included
153
For 16 inch bar. 7.4 20 deposit required
Inch bor.
t9 Wallin “64 atter Sp m
Hardware. Paris
Two bedroom house In
$EASONED Dexter Stove and re
PINEWOOD Call 1041n frogerefor furnished
713-4611
Sever. 753 03311
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41—'51 547.05
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ofsirnes Hai issins.
111111111b6A111111111
reasonable pro i•
I uii home hal, bre!)
partlallis finishi.il
Save mimes Its
ii Ill pleting
1
”tirself Priced .it
$18.000
11:111:1) RI: %ITN'

•

and

Vinyl

siding and Aluminum '
trim for ell houses It
stops pointing
Jock Glover
753 1871

,

'

•

1--r*
l•d

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE

AL ' •

49. Used Cars
trap Dodge Ma'
mike niter /59 mg
Datlun

•

•

ai.sqtm

SIC

!r•penaP.le

I A

“'•

I

Sb

• utri izin at Sycarn.,
*TELEPHONE. 753.1 tV,'
Appointments
mod.
fir veer convenience.
solos
time
Fall
evening
ossociates
pbettes•
Ins Iktarty

me, ttatIc
world
sio.• • '
,re.
1)21
1325
'Si J5.11 or
1464 To, '
•
sitn,,! A '•
C.I 4'4 232$
.•
14' I
5'

1

fn

We do any type
of cleaning.
Harmon and
•eioete :i•

Malone
lel nci
' ;•

474-8838

001
'
1

'Call
4 14
2321
IOC p W Stat•uo, Wagon
e.ter •or
"rotor • 71ffer of
en ellen?, of omai pamf
%I m of 1900
Name body '
"000 mile'. 75) 4951 Or
054 44)03.

•

5101

NOTICE
GSA MAINTENANCE

1532741

FOR SALE
1976 Grand Prix.
Front end slightly
damaged. Coll
753-8200

.45. Farms for Sale

34.1toustsfor Rent

O..
.

•r,

Rama Isig11 • 's ":
MT 1211
IONS IMMO
1512511
‘
71 SOS
/532411
Amia loplatt1

33. Roomsfor Rent

ossmionos(tomessaw sem

'no

53-1222
4
4
41242
al
l

One bedroom. near
downtown Murray 153
4 1 09
/62 6630 or
136 2814
One bedroom efficiency
apt
partial utilities
p .girIspreferred.
7u 9ui
Old.
no

elINIVIAt MMUS NUM Ale SAU
*WM!_OP01111710
•Illtialllsaw MISSOCTS
hoe taker,asPrwailissi

" •.••

•.,5

753-4758

WALLIS DRUG

'51

• .1"1-et

V.Apts. For Riot

1

3

2.Mobile Nome Rentals

clOSO

46 Homes for Sale

'11 •

14. Ward to Bu
A small retail business
753 9751

34 Houses for Rent

V.Mobile Nome Sales

311C ICO

31E
"

3IE

r'" 4 dr AuCI 00l) Lu
P g a.r. AAA f M.
hull fl CB
71 MPG
Carl 751 5.146 or 753 4469
1977(-1 5: V$'--)• speed
hard top Cal4 354 145
If// Olds 95
4 dr
fully equip
Regent y
excellent rOnds
ped
lion good gas mileage
Call 414 7764
1971 Cutlass Supreme
SOW 'blue. 10s, _rn•,r
age, extra clean with
equipment 436 1617
1971 Ford Fairmont
door new fires Will sell
or trade fOr, cheaper
car Call 733 3)07
By Owner. neVir 3 room 1979 Olds 91 Regency.
modern cabin. all power. asking 16.000
Russwood Shores area
Call 753 311/2 or 1537109
Springville. Tenn get(
after Sp m
$10,000
faces lake
Make offer
Georgia 19/9 Sabeu FE Cour*. 5
Wallner, 510 E McClet speed. stood condition
/57 730i
land, Monticello. Ill
21,7 762 7396
By owner or rent low
I
0
payment
1 blocks to
Court SOUS, Single
2
S bedroom
bath or duple', 9 r*Ohs
1 acre, 2 car
garage, fruit tress
Owner financing
733
436 3449
Large home. 1' I acre
lot Creek in backyard
LOIS Of spec* inside and
out for a growing
family
Owner must
sell 753 4303 Evenings

II? Acre farm for sale- ir
Marshall Calm', AP
proximately 16 miles
from
50% fen
Murray
;sable acres, equtPotent
sned
grain bens. and
several Other im
Phone
provements
KOPPERUD REALTY
for details 7$3 1/9
/2
Farm Home. 76 or 75
owner trans
acres
Ivrea. fenced, barns
creek, roomy 4
pond
re
7 bath
bedroom
cently remodeled
436
7625

M. Homes for Sale

P

Ilifontli of Gavrin Construction Co. I

is now offering our services in the field of
Commercial ond residential maintenance
and repairs in the Murray Area. Complete
concrete work, breaking, sawing, forming and finishing, cabinets, remodeling
and additions, roofing, portable welding.
Fully insured, work guaranteed, free
estimates.
753-3372 or 75373377

B FS TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
Would you like to reduce your cost
on those telephone needs during
1913?
Compare our prices on moving or
adding phones, jocks, prewiring of
new homes or businesses etc.
So if it's a single line residence
phone or a multi line business
system yes need, give es•call.
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
lobby Weds Owner
1603 Islosem Murray, Ky.
TS3-2220

•
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=2'Silent epidemic'victims seeking return to normal life
Swann rites
to be today
Services for Kwtng G.
Swann will be 'today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Cole-man
Funeral Home. The Rev.
G.T. Moody will officiate.
Music wall be by Wept,
Halley and Gus Robertson, Jr soloists. and
Richard Jones,organist.
Active pallbcarers will
be Rick Jones, David
Fielder, Kent Wtsehart.
Ron Talent, Fred Furches, Thurston Furches,
James Enoch, Joe Hal
Stewart and Frank
Richardson
Honorary pallbearers
will be W C. Elkins,
Rochie Brown, Bill Boyd,
Max Brandon, James
Swarm, Robert Swann.
Dean Lampkins. Bill
Ikxlson, John D 1 Aw ins
Ralph Robertson, Frank
Kavanaugh, Holmes Ellis
and Will Riley Furches.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
(;:irdens.
Mr Swann, 75, 700
South 160 St.. died
Thursday at his home '
He iii survived By his
wife, Virginia, daughter,
Mrs. Bill Hooligan. son.
Ism Swann. four sisters
and fivegrandchildren

Emery Hook
dies Friday
Emery A Hook, 79, Rt.
2, Mayfield.- former resident of Calloway County.
died Friday at 11 15 am
at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah
lie was a retired
pipefitter and welder. He
was a member of Christ
United Methodist Church,
Mayfield, and of I Judge
No 311 Free. arid Aci•epted Masons of Fort
teavenworth, Kan_
Born..NOV 9. OM. in
MissoUri, he was the son
of the late John Gilbert
-Hook and Itarpara 'Ellen
Amburger lgok
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs Undine Watson
Hook, to whom he was
married on Nov M. 1927:
two sons, Emery A Hook,
.Jr , Riverview, Mich •
and 1/on Hook, Cunningham, one brother.
Calvin Hook, Litchfield.
III • five grandchildren,
three great-granchildren
The funeral will be Sun(1a) at 2 p rn in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman 'Funeral Rome
The Rev Charles Morris
and the Rev lialhe Cook
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Kirksey Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m
today Saturday

HARTFORD. Conn.
(AP) — A young man's
brain injuries
Y Para!
b
speechless
unable a tAk. function
without cord supervision.
Another man appeared
normal but can no longer
withstand the rigors of
academic life and has
abandoned a career as a
college professor.

Both suffer tram the effects of traumatic brain
Injury, a "silent
epidemic" that experts
say may afflict morepeopie than the total number
of victims of cerebral
palsy, muscular
dystrophy, multiple
sclerosis and spinal cord
Injury combined.
Nationally, 300,000 people survive severe
traumatic brain injury

each year. Between
311,190 and 50.000 never
return to normal life, secording to the National
Institutes of Health.'
Mast TBI victims are
male, between the ages of
l5 and 30, says the
Traumatic Brain Injury
Support Group, Inc., a
private, non-profit
organiiition, based in
Norwich Sixty percent
are injured in motor vehi-

cle crashes and another
14 percent are hurt' in
falls or spoils. The rest
are victims of assaults,
gunahot wounds. *Minn).
ins and bicycle accidents,
and child abuse.
Their injuries range
frog:IIA)on the head
to severe blows. '
For many, like the
former college professor
who bears no outward
sign of injury, life is filled

TV documentary mistaken for real
thing; Louisville man notifies police
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
I API - When William
McKinney spotted a
helicopter preparing to
Lurid in a field as he was
driving home through
southern Jefferson Counts', he decided to investigate.
What he saw sent him
running to a telephone to
call police
McKinney said he and
his passenger. David
Pinkston, both of
Taylorsville, crested a
hill in their car and saw
two men jump out of the
helicopter. The men were
wearing Army helmets
and green fatigues and
were carrying what appeared to be machine
guns
"Just about the time
they landed, they just
rolled out . and started
shooting," said McKin
ney

It wasn't until after
police were summoned to
the scene that McKinney
and Pinkston found out it
was only a television
documentary about how
Vietnam veterans cope
with stress.
The confusion -began
about noon Friday when
Kentucky State Police got
a report that a helicopter
had been shot down on the
William Knapp farm off
Kentucky '1060 about 30
miles soutil of Louisville.
Several people in the
area reported hearing
gunfire, said Glenn
VT/Itonr. public information officer at the
Frankfort KSP post.
Three state troopers
arid a sheriff's deputy
sped to the farm. Walton
said. When they arrived,
they-foundan undamaged
helicopter and a camera
crew from WHIO-TV in

Illinois woman delivers
own baby in family car
•
JOIJET2111 Al'i •A
41-year-old school bus
driver gave birth in her
family car lust minutes
after completing the morning bus run, and then
drove herself and . the
baby to a nearby hospital.
Both Eileen Newcomb,
and the ba-by, Rebecca
Lynn, were doing - fine
Friday.
Mrs. Newcomb, who is
aLso a grandmother, said
the 4-pound. 12-ounce girl
arrived Thursday as she
was' driving home after
completing her bus route.
-On my way. I felt a
slight cramp," Mrs.
Newcomb said. "I
thought about stopping
but changed my mind
because the pain went
away After all,-the baby
was not due for at least
another week. But as I
drove over the railroad
tracks, my Water broke
and when I looked down,
the baby's head was corning through"
Mrs. Newcomb pulled
into a parking- lot and

Dayton, Ohio
took a while to
figure out what was going
on down there." said
Walton. They were filming a documentary about
the Vietnam War. It
wasn't for real."
No one was hurt during
the episode. he said.
One of Knapp's
neighbors told police he
had seen two men fire
about 125 rounds of live
ammunition at the
helicopter while it
hovered over the farm,
said Walton.
Walton said the filmmakers were apparently
trying to simulate a combat exercise.
Knapp said he and a
friend, John Daniels, had
been asked to participtte
in a documentary about
how Vietnam veterans
cope with tension, and
were shooting-11So a dirt
bank behind their farmhouse
-We were Just out
shooting in the bank. like
we always dd." said
- Knapp. a disabled Vietnam veteran. ••
.

leaned on the horn, hoping help would come.
When no one responded, she delivered 'the
baby herself, tellir.g the
infant on arrival- "You
were supposed to be a
boy."
Mrs. Newcomb wrapped theililiby in her jacket
and tucked her under her
shirt She then drove to a
hospital emergency
room, parked near the entrance and leaned on the
horn
"A woman .security
guard came out and gave
me a funny look because
of where I was parked,"
she said. "I rolled down
my window and yelled for
her to get a doctor
because I had just
delivered a baby. With
that remark, her look
changed and she cautioned me,'Don't move, don't
move'...."
Later that day, Mrs.
Newcomb teased her doetor, saying, sure saved
a lot of money,didn't I."

Gloomy economic year confirmed

The problem was that
I forgot to tell the
neighbors the helicopter
was coming in. People
didn't know and they
thought something was
Knapp said his picture
was taken last year by a
freelance photographer
who did a feature on Vietnam veterans living in
Kentucky He said a news
reporter at the Ohio
television station had
seen the picture and approached him with the
idea for the film.
"Ws supposed to be
about how we relieve
stress," said Knapp,
"Some people drive cars.
Some people paint. Some
people throW rocks. We
shoot targets.'"
Knapp said he was . not
paid. for being in the
documentary.
Skip Hapner, news
director at WHIO, said
_ the whole thing was just a
misunderstanding.
"There -was absolutely
no risk involv.ed. There
• wasn't even a chance of a
bullet ricocheting or

"Many ... hospitals
with misunderstanding,
frustration and have established
withdrawal.
separate head injury
."I have a young woman units in recognition of the
who was a respiratory fact that very special
therapist and now she is therapeutic- approaches
unemployed because are required " said Dr.
she's so fatigued she can Martin L. Spivack. presino longer work a full dent at the National Brain
day." said Jean Harkens, Injury Foundation based
director of the Traumatic in Framingham, Mass.
"Even in these units.
Brain Injury Support
however, there are rarely
Group.
Often TBI victims are personnel trained to treat
misdiagnosed as mental- the cognitive and
ly retarded, she said. behavioral" problems
They ugually cannot hold that arise in the patients.
a }oh because employers he said.
cannot rope with their
SUM the medical prospecial needs for fession is convinced that
repeated and explicit in- the condition of the
structions.
traumatic brain injured
Because of their can be improved.
dependence they place although treatment and
financial and emotional rehabilitation require
burdens on their families. long periods of time and
"People who formerly can be difficult to ascerlived ins better way,they tain.
must now accept doles in
In • Connecticut, Gov.
order to get by," Ms. William O'Neill has apHarkens said.
pointed a task force to
The injuries frequently study existing services,
result in a rebounding of possible alternative prothe brain within the skull, grams, and the need for
leading to damage far financial and other forms
from the initial injury of assistance to families
location.
of victims.
Since specific areas of
This Traumatic Brain
-the brain control various Injury Task Force -intellectual and physical composed of medical
functions, each injury perts, representatives of
usually produces a uni- seven state agencies,
que set of problems. They private groups and
can include temporary or relatives of rim sufferers
permanent disability in -."will have to focus its
concentration, memory, work on the need for
learning, abstract think- acute care when injury ...
ing, social adjustment. first strikes, as well as
oral and written com- short-term and longermunication and physical term rehabilitation," the
coordination.
governor said.
Because of the ComBarbara Del Buono of
plexity of brain injury, Waterbury was among
, complicated and in- •the speakers at A 'recent
dividualized rehabilita- task force hearing
tion programs are need- Stamford. Her 31-yeared. But 'until recently, old son suffered serious
treatment consisted brain damage when he
mainly of neurosurgery was assaulted five years
arid convalescence.
ago. He was in a coma for

eight months.
Although Del Buono
was left blind: unable to
speak and paralyzed on
his right side, he has
learned to communicate
through a specially
designed, one-handed
sign language consisting
of 130 gestures.
"He is fully conscious
and alert. He
understands everything
that you say to him." said.
Mrs. Del Buono. a
member of the governor's task force and a
director of the Traumatic
Brain Injury Support
Group.
"There is a life there,"
she added. "He doesn't'
have to change, walk, see
to have real value"
Dr. Clair Callan,
medical director .of the
state Department of Income Maintenance, said
only two hospitals in the
state - Gaylord Hospital
In Wallingford and New
Britain Memorial
Hospital - can
rehabilitate TBI victims.
Only at the New Britain
facilitY is anything
beyond short-term care
available.
TBI victims need three
years to five years of intensive rehabilitation'.
The Department of Income . Maintenance Connecticut's welfare
department -- has paid
an average of $-45 a day
for Del Buono's care in
the five years since his injury. However, Mrs. Del
Buono says the amount is
inadequate, not enough to
pay for the specialized
therapy her .son and other
IBI victims-rreed.
Ms. Callan says-one of
the task force's important goals will be to help
prevent traumatic brain
injury.
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By The Associated Press
The Reagan administration has confirmed reports that it expects
the economy to grow only
by 14 percent this year,
far below the expansions
that followed previous
recessions

The stock market the continued rise added
shrugged.off the report to worries that the cenand continued its record- tral bank's efforts to
setting surge. The blue- revive the economy could
chip averalge of '30 _in-,. rekindle higher inflation.
dustrial stocks rose 5.15
points in heavy trading,
-American Airlines ofto 1.075.07, surpassing the ficials say they intend to
record it had established lay off between 900 to
1.000 employees because
Thursday._
But Wall Street apIn other economic ut the "general dismal
parently wasn't listening,
State of the airline inas the Dow Jones in- developments Friday:
Reserve
-The
Federal
dustry:" The airline
dustrial average climbed
about 35000 peoBoard
said
the
.nation's
employs
to a new high Friday for
Paul Haney,
money
supply
edged
up
ple,
said
the second day ins row.
The forecast also $500 million in late manager at news serpredicts . the unemploy- December. Analysts said vices.
ment rate will remain
above 10 percent through
1913, according to adKEEP THAT GREAT GM
ministration sources.
FEELING
WITH GENUINE
Larry Speakes, the deputy White House press
secretary who confirmed
the growth figure, said
details of the employment forecast would not
be disclosed until a MI budget wassubmitted.
The administration will
send Congress its fiscal
11114 budget plan in three
11179 Merlyn Mends
weeks.
Meanwhile, the Labor
2 tone, burgundy & red, wagering special,
Department reported the
automatic, power steering. power bodies.
number of unemployed
front & rear oar, tilt, cruise. AM Fm 8
reple rose again in
trock, rear window defogger. rally wheels.
Decembir, but the
38,XXX miles. New Suburon trade-in
*Ism rate held at Its
percent because Of
stailsties1 midges. The

report rid beirsees
wars net *leg off as
miry waters r mire
lest your. although there
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NOVEL PROGRAM --- Roger Rses an as the ttUe hero In -Nickolas NIcklsby," the
oine-bour Royal Shakespeare Company's adaption -of Charles Mekong novel. Susanne'
Radish u Mho Snevelecci, ane al the teleplay's
roles. has a brief flirtation inth.
Ntekolan The TV producUon,transmitted via an ad hoc netwett sponsored Mobil, begins
broadcast Monday. Jan. 10. and centimes for three days.
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'Columbo
Requiem for• Falling Star'
A fading actress plots the
death of a long-hated gossip
columnist Peter Falk. Anne
Baxter. Mel- Ferrer 1972

(3)

- Nvhdinit
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Portrait of Amence
Virgin*
GE) - Three's Company
•
P118 Late Night
This live talk show features
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sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country
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Ritter Rated PG

•

- NHL Hockey: Oirebec
at NOW JINN,
/
1:00kW

•

- News/IlignOlf
SO - Ain Bekker-0 (12 - C1111 News
NIghtwatch
1:30A.M.
GI cit - Fess Is Pees
119 OD - COS Nines

•

-

ex-movie star fights for control of a pone-chemical empire founded by her murdered

- MASH
•

huMmesL Jess Fonda. Kns
Knewiffmatin. Hume Cronyn

•-

330A.M.

NCAA Basketball
UCLA at Arizona State

3:45 A.M.
0- Mission Impossible
4:45 A.M.
0- World/Large

FILL 114 114E MiSSINQ Lerren ikl
TOE "TV 14QR17C" BELOW:

L. 1111111EI'L4
14
11111Mid
II
11111!Itlii 7, MOH Avgro#r
Ilreigi211111 ifitos Semors..A9
igur

NOW REARRAtrvE

-

"LETTEeS YOU FSLLEP flU
ITO SPELL rwe mute cc
DRAMA iSFOOFis

Cksold Lettermen

(ID •
•- MOVIE:

'Nest Of
INIssos' Professional IOW
arrives en New York on an asGomm to mwder a local
rsoksoser Assn Baron. Molly
McCarthy. Larry Tucker

:1 1

1 1
/Maly —haXiot4 4.4 .A.vpu
APT4°SIVP11
irm.
4 two, MartPNY,

DAYTIME

o

CU 0 'It - Elecuic
Company
O mtaPPet Show
5:00 P.M.
_ Live on 2
S
Good Times
O
3) - Eyewitness News
Carol Burnett
4) - Tic Tac Dough
- News
0
Sanford and Son
- Sesame Street
0 21 - Powerhouse
- Jefferson,
00
0 Varied Programs
-

10:30 A.M.
5:00 A.M.
Rictord Sinwnons
ABC News/Morn
•(1)- Hour Magazine
1 1:00A.M.
0- TBS Morning News
Soap World
•
C4) - Early Today.
- Midday
0
(12- CBS Early Morning
(1) al - Family Feud
News
e _ Mik• Douglas People
Now
5:30 A.M.
C4) - Ralph Emery Show
Jost Men
- Country Day
sr
•32 - Young and the
5:45 A.M.
Resdess
CL - Morning Stretch
11:30 A.M.
- Weether
0
CU0- Ryon-•novo
CI)
•
6:00 A.M.
CL _ Young and the
•
Morning
CBS
611CL
Restless
N•ws
- Noon Show
- SuperStation Funtime
i.D - Search For
0
Today
Early
0CD Tomorrow
- Jim Soldier
12:00P.M.
• - Breakfast Show
1 ) ID - AM P•ty
(1
191
6:15 A.M.
Children
e - Pilitves
- Moons
6:30 A.M.
News
0CID
(I) - ABC News/II/tom
•Independent Network
•- I Dream of Jeannie
News
(1) - News
12:30 P.M.
- Businesieport
(LS 12 - As the
•
Jimmy Swaggert
World Turns
6:45 A.M.
CI) - Search For Tomorrow
- Days of Char Lives
0
•ap News
- To Se Announced
•
7:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
•101 MO - Good
Morning America
11. Cf)(I) - on. uti• to
uvo
- My Those Sons
CL - Another World
C4)0CU - Today
- Afternoon Movie
- Outer' Tag
▪
1:30 P.M.
• 21) - Mr Rogers'
Neighborhood
- caono4
(ID0
•
- Great Space Coaster
•
CI act - Anodise World
(te - CBS Morning
200P.M.
News
e
CE) 5 - General
7:15 A.M.
Hospital
▪ cp - Weather
•(I) 0 (fa - Guiding
Light
7:30 A.M.
•
- SuderStation Funtime
0- That Girl
- Instructional (1) - Fantasy
•
Programs
2:30 P.M.
- Weather
- Fentwones
0
ID - Sullwinide
Fantasy
21)- Varied Programs
7:45 A.M.
instructionsi
3:00 P.M.
Programs
•Cf)- Rhode
8:00 A.M.
CD - Weitons
- Efts of Neght
•
Conoco Store
Monsters
•- Movie
• - Sown* Street
CL- Oro of Our Lives
- Uttle asocels
•
EPS - Sesame Street
•
Woody Woodpecker
8:30 A.M.
- Tattletale*
ID
• 01)-0.1W. Play
e - To Ile Announced
3:30P.M.
(I)- Beverly
•
9:00 A.M.
CL - Romano* Theater
•
CL - Rieherif Illntenone
- Loewe ft So Seseefai
ap 110 311 - New
•au - %mos Sonny S.
$25000 Pyramid
Monde
op - 700 Club
Andy Onfllth
GD Donehise
(1)- Over Easy (Ck,sno
•
II act - Donohue
capeCorledI
• - New Itepruine
- PlIntstonee
• aiD - Instruction&
• - F4aPPY Dews Aeaw,
Prigpents
- Awl &tidier
•
4:00 P.M.
•aD Porn* Food
9:30 A.M.
(1) - You Asked For it
- IneredIbie Hulk
•
Cl)•
- Laverne and Shinsy
▪
CL - love* FlelblIlles
e CL - Electne Company
▪ -'reds lunch
(ip - child. Play
alp - People's Cerra
•
gum - Eight Is Enough
10:00 A.m.
Mouse on
▪ cue- Lave beet
Ilte Pfeifle
Ms* Is
•cc
Pope's'
Right
Nelerberbood
- Lave Seat
- Seestry Doe
al:Porgy'Aron
4:30P.M.
(f)- kr111•11•H
•(11) VVIseel of Fortune •
sp
- Instruction.
al)- Hogess'e Nevem
herons
rimisera
Veiled=
411, - Meets
(I)0

-

0 -

o

•

-

o

0'12 -

-

LEDGER a TIME.Saturdal.Jarnir, S. 191.3

(1) -

o
a

-

5:30 P.M.
(1) cu e _ ABC News
•
(4) •
Bob Newhart Show
NBC Now,
0*I) _ Varied Programs
_ Alice
•
513 News

- 0(4)

cas Now.

(Ii

-

'.1.4K
I flusAn
ko recentls
krgurtte.
,ciArrrd in 'Thr Etecutunser %
!•ong,'' relAtrd to the lAte 11.11
A rquettr'
srh.srle.‘
nwianna
Kr.o,er % grJruitlaughter

•
WNOI
WTVF
WSIL
WTBS
WSMV
HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WKNIU
WZTV
USA
KFVS

Nashville, TN
Nashville. TN
Harnstpurg. U.
Atlanta. GA
Nashville. TN
Homo BOA Offic•
Paducah. KY
Jackson,- TN
Nashville. TN
NksHoy. KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Co Girardeau. MO
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•
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Mtierray Ledger & Times
S.

-

•

•

1••••••••••••

-

o

21) -

▪

Vir

-

0-

Terry Mollios-Ownor end Al000gor of Ti's Ilarbecv•

•

•

-

•

-

ID

-

- unto
SODIDS-PAr.

•

-

It

Hello:
I am Terry Mullins owner and manager of Ti's Barbecue. I
would like to tell you about the 'proven results" advertising that
I have used in my association with my first year in business at
Ti's Barbecue. During the past months I have used The Murray
Ledger & Times to advertise special promotions and sales at my
place of business and I have been pleased with the results that
hove received. The coupons that I have run were very successful
in bringing in new business.
Being our "Hometown" doily paper, I feel that it is widely reod
in Murray and Calloway County, making "Ledger Advertising"
the bargain that it is. If you ore in need of effective advertising, I
con recommend The Murray Ledger & Times. . . iust give them a
be glad
call at 753-1916 and ask for display, advertising,
you did.
Sincerely,

1.41.i

I Hi NI MN 41. IL) .1.1.1/GEN & TIMES.Saturda,./smeary 8.1153

TUESDAY

5:00 P.M.
0- Carol Burnett
•- MOVIE • •Heartbeeps"
UKKI-41011•02-tiliotk_forIbetk,
i

1111183
o 6

5-00 A.M
Hour Magazine

(*a, y (.1•1101%
141111t

rw1Pal

aull•114

ned States Curi Jragens
Victoria Shaw Goa Scala
1960

Mott twill

Cap

%Nair

leflull4r• tinier Greciella Cabo
.145 and Dr Witham Roder
5:30A1Vi.
Clown White A young
deaf boy fonds new hope
el

tittliutill MMUS*

6:30 A.M.
o vs« That Was 1982
has %how rricaps the people
evenli that made the
news .

730A.M.
1111 - .MOVIE 'Hisiirtbeeps'
wander horn a repair
lactory and disi over a workt
of semi...honk Andy Kaput
man
Bernadette Peters
Randy (NAPA 1981 Rated

8:00 A.M.
MOVIE 'Let's Do h
Again A woman discovers
that tier hustiarwl as having an
affair and decodes to have
one_ of her own Jane VVy
man Ray Millard Aldo Ray
1953

0 -

1100 AM.

O

MOVIE 'Skyward A
young goal yearns to rasa ape
the online* of a wheraili haat
by learrung to pilot an air
plane Suzy tolstrao Bette
Davis Howard HeStiftfliarl
1980

12:00P.M.

- MOVIE: 'Lydia'
Woman en her old age meets
man once in love with her and
re lives hef past , Absorbing
drama Merle Oberon Jo
149ph Cotten Alen Marshall
1941
1 :0()P.M

up -

2:00P.M.
- MOVIE 'Handle with
4 - Phil Donahue Guest •
Care' A bigamous trucker
romances both his waves and
a • prostitute Paul ['Mat
Candy Clark Charles Napier
1977. PG

4:00 P.M.
•- Clown White A young
deaf boy finds new hope
through mime

4:30P.M.

•

_

Bowitched

Stripped of
defenses
A nefarious KAOS agent
threatens to release a bomb
that renders its victims nude
in "The Return of Maxwell
Smart " Don - Adams plays
the titular secret agent in the
movie to be aired on NBC
Tuesday. Jan 11

5:30 P.M.

0_ Bob NeVitiart Show
021 - GEO Grammar
6:00 P.M.
- News
41(2.0 (II;

• - Eyewitness News
G1) - Barney Miller
_ Gamer Pyle
(..4) - Scene at 6
go (IT- Business Report
10 21 - MacNeil Lehrer
Report
- Charlie's Angelo
CBS News
(12-•

Stations Awry* the rpm
to

now•

- Jefferson*
•
•(f) - PAaceleil- Lehrer
Report
021) - Kentucky Journal
(11 - Al•A•S•H
•

7:00 P.M.
(2) - MOVIE 'Life and
•
Adventures of Nicholas
Mskieby' Part 2
•
(1) (12 -Wall Disney
The World $ Greatest Athlete A turigis boy becomes
the greatest track arid hold
athlete in the world I60 man)
• - Hawn? Dims HIP be
heves drinking is cool until•
carload of pals run down a
child (Posed Captioned) .
CC
- MOVIE: 'The
Return of Mansell Seriert.
Agent 86 is out to, stop
KAOS from unleashing a
bomb that will strip nude am"
body that comes in contact
with It Don Adams. Syeina
Kristel. Pamela HarreaMy
1900

ag (j) - Word on Words
€1 21) - Nova "Salmon on
the Run Tonight. program
looks at what the human race
is doing to the salmon (111160
man)[Closed Captioned'
in- Sterility and Hutch
111 - NCAA Basketball: St
John's at Connecticut

7:30P.M.
Cji

- Laverne & Shirley

•-

MOVIE: 'Smash
Palace' After his wife runs
off with has best friend, a man
decades to abduct his adored
daughter Bruno Lawrence.
Anne Jemsson. Grew Rob
son 1962
- Wheles That
Wouldn't DM

8:00P.M.
5 (111) - MOW.
'Kentucky
A
Woman'
women encounters harass
mew and humilistion when
she goo. to work as a coal
miner Cheryl Ladd. Philp
Lerman. Sandy
McPeek
1982
CID III - Ilsree's Company
Larry sets up Jack with he
kid eisteriCkmed Captioned)
an• - Everest M
Wham Eight mountain den-

• WNGE

WTVF
WTBS
HBO
WPSO
WOW
• WDCN
S. WKMU
al WZTV
• USA
• KFVS
•
0
ID
•
•

•

Texas at Texas

'Gallipoli' Two
Australian friends come face
to face with the brutality of
war Mel Gibson. Mark lee
1981 Rated PG
10:00 P.M.

•

•

IS X OD0(I)IS 41
12 - News

- Eyewitness
•fj)
News
- All In the entity
- Business
0 OD 0
Report
Benny Nil Show

8:30P.M.
to 5 Judy and Dor
Wee fall for tha same man

8:45 P.M.

- TBS Evening News

•

-

9:00P.M.
di (1)111- Hort to Kan •cu10:30P.M.
- Tonight
Jennifer transforms a gateway weekend IMO a murder
investigation (60 man)
'Closed Captioned'
op in - St. EleinOwire
On Westphal tries to guess
the identity of the phantom
physician and Or Paxton rokindles the affections of Or
Samuels SO min
•(J)
- Soundless",
'Ronnie Masao' Country ar
ust Ronnie Masao perform.
some of his best-known
songs ISO mon
NCAA Beekatball:

Show

•au- Sanford and Son
(1D - Nightline
- MOVIE:'Action In the
North Atlantic' The story of
the Merchant Menne in action
against Nazi submarines and
torpedoes Humphrey Bo
gait. Raymond PAtmeasy. ReA
Gordon 1943
(1)- Three's Company
•- PA•Airlip
•au- pal LINO Night
This live talk show Matures
nekvsworthy guests from ar•

Osimis

Nashville, TN
Nashville. TN
Atlanta, GA
Horne Box Office
Paducah. KY
Jackson. TN
Nashville. TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network

Cp Girardeau. MO

Timers elm rushy
television sigeds via
Semi Caliashiss Assad
maw is dos Med moss
dims'mien la Os seisolm,11*UAW

T•en
9:15P.M.

beers test thew courage as
they attempt to climb the
world &highest mountain (RI
(60 min )
- MOVIE: 'The Italian
Job' A group of thieves plan
a map' robbery by rigging
the city s light system to
create a monumental traffic
Am Michael Casne. Noel Co
ward. Rossano Brum 1969

Cale
Clismosis

krrorrreliormireirirwowslorstorawspitia

mat,impl-nunuto changes )

•

Year That Was 1982
6:30P.M.
This srvyw get aps the peopre
and everais that made the
up 2 - Entertainment
news
Tonight
gp cp0 - Famity Feud
MOVIEThe
•
Defector' A U S physicist
(f)- Tic Tic Dough
visiting Leipzig reluctantly • _
NBA Basketball
agrees lo help the CIA obtain
Philadelphia it Atlanta
information from a Russian
ip - Year That Was. 1982
spy IVIontgornery Cleft. Hardy
This show recaps the people
Kruger. Macha Wired 1966
and events that made the

9:00 A.M.

T HA
_ MOVIE 'Gallipoli' Two
•
: Australian friends come face
to face with the brutakty of
war Mel Gibson. Mark Lee
1981 Rated PG
0( - Phil Donahue Dona
he discusses euthanasia
10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE 'I Aim at the
Stars' A German rocket irs

Robots wander from •repair
factory and discover world
of_ sensations Andy Kiwi
men
Bernadette Peters
Randy Ouaid 198 I Rated
PG
021. - Powerhouse

WNGE Nashville, TN
WSIL
Harrisburg, IL
Nashville. TN
WSM
Nashville, TN
WTVF
WPSO Paducah. KY
WOCN Nashville. TN KFIIS
CP Girerdsew—M0
WKMU Murray. KY
VIssers ais puska

tbsir aillesidse
vim
oars *slid afar Is
ills mem dioned

autsg!.

- •
Ueda.aus posslitai
Ho TV statism, els
smadoss Is poem

slimes after
sdisilsiss bon
OHM

a
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-rm.: %ft RR 41. k)..1.1.111.1,11 & -Fitill,..,..solurilas.hinuars S. MU

•

1112/83
5:00 A.M.
O CU - Hour Magazine

Love' A concert pianist suf
faring from TB goes to Swiss
clinic where she falls in love
David Riven. Barbara Stan
wyck Richard Conte 1947

Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with author Mark Gerzon.
9:00 A.M..
Dr Isadore Rosenfeld end pet
(A)- Phil Donahue Donahue
authority Mordecai Siegal
examines opposing views on
MOVIE. 'Gulliver's
the California walk man
Travels A shipwrecked sal
case
lor and a land of little people
- MOVIE '1.iar's Moon'
come to life through the ani
Two teenagers try to run
mation of Max Fleischer
away from their parents
1999
Matt Dolton. Yvonne DeCarlo.
- Southwest Charripiori-rt.....augoerock Crawford Rated
ship Wrestling
PG
0 - Phil Donahue Dona
6:30 A.M.
hues guests are Elizabeth
- Fraggle Rock Visit the
Niches and Laura Ashcroft
world of Froggie Rock under
authors of The Coming Ma
heath the basement of an ec
troisrchy
centric inventor

gp -

•

•

•

-

7:00 A.M.

MOVIE. 'Convoy' Its
the truckers versus the cops
on a war on wheels Kns.Kris
tofferson. Al, MacGraw. Er "
nest Borgrene 1978 Rated
PG

•

10:00 A.M.

MOVIE
She's
Working Her Way Through
College' A benutiful burl
esgue queen decides to get a
college education Virginia
Mayo, Gene Nelson Ronald
Reagan 1962

•

11:00 A.M.

800 A.M
0

MOVIE

The Other

-

O

MOVIE

'The

TUESDAY cow(
ound the worlds of politics
entenamment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers wound the
country
- Sign Off
fa - Stersity and Hutch
111132) - Ouincy Quincy and
Sam are taken.hostage bye
group of mobsters (R) ISO
min)

11:00P.M.

- Ouincy
- Last Word
Ca)- Banwiy Miller
- MOVIE: 'Hee Night'
Fraternity pledges spend the
night in • haunted mammon
Linda Blew. Vincent Van Pet
ten 1981 Rated R

ID

•

-

•

Not Spots Tonight's
program %inures Night Club
music and entenamment

11.

11:30P.M.
GLI al CLOTST GO 40entist

'Mese' A
amnesia
beck to reality
and
by
80tiblote Peydestruit
Peck. bens Salter.
McCarthy 19115
O - MOVIE:
$t War Lane. Weer and
Ilivierdle' McMillen rms •
check an his intended
brother-m-6m and finds Ws
connected milt • mummy
stragected of dealing in
phony mocks. flock Hodson.
Swot Saint James. Omid
Donee 1.75

12:00A.M.
- Last Word
•cp
ow_ MOVIE: *Mokilinet
▪ WIle. Traver Nines Two"
A Wok Ake of McMillen's
kidnaps the C.oermumioner
snd then poses as him In orgoon acoaa4 to an imder
Pock
menses
portant
lkideon. Siren Sere Ames.
Andre (happen 1972
(I)- Eyerainness News

12:30A.M.

-

00

,0
Overnight

- NBC News

Competition' The heated
•competetroa- • bstiovean two
gifted planests turns into a
conflict between love and
ambition Richard Dreyfus%
Amy Irving Lee Remick
1981 Rated Pco

12:00 P.M.

0- MOVIE

'Sangaree' A
doctor comes to manage his
deceased benefactor s es
tale against the wishes of the
man s daughter F emend()
Lames. Arlene Dahl Patricia
Medina 1953
1:00P.M.
_ MOVIE 'Shadow Over
•
Ehrtiron One good man man
ages to take on an entire Lor
tupt town, and expose the
Werung spark of dignity left in
its people James F renciscus
F I MX.h01
Nielsen
Louse
Tone 1968

_

MOVIE. 'Fort Apache.
die Sivinie A veteran cop
battles crime and corruption
in one of New VOWS toughest precincts Paul Newman.
Ed Amer. Rachel Ttcotin
Rated R

1:00A.M.
• - News
- News/34n Oft
•- Jim Osidier
- P4CAA easketbell: St.
•
John's at Connecticut
• 3/11 - CU News

:15A.M.
E: Thubesco' A
ard youth reforms in a
against youth vs age
Richerd Eagan. Susan Setae
burg 1968

1:30A.M.
- Ann INN at large
• CID - cos News
NIghtereeek JIP
GI)- Resweice These*
11

GO
•(I)2:00A.M.
•CD - MOVIE: Wan
Side Story' A young coterie
who ere in love are doomed
because of ethnic differ
sows. Natalie Wood. Ri
chard fkrefver. Russ Tam
Wen 19411 .
- CNN Ifeedine News
WW1 Ow

2:45 A.M.
MOVIE: Srroh
Pallsme Akar Ns *do new
'offelthhib.st Mend.•men
&WM el abduct his adored
811481.111. Sruno Lawrence
AN* Jamison. Greer Rob
MR. ION

3:00 A.M.

-

tiCAA
Tama at Testes Tech

•

3:15A.M.
- Nat Panel
3:45 A.M.
0- Allesien Impoosible
4:45 A.M.
•_ vic•wiare.

,

• •
'

AfIC
••••",',6••,1

I,

1:30 P.M.
•- Making Love Bettor
Compare your views with the
experts on this HBO special

2:00 P.M.

- MOVIE. 'Convoy' It s
•
the truckers versus the cops
in a war on wheels KrisKris
totterson, Ali MacGraw Fr
nest Elorgrene 1978 Rated
PG
4:00P.M.
_ Frank, Rock Visit the
•
world of Fraught Rock under
neeth the basement of an ec
centric inventor
4:30P.M.

12:45 A.M.
•

Babe in arms

O -...Bewitched
_ MOVIE 'Gulliver's
Travels* A shipwrecked sm.
$1; and a land of Mile people
corne to life through the ant
midmost of Mix Fleischer
1939

•

5:00P.M.
S- Card

Burnett
2i) - Powerhouse

- Sob Neradiart Show
0In- Another Poop

•

6:00P.M.

cu •

Newswatch
•
CL - Eyewitness News
CL- Barney Miler
Gamer Pyle
GP - Scene at II
• - Video Jultabos
5-

▪ ap - Swinges Illeport
_ PADeNell-Lahree
O
Report
- Charlie's Angels
so 12 - CU News

•

6:30P.M.

-

Entertainment

Tonight

(i) _ Family Feud

(1)
•

CL- Tic Talc Dough
_ Andy Griffith
The
MOVIE
• _
Competition' The heated
competition between two
gifted pianists turns into a
conflict between love and
ambitoon Richard Dreyfus'.
Amy Irinng Lee Remick
1981 %Red PG
- Jeffereene
0. (1) - Machiee Lehrer
Moan
o - Itentirelay Amami
• - IMNA•ri4

700P.M.
•EE- *IVO: Vie an
Advaneare• of Makalas
Miklabre Part 3
- Seven
CID 0
Olin fir Seven Mothers
- Tales of the Gold
(ID

Mookii"
• -

11110V1f

',tope/ tiif 4f111•1 9w.inspei Ii,;
hotibtes in liqiliry 60 rin
Malting Love Better
ei
"Pate Voiir vvrws *WI tr...
(
Ct)
11f oil It11) titil
,
0141)4

The

8:00P.M.
- MOVIE:
•(11.) 0

'Invesion of Privicii A
woman bottles to bring her
assailant to court despeix the
support he enioys *urn •
sympathetic communRy Vat
erw Harper. Tammy Grimes
Corot Kane 1982
(f) - Jerry Falwell Preryer
WPookll
(1) - Facts of life
(4)
Blew decodes to do anything
iti keep her new boyfriend
0- Fall Guy Colts. rescued
from car *rives by some fa
mous Western heroes (60
min)
cp
Natioitel
Geographic Spadini 'Ron
Forest A close up look is
presented of Went and animal
We in an environment that
has 100enches of rainfall (80
mat)!Closed C.aptioned!
- tildoes Night of
0
the thinsiviing Bird Sr Hugh
Greene traces the events of
MItlef's brutal Operation
Illumining Ord. the (aminetion of Is poetical toeii 1110
mon
•- PICAA Saskedfall
Virginia at North Carolina
SL

8:30P.M.
OD0 - Roily TiesPAM
lory w 'wed' by a gel who
wants to get does to her
brother

•Xi
CID

9:00P.M.
- Donor
- °Wow Chancy

inviumuates he own chief fee

..11

o - it _ Millers

Night of
the Humming Bird Sir Hugh
Greene tret e• the events (if
s brutal Operation
Humming' Bed dwi I•tiftlai%41,
boll 01 ill political foes 160
mtfl )

0 21

Constitution Thin
Delicate Balance CI iol lei
Justice Charles ft Niossivi
iiiiisents a study that looks at
such issues as the rights at
victims and madras access to
police information 190 own)
PAS(' Soccer
11, Memphis at New York

9:15P.M.

•-

5:30P.M.

up

)1( v
A
Revengers•
rancher tftlflIttS s thiltltt
W oman prisoners in help
him find the iiang that killed
his family William ttoliten
Finest Boning/mi. Susan Hay
ward 1972
4.;0(I) - Real People hi
night s' program features a
convention of college chew •
leaders a pianist *too I
forms Ina van and a profit'. rif
• narcotics agent (60 atimi)
(111) - Ascent of Man
•
National
21)
0
Geographic Special Rain
Forest A close up look is
presented of plant and animai
Mfg on an erenronmeo( that
has 100 inches of r onlaN 160
min)(Closed Captioned)
Starchy and Hutch
o - NCAA Basiurtme
Villenove at Pittsburgh

TBS Evening News

9:30 P.M.

gp

Seventh Annual
Young Comedians, Show
Alan King hoses this look at
up and cornsnii omii•

10:00 P.M.
) 0
(1) CU
(I•
•
- "saws
•CU 1$) - Evirvestnimis
News

so (I) _ Business Report
- Sonny HMI Show
10:15P.M.
- Ail hi the Family
10:30P.M.
- Tonight
CI) 0

•

Show

• - Sanford and Son

3

Nigh time
Three s Company
M•A•S•H
PBS late Night

4

o

tu• 1.•••• .1415 .stb•ivto

ntnarsvf elf thy quests holt, at
I NI11/11 the e#14141% lit ;Haim s
entertainment husines• 41'41
soorts with telepfione i ails
hi iii, v•i•Wels Ot4 mend ttur
t trk•fitt

0 21
•

Business Report

- Stersky and Hutch

11114.12. Hart to Han A ipti
who *mks for .lonathaii at
tomtits to kill 1/omelet to h.ovo.
Jonathan for horsed CH) 160
nun I

10:45P.M.
MOVIE 'T.h• e.g
ends' A kip Ivo• utimv star
grows dissatisfied with Ms
lOnitat t Jail Palate e Wen
doll itory fi0f/ Steerir
1965

ID

11.00 P.M

.1

Hart to Hart
UM Word
'4) - Barney Miller
'The
MOVIE
• _
Exterminator' A %newton
wet veteran turns vitelerit•
alter his buddy is vs/Awe/ref
by mujoer• Clwistoptore
George Rabid R
- MIA•IVH

(3;

•

0

- seen off
11:30P.M.
0a)•- moon.

(cow - late Night with
David Lettermen
(i) - Skin Off

Were Open

"Mgt +I
The Rent Is, Home Hoeft%
Sagely & Medical Equipittom
*Featuring*
Sonsiisbior
*Wined Chalet

•Csassisse
Neils
same
•Sappast sseclises
sod Fmk Oligh

sow

z

.11 pay op to OD% el
vest imedisel hada
bsise seatS.. are
61tow
WoePet You Our TseMiiss
was uniesseseisstimivarsareellsetes
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WEDNESDAYCONT.
sis

- MOVIE. *Kingdom_
of the Spiders• town o‘yoes
reale/•mutant r•Ce of taran

liat)V1i

Mountain In a %mall ianyin
I jinty•dowitte

.1

patroi

WW1

heat off an& k
todiank
f fro' f 1V1111
it,.
.
.1110e
Shin Pw
P411110* Wyl
1950

11,41 t/(11W1 1.0

_ -1180V1E._.'Shame

3

1 yewstnosa News

3

12:30 A.M.
s•un 011

Shame on the Bixby Boys
A k auk rustiiiiii family (
kquies the local deputy to a
shimitout at the out Lona!
Monte Marl'tam 1979

0

2

1:00 A.M.
(2) - News

tulak who spin their wet" of
terror around en Arizona
town Wdiukrn Shatner T if
Party Bolirog Woody Strode
1417

()IWO. 10 Mt if i/*/sJ 1/1.1

a

Two teenagers try to run
away from thew , parents
Matt Dillon Yvonne DeCarlo
Brodendc--Crawford- -flirted
'

11511 - NewstSign OR
C Jon Bakker
_ NCAA Balsketball
Villanova at Pittsburgh
ep tZ - CBS News
Nightwatch

1:15 A.M.

4 0 • - NBC News
OvemeoM

1200 AM. •
0 LAM Word

SEI - MOVIE 'Mara Meru' A
former Navy commander
leads a mobster to sunken
treasure then battles hem for

12:45 A.M.
0 MOVIE 'Liar's Moon'

the, diamonds Errol Flynn
Ruth Roman Raymond Burr
1952

1:30A.M.
O (I) - MOVIE 'X

The
Unknown' The story of a
scientist wrestling *garnet
awesome creations that ever
threaten man's survival on a
desolate Scottish
moor
Dean Jagger Edward Chap
man, leo Mckern 1957
O (j) - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
(4) - Romance Theater
OIL -Sign Off

2:30 A.M.

753 5940

tunable playing a kid with a
sevi•rr learning disability
don t want to be typecast in
this type of role, he said
I d like to corni• back to the
show someday and play Troy
again. because I've enjoyed
being part of the Fame family And I feel really fortunate
that Ow producers had enough
confiderv-e mine to let me do
ttw role and liked the ph I
did well enough to ask me to

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM WOODwORmING

.o's
Solid Nivood Cubinits a, Raised Pon. 1 C
Cherry
•
Walnut
Ouch • Oak •
Guncoscs • Mantles • •Boolicoses •• • len
Cabinet Tops
Refinishing
Custom B,.dt Fuinituri & Furniture

COMPETITIVE PRICES
DeOF ;• 40 Sit OUQ

'•

I 212 Main
Murray ky

come back
Jimmy has spent most of
the last 10 years capitalizing
on his enormous success in
Japan. a country which has
elevated, him beyond superstar status He got his first
gold record there when he was
five, and lately has been
spending half of each year in
-Japan doing everything from
TV comnwrcials to variety
shows
Burt Metealle has been
involved in Just about every
one of the 250 scripts that
• M•A•S•it has used in its
eleven seasons on-the air. and
the producer says that only
now is he starting to Think
about has life after the show
ends in February
The end was brought
abruptly in sighl by the wrap
Just Wore Christmas of the
two-hour episode-. which CBS
will use to wind up the Sent%
He said "All of the goodbyes acted out in front of the
cameras were heartfelt We

MOVIE 'Vice Squad'
A Hollywood cop enters the
sleazy uriderworld of prostitution to hum down a mur
derOus Pimp _Season Hubby.
Gary Swanson Rated R

haven't been fighting a war
together. but we have all been
part of something which Is
hard to find in Hollywood a
really happy creative family
"Because the show has been
a coniiiitent success, we've
been left alone by the network
and the studio
'and that
kind - of independence is rare.
too We've been allowed to
take chances"

3:00 A.M.
es (2) - MOVIE

The
Garden of Allah' An sat/ring
Englishwoman in Algiers
meets and falls in love with a
Marlene Dietrich
monk
Charles Boyer Basil Rath

3

4

•

al
l
,:, a
, illr

ill
:
.

:r
1111

111
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48
-

53
5

is
Mike Perrelt, Also Ida.
Loretta Suit el 'MASH

A eieselOiceat "deal Nies" of tw• yeas Mods he
this stymies dram of Mesa*owl hem.
r

km Mow* aail Ilsisodatle Mars woks Oa hisidi
•
sealsals of ibe WO

c
v om

Television Worth Watching

ACROSS
1.5 Shown stars on &crime 33 -Bra
3! Welcome - Kotler a Elreak
11 Oagnier on 140u10 Calls 38 He ano 39 - beta kappa
12 TopkaP4 star
42 DA Burger
14 Leave - to Beaver
44 Go weeding
15 Wynn or Begley
45 Played Rhett
IS Anything —
47 Miss Satin
17 Compass point
18 Mr Caesar
48. Klugman on Odd
Couple - init
20 Martin and Jones
49"14 rather be right 22 Archie slow.
50 Mr -Pacino
23 Played Ywnans
52 ISO Minutes essayist 24 Snacked
ono
25 -mod.
53 Singer Dionne
26 Seven PM staple
29 Sally or Ayn
55 Played -Kook
57 Milburn and Ezra
31 Exclamation
32 Truth - Consequences 58 Played Felix Unger

Face the 2 Plays Florida - mit
3 FalaNsood
4 An Angel
5 Xavier
•
• - -man

Coll 753-5005

7

DOWN
39 Archie s 40 Kip on Bosom Buddies
41 Miss Rich'ssign-otl
43 Nurse Senornin
45 Gab a bit
46 Pies* noes* Hinkley
_419 The-Of Us
ZOOM elOn
54 novedtArleteignespocii
Mr TOrn

1158
8 "- &thee"
56
9 Printer's measure
inil
10
1 lAr Reilleart
I - PINY
13 Seth HtIvitand roll
111 Iloon011foe
21 Roved Lou Good - snit
22 - Taboo .27 Who's 29 Role lot Ito
29 Played Mike Steitc
30 Mr Parseghian
33 Lucy on Hill Street
Slues
34 -Hew
38 Sweetheart of Sigma 37 Ray on Dallas
Ths Late -

SOLUTION

• NM uread lessee liseessis

•

37

dna
or4

a

PENNIES FROM HEAVEN

•

7

IS

Mill

Two spooky orphan breve the wiles of the Itedthes ea
their leerwey to Oregeo.

Murray

13

12

11

(unanimously)
•

89

5

-

GALLPOLI
•
•

4:45 A.M.
0- World/Large

TELE-PUZZLE

ial

ACROSS THE GREAT DIVIDE
HBOnly
4.

Moulin Rogue George Ham
aton hosts this variety show
from the French music hall

•

•

•
•
•

•

..

Are You Watching...

•

3:15 A.M.
0- Rat Patrol
3:45 A.M.
fil-Misaion Impossible
4:15 A.M.
- An Evening at the

2:00A.M.
(4) - CNN Headline News

Hey,Cablevision
Viewer!

el

•

all 7

Jimmy Osmond decides against joining cast
Its hos Harmer
It,
1101.1.1 11414)1i
reprise of his
4./1;44111A
role as a mentally retarded
student in NB( s
'ttiusii
but Jimmy
Faroe
has decided
19
. thmoad
enough is enough
liiwon I be joining the
critically
network
ai
latmed but barely viewed
set le/. as regular becatne he
admits he 4414-.41 t feel (VFW

bone 19441
MISL
Soccer
Memphis at New York

Sign 011

-

•

THE MI RR 41. ks.,1.1.1)1.1.1( 6 TIMF.N. Naturila.Janu•n

7

1/13183

O_

5:00 A.M.

_

Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with actress Abby Dal
ton cruise director Jeraldine
Saunders end financial advi
sor Paula Nelson

5:30.M.

so_ MOVIE

'Dot and the
Kangaroo' A little Australian
girl sets oft on a fascinating
journey in a kangaroo s
pouch

_13:00 A.M.
e _ MOVIE: 'Diarnorwi
Head' The head of vast
Hawaiian estate strongly op
poses his sisters desire to
marry • half-breed Hawaiian
Yvette Memieux
George
Chat'ins. James
Darren
1963

(3) - Phil

Donahue Donahue),guest is fenikty specialist Dr Sherman J Silber
MOVIE: :King of the
Mountain A dare-devil auto
mechanic ISC4111 his 58
Porshe Over the treacherous
roads of the Hollywood Hulls
Harry Hamlin. Dennis Hopper.

•-

—Deborah- Van Valkenburgh
Rated PG
Phil
hue's guest is Ins Ellis. publiehe( of the Save on
Shopping Directory
10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Lady In The
•
Dark' A psychoanalyst tells
the editor of •swank woman's megatons why she
wears drab clothing Ginger
Roger.. Ray Wand.Jon Hal,
Warner Baster 1944

ai(L-

10:30 A.M.

•- MOVIE: 'Access the
Grose Divide' Two orphans
travel west to clam their land
Inheritance Heather Roomy.
Men, Het Robert Logan
1976 Meted

12:00P.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Winter
Meeting' A disilkissoned

poetess loves a wet hero
with•terrible memory Bette
Devis. Jirri Devoe 1948

-

12:30 P.M.

.

MOVIE: 'The Men
Tomorrow'
fiew
Who
PAchel de Nostrsclemus ac
curetely predicted the rue of
Wet and other historical 6gums Orson Welles r'
rates 1981 Rimed PG

•

1:00P.M.
dB- MOVIE: The PrillOIVISe
The Cardinal of er Roman
Cothoic Church is wrested
and charged with treason in•
European polo. Wale Alec
Guinness, Jock Newtons.
Wilfred Lawson 1966

_

2:00P.M.

MOVIE: 'They Al
laughed JediOUll husbands
he. bumbling emote eyes to
sheckviv thew wives Monceau
ma. Audrey Hepburn. John
Ritter Rated PG.

•

ID

3:00P.M.
- *wow Street

op-

captures
tory
vanishing
beasts defending themselves
against human hunters

21) - Mr.
o
Neighborhood

Rogers'

4:30 P.M.
211 - Electric Company
5:00 P.M.
IED - Carol Burnett
O - MOVIE 'Dot and the
girl sets off on a fascinating
tourney in a kangaroo s
pouch.
21) - Powerhouse

5:30 P.M.
- Bob Newhart Show

•

0211) - OED Grammar

6:00P.M.
0-News
•(1)- Eyewitness News
(11:) - Barney Miller
- Gamer Pyle
Scene at 6
Business Report
IB
Lehrer

(s).
I
I
I

-

"'Port

9:00 A.M.

•

Portrait of America
Virginia
Big Cats This documen

Kangaroo' A little Australian

7:00 A.M.
-MOVIE: 'They

All
Laugh.d' Jealous husbands
hire bumbling-private eyes 10
shadow their wives Ben Gar
:ma, Audrey Hepburn, John
Ritter Rated PG

•

4:00P.M.

e- Charlie's Angels
e(It- CBS News

•

6:30P.M.
au . Entertainment

Tonight
0(I)ea)- Family Feud
- Tic Tag Dough
ad - Andy Griffith
.--iiseida the ISFI Lan
Dawson ind Pack Buoniconti
analyze this week's NFL ac
lion and look ahead to nest
week's games
dB - Jefferson*

•cu _

MacNeil-Leiser
Report
Kentucky
21.) 0
Considered
dB 1t2 - M•A•11•H

7:00P.M.
ddi CD - MOVIE: life and
Adventures of Nicholas
Mcideby' Part 4
•CID 0
- Magnum.
P.I. The arrival by sea of •
large crate teed* Magnum
into a eduction with a Japanese business (R3 ISO min

cue- Greatest

AffWbfiCOR

Hero The fake death of Max
well leads Ralph to lace•de
monied scientist $10 min
- 14CAA Basketball

•

Wichita St at Tulsa
(I)
- fame Leroy be
friends a tough but talented

Simon
(1) S - Too Close For
COr
—nfoW- The flii-sh family
hopes that Muriel s Mother
has found the man of her
dreams
(i)0(9)- Girrirnek Break
The Chief catches Julie
smoking
0 CI) .- Sneak Previews
Co hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons look at what s
happening at the movies
021.; -_Mysteryl Sergeant
Cribb A group of people op
pose the sale of celebrated
elephant in the London Zoo
160 mint Closed Captioned}
-MOVIE

•

Co-hosts Neel
and
Jaffrey Lyons look at what's
heppenrig at the movies

and Womb
al- Pre IN Iiinintssiensi
Manky

▪

Taut

-

•

7:30P.M.
MOVIE: '111•apIng

Dogs' A young man running
from his troubles becomes a
hero when he is caught in the
meddle of revolullsonery tit mod Sam Ned. Warren

Owes. Nevin Rowe
• cd) - Terweseese
Owidearemen

11) - litedb helms
6:00P.M.
•CID SI
- Ehnen a

Basketball

NBA

*lank, at Phoenix

8:30—P.M
3•
- It Takes Two Sit"

and Molly s anniversary
is upended by Molly s
vveldiy witrvoss
,0 0 - Cheers TN,
111.11* of her
at PtilS

0.0.
$

eletirat,t

114 ,4.

,(

I itncii,n 1,0

.B1.1

21

III

KIT

930P M.
0 Year That Was
1' his

"eed ru.

it ke.,1

Schoi

1,
...,0.*
rilade•

-

* 10 00P M.
0240000
News
Eyewitness
3
5
News
ID Woman Watch
Business
21

'

Hill Street

hen in his WO.It•

aft.,

injtor141

The,

0

el-

4
Three s Company
la MOVIE Pennies from
Vie•veri A
•
H

"10

o
o

114•A•S•11
I

PBS lat• Night

MURRAY

013 s4ks

cot.*

TELEPHONE
(502) 753-1916

invsemu menu

SPECIAL RATES

- Every hour, AP NewsCable maintains a consistent schedule, so
it's easier than ever for you to pick
out the kind of news you're most
interested in. When a fast-breaking
news event takes place, AP
NewsCable will interrupt the regular
schedule to keep you informed of
the latest developments.

for your Colorful advertising
medium NOTE: You can choose
from- 8 colors Red-Blue-Green Yellow -Violet -Black -WhiteBrown

silo NEWS
General news, sports, and'weather
from your own area.
30(On the halt hours
Monday Foday
7 30 AM to 10 45 PM
Saturday
830 AM 4 30 pm
tO 30 AM 6 30PM
12 30 PM 8 30 PM
2 30PM
Sunday
2 30 PM 8 30 PM
4 30PM 10 30 PM
6 30PM

GENERAL Kw

D

Important national and international
events.
e,co(on the hour)Every hour, every day
30(on the half-hour)

Monday-Friday
Saturday

Sunday

11 30 PM to 6 45 AM
1230AMto 745AM
9 30 AM 7 30PM
11 30 AM 9 30PM
i 30 PM 10.30 PM
330 PM 11 30 PM
510PM
12-30 AM to 1 45 PM
3:30 PM 9.30 PM

SPORTS NEWS

STOCKS
Reports on 119 NYSE stocks, 35
AMEX stocks and 14 OTC stocks.
45(45 minutes past the hour) Monday.
Friday. Every hour

•

OD
•

BUSINESS
Sports scores, standings, schedules,
and stories.
(
.1
- 15(15 minutes past the hOtif) Every hour,
every day _
1)
.
.
1r 45(45 minutes past the hour)Saturda%
Sunday

4

i• r

H ....•

WI,1,11

12

null,

.%

I;1r

1982

World of Books

21

Roughly

A

Knots

o

Show
Rockford ides
0 5
Kilightline
3

MOVIE
o
Speaking

aps the

..verits !hal

Jun

-

30 P M
€11 2 0 0 T"night
10

Challenge

TBS Evening News

4' 0 0

Benny lull Show

'.irgii.i.nt

Ail uatip ..1

thr

OlinI

0

e - 20:20

Blues ( apt f

A

Report
t

J

Lending Mar in

'Holiday' A iun

Irosri
1till

K WW1 anti K
y
t
ept his fiftiiii tiy tiary in,
'
Abby (60 min )

loving man wants to marry
into wealth but papa has
other ideas Katharine Hap
burn, Cary Grant Lew Ayres

Mystery'
tart,

eiephant ii the

Portfolio

9:00 P M
0 It

tr.ai ,,,,,eshriat,0,1 the
depaitenriu ilit 1641 miff/

ii

funk

youngster and Coco -chid
lenges a visiting celebrity
KO
- entnirilise
:1)
1•

• - sminkGabler

-

a. 19113

Cleneral business news, Dow Jones
winages, dollar exchange rates,

and gold prices.
(11D 54(6 minulee bebre the hour) Monday.
Fnday Every hour
-

•

(Marna Eastern)

14111. II ILMAI.ky

• •-•-aitirda). Januar S. 1911.3

FUN IN

Ourtown
•

COMMERCE CENTRE

1

1

ROY STEWART STADIUM

Unique dining
Atmosphere

Smalley tenet
Friday Seafood Mena
UNIVERSITY MTN
Opt. II AM Deily
Chesteet et lett A Five Peals

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
•

SOT SCOUT MUSEUM

CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

SOSERTI. /ONION MUER'
IOVETT AIDIT011101

WEST REITIKEIT

2
Pius• Seiods
Seadwiches
Spaghetti
lasagne

Wednesday
o
Spaghetti!ac
yial
Fest ies
ovie II AM OA

Storting Ni.. IS We WU
Opos Os lenders
Frew IT A.111. to 12 P.O.

3
Were More
than Ice Cream
•Nochos
•Deli Sondwiches
*Hot Dogs
*Custom Mode
Ice Creom Coke
Your One Stop Meoi

*even

efleas-44 hr
lislieraal

Frog

611111186

753.4141
Nighway 641 N.
Open 4 PM .

amb"

THE HERR AI. Ky.. tk.IMlJi & TlMl..•kiiiiirda>. Januar! 11. 1143

MURRAY
eur town
9

PlAYNOUSE 111 TNE PARK

k

0714-

Ri•statiralil

•tlto Morrey Nolidoy low
NOW OPEN UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Breakfast Special Everyday
6 a.m.-11 a.m. $1.99
Moen asi Amine Suday kfft1 $5.50 11 32 P•
Take Oat Onion Woicooto
addles SAW RN iol
hi Clams* sod Americas lives
Milts plale-1? if S2 75
limy. 441 Soott
Norm
7S3-44111

on

on

Itlb1II

ht No Morns Illay Ion

Daily Luncheon Special $2.95
11-2 P.N. Ilsoday-Satortay
(lWoks Sup, Appetizer, lin, Maio Wu)
apes Sea. Than. 6 s.o. 16 p.m. M. lot ê.... lip..
6616soill Mises hod lerved I I cp. lip...
641 1006
&arm
7S1 1466

7

TACO
JOHNS.
EVERY
TUESDAY IS

o% Family Smolt Howse

77 La nthes Serviml
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Olaw Nightly-Sun.-Thurs.5 p.m.-9 p.m.
1•

and Sot. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

753-0440 S. 12th Murray
4-

• 4.

6 et di

471

•
0

Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos

99`

for only

Control Shopprng Contr.
Across from Ow Stodowni

Ths;MtIIHA ,ky..LLOGIji & T11111.s. %Murcia,. January II, 1113

PACE IS

Neighborhood.

- s•vintchrs
0 - Electric Company
5:00 P.M.
0- Clad Burnett
- AN Summer In A Day A

•

1/14/83

trend towards ethelotheretry

-

10:00 A.M.

5:00A.M.
- MOVIE •Id Rather Bo
•
- Hour Magazine
young heiress
Rich' A
Gary Collins and Pal Mitchell
tumors off a young engineer
talk with re tri%ss Pamela Bell
as her fiance to make her
wood. author John Naisbefli
dying grandhither happy
and body builder Dr tyrine
Sandra Dee .R06401 Csoutet
Pow
Andy Williams, 1964
•- Making Love Better
1 1:00 A.M.
Compare your views with the_
- MOVIE 'Supermen II"
•
eat/001S Oil this 1180weLlei
Superman s enerrwei are the
Southwest Champion
three criminals that his lather
ship Wrestling
Joe El banished from .Kryp
ion.Givistoptve Reeve Gene
5 30 A M . • •
Hackman 'Ned Beatty 1982
.12 All Summer In A Day A
Rated Pi,
yl,uti,j (pH Is,
.(140V5 OW SA
t
of a prank
12 00 P M ,

_

•

_ m0vit
•Storm
o
visiting her
Warning' A

6:00 A.M.

O

Inside the NFL en
Dawson and Nkkt BOOM( tag,
a((alifir this week s
Iron arid tool, ahead to (writ

7:00 A.M.

tyl

sister sees a murder commit
led and recognizes one of the
killers as her brother in law
Ginger Rogers Ronald Re
..lien Doris Dey 1951

aa_ MOVIE

1:00P.M.

Vialleriofe Two
Australian frierwts Lome fix
to face With die brutality of
war Mel Gibson Medi Lee
1981 Rated PG

lip - MOVIE

'Klondike
Annie' A saloon singer
-eludes the police and as
scenes the identity of a dead
missionary Mee West Va.
IOW Mit amport Philp Reed
1936

8:00A.M. UT Sloan 7N1*
The

-

nissadventutes

1:30P.M.
11. - Making Love Better

of t4u sisters horn Ohio
seeking to further their tar
tiers in New Y(alk as at MIS%
and writer Rosalind Itusseli
Brian Aherne Janet Blau
Jeff Donnell 1942

Compare your views with the
ekperts on this HBO special

2:00P.M.
- MOVIE 'Gallipoli' Two

•

900 A M

.

Australian friends come lace
to lace with the brutally of
war Mel Gipson. Mark-tee
tgal Rated PG

4

Phil Donahue Dona
hue s guests are Kathleen
Intl Jacnalk McCenias. fowl
does of the Parenting for
Peeie and Justice move

2:30P.M.
O21- New- Wimps* In
Education

•B.

•

MOVIE The Magic-of
young
Lassie s
-Lamitele
I wner loses her 10.1 wealthy
downer Janie* Stewart.
Mickey Rooney. Alice Faye
1978 Rated G
Phil Donahue Dona
hue explores the developing

sup-

-3:00P.I4V
Sesame Street

26) -

•

young get.becomes the
WTI of a prank
0 21 - Powerhouse

IfIC

5:30P.M.
O Bob Newhan Show
0 Fraggie Rock Visit the
world of f fagot« Rock under
neath the basement of en el
centre.. inventor
0 21 - Tony Brown's
Journal Killer pi ()Marna
Tony Brown visits with Jack
Ivo McDonald a victim of sic
kle cell anemia
-

6:00P.M.
O I)0ITO L
Eyewitness News
it - Barney Miller

Fifty.

•(5) _

Winners
(4) - Scene at 6
Inside the NFL Lei,
Dawson and Ni,. k fluorecordi
analyze this week s Mt at
lsOn and look ahead to next
week $ games
(j)- Business Report
S 21 - MacNeil Lehrer
-

as (6 e

play dead to escape a pair of

heed kilter. (60 Mal
MOVIE
'Where

o
Angels

Go. Trouble Fol
lows' Trouble follows five
nuns and a busload of girls as
they travel to California for a
youth rally Stella Stevens
Susan Saint James Robert
Taylor 1968
- Powers ot
Matthew Star Matthew recognizes a movie stuntman
as•childhood buddy (R)(60
min)
Two
- MOVIE.
Australian friends come face
to face with the brutality of
war Mel Gibson. Mark Lee
1981 Rated PG
•CID
21)- WIIKRIngferl
Week/Review Paul Duke is
joined by top Washington
147AOCSIIIILIS

analyzing

the

news
• Starsky and Hutch

Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a weekly
review of economic and in
vestment matters

8:30 P.M.
21) - PAasterpiec•

o

Theatre The Good Soldier "
A dramatic adaptation of
Ford Maddox Fords best
known novel is presented (2
s)'Closed Captioned'

8:00P.M.
Ci) al) S - MOVIE:
- Dallas The
hearing to overturn Jock s
will causes great emotional
pain for Miss Ellie (60 min
(4)0ffl- Knight Rider Mt
chael Knight finds himself in
the middle of • Texas gun
runnIny war (60 min

ID CID 1111

9:00P.M.

CU
•

An intruder enters the Glob
erti home after Chase insists
on investigating the Agretti
murder (60 min)
- TBS Evening News
- Remington
X 0
Steele A wealthy woman
asks Remington to poen a
charity committee so she can
see a report done by a mem
bet who was murdered 160
mm)
MOVIE:'Supermen II'
Superman s enemies are the
three criminals that his father
Jor El. banished from Kryp

o

- Above Salmon on
the Run Tonight's program
looks at whet the human nice
is doing to the salmon (R)(60
mon [Closed Captioned]
Kentucky General
Assembly
- MOVIE:'Three Violent
People' Seething under pit
laging by a ruthless and
112

Gov-Falcon Crest

21) -

-

•

•

o

Report _
O - Charlie's Angels

Selling out
the Celts

(12 - CBS News

•

6:30P.M.
•(2 - E ntertainment
Tonight
a) Family Feud
- Tic Tac Dough
Andy MINIM

Sam (Ted Manson) and the
Coach (Nicholas Colasantol
actually consider betting
against then favorite team,
the Boston - Celtic. on
"Cheers.- the NBC eittOM
airing Thursday. Jan 13.

clap
so -▪ Jerflereeitir—

--ID al) - hisioNell,Lehter
Report
comment 61
•
Kasitucky
- Friday Night Soishho
Coverage of professional
boxing is presented from Ma
dison Square Garden New
York City NY /43 hry
0tf5 - ki•Afil•H

_

(ampoon• maw.,My MAI
110 matI 11111-nlin.00 Changes

•

4:00 P.M.

•

CIOWn Whit. A young
deaf boy-finds new hope
—Tie
•affeRIV
emy

"

THURSDAYcomr.

A

•

For Wedding
••
WI
Invitations To Fit
11
0.11°
ioit .litif Your Personality
rt . liopk To Stylart.
(stip Come In And See .
This Unique Album.%i,
bq
)jjtIJ
• 10
li

.thrt.

greedy provisional government. two brothers become
orivolvecjin conflict
- Charhon
Heston Anne Baxter. Tom
Tryon 1956

7:00P.M.
•
7:30P.M.
,.3)
- Benson
— 0-41:0-41)0 New Odd
12 - Dukes of
Couple
Hazzard Boss Hogg has to •
(f)111)2113 - Wall Street

;;';f':`

This Irv, talk show features
newsworthy guests from ar
ound the worlds of politics,
enterUmnment. business and
Goons with telephone calls
front viewers around the

coartar
- Sign Off
'
- Stereky and Hutch
- Quincy Cluvicy tries
O
to trace • mysterious toxin
lists causing some Immor
sous deaths (H)(60 mon I

•

Dennis
Weaver.
Jaclyn
Smith. Lee J Cobb 1972

12:00 A.M.
- Last Ward
(3)- Eyewitness News
12:15A.M.
•(1)

- MOW: 'OW*.
Buddy' A man -tries to prevent the suicide of his hotel
neighbor Walter Matthau.
Jack lemmon Paula F'ren
hiss 1981 Rated R

•

1:30 A.M.
(.1) - MOV1E: No Rood
•
Back' A blind and deal
woman acts as fence for a
notorious ',wet gang. even
timely involving murder Skip
Homeler. Seen Coy.Paul
Carpenter. Ponce Daimon

•at)- NSA ON

2:00A.M.
(3)- CNN Iftedine Maws
the NFL Len
Dawson and Mak Noncom
1 2:30 A.M.
wails, ibis Week's PIK ac 1 1:00 P.M
Eyewitness News
•
dem-astlisok ahead m next
Word
- tam
- Wan ON
week's gra«
GD - ONIMIIIi MON
(I) B (I) - NBC News •
-Man ON
awash*
- krAirti
3:00 A.M.
- NBA liseitetbs11
11:30P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Cev
Semis at Pampas
Tense A criminally minded
1:00A.M.
intellectual forces an tisk
MAO
•cap- News
trona expert to fabricate
ltiNIght NOM
(II as-mu
tiny bombs which he pieces
Maws
OD in airliners in order to extort
allobewseab
0:1- NMI ON
money Jones Meson. Nod
Alp Ms Down
MOVE& laaa Ibe
Stevens
Naigsr. tow
An «pi plum;
A senelat mindis •
Lammas4-72,taar ancaremors
- mom: 'They Al
Wein °weasel viblelk-slivil.
problems at an maw-oft
Laughed'
miss Msarevend temieneres.
ached lisnik Dennis. Eileen •
felmend 01110sa. Milroy
- besn's Clmaneades:U.
Pleakart. PM** liscdord
Tower. ftilit Warren. 1111113.
at Porta Oats
1•117. •
111.01mak
3:45 AM.
Ilasailorm al Ile SW al
- Allsoisa ImpossIblo
lie IOW WOW taw
4:46 AM.
Naps a modal at wmakir
Nowa
in - westittarge
amasam amissins

- SIIsi

•

cr -

•

Photo Invitations

•

•alp•- moo»
•

-

•

PHOTOCIRAPHER:DAVID CELAYA

ELLS STUDI
2161. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.

operrus.-Fp.9•5
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TV STARSCENE
By Rath Thompson
It will lie April before
Jayne Kennedy goes on the air
regularly in her new and bigger sports-commentator lob
as host of the syndicated
series "Greatest Sports
Legends •• But viewers around
the coOntry this month get a
preview look at her ;est for
the assignment as she emcees
the 90-minute •'Greatest
Sports Legends 10th Anniverbringing
sary Special,
together 50 star athletes and
the celebrity hosts of former
years 4Dates vary Check
local listings)

Some 4 the former hosts
were major Voris stars
Reggie Jackson, Paul Hornung and Tom Seaver among
them
one was a writer,
George Plimpton
Berl
Rotteld. - creator and executive producer of the series
loves 'ern all, but gives the
highest marks to last year $
-host. Ken Howard i who
starred in the television series
"White Shadow", and Jayne
Kennedy. an actress and
sometime eommeritator for
CBS Sports. because they're
Camera pros

The first credential for' a
host is that he iur now. she,
the kind of 'person who (-rats
about sports' nostalgia.is
eager to argue- old ri:cords.
with barroom buddies and to
keep an open ear for new tidbits about sports persionali
ties Rotfeld recounts that is
how he got the-idea in the first
platy
shooting the hrerte
with butidies At'his wiles rev
tautant in Philadelphia
Howard and Kennedy tSas'e
tkat kind of sports-but f
enthusiasm in their private
lives plus actor, skills in
staying focused on si • rcn

°

Militia Moore will make a
two-day appearance on All
beginning
My Children
Friday. Jan 14 The recording antst will sing a song
Originally written for her
appearance on the ABC
afternoon drama
iSraboos row..tho,cm

SOAPSCOOP

By Nancy M. Reichardt
Philter Sampler joined the
cast of "Days of Our Lives'as
Renee Henning taro years ago
and she's been a steady. and

to eruia• 551 nonuto ~gm

FRIDAYCONT.
9:30P.M.
•

Up - Profiles in
Arnenceri An lOosed Captioned'

10:00P.M.
CI) CI) CI)
- News
ap ap - Eyewitness
News

- AN in the Fernity
ap - dusenees Report
•
- Benny NW *bow
•
.1030P.M.
• - Tonight !how

•

- Recklerd Mee
Ci)
•
- PlIONdin•
ap - MOVIE: 'Rebel
INIthoin a COMP' A ginilk
who has lost respect Nei&
parents gets involveifille14
gang of juverde delinquents
James Dem. Nash' Wood.
SW Mem 1966
- Three's Carmen, "
- INCAA
Dembelbelk Money St al
Temesese Teeth
tale Mild
•ap The We wit rawer inets!-.
newsworthy posts front stewed Ms worlds of pollein.
ellienewisnt. bwinees ww/
Apra weh misphone cans
bent viewers around the
mintry

II

-

•cts - movitl •Cotton
Candy' A group of t high
school misfits forms a rock
band Charlet Martin Smith,
Clint Howard. Leslie King
1978

11:00P.M.
(3)•- Lest Word
GD - gamey Mitler

11:15P.M.
- mow:•Nollovor' An

•

ea-movie star fights tor control of•pewo-chrimics1 empire founded by her murdered
husband Aline Fonda. Itne
KristoRereon. Hume Cronyn
Rated R
ii:30P.M.

- MOVIE. To Si
Affnearrood
11CTV Mewed'
- NOR Off

•al

12:00 A.M.
(3)- Last Wad

I

- Women.
- Seed Gehl

12:30 A.M.

11

(4)- NBC News Overnight
•cL-r..isiuJIP
pea-miellest of Midnight

S

CID - NBC
Overnight
- News/Sign OR

New*

1:1SA.M.
MOVIE 14•11 Night'
Fraternity piedues spend the
right in • haunted mansion
bride Blew. Vincent Van Pat
tan 1981 Rated R
r..30 A.M.
•
ap - Madenwo's Piece
al CID - Eyewitness News
(4) - Romance Theater
•
- News/Sign OM

•-

2:00 A.M.
•CID GI(I)- Sevl off
„GI)- CNN Headenti"News
2:30 A.M.
•
(j)- News
•
2:45 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Smash
After his wife runs
off with Ns best friend.•man
decodes to abduct his adored
daughter Bruno Lawrence,
Anne Jamison. Greer No
eon 1982

3:00 A.M.
up CD- MOVIE:'Klee Kim.
KM Kfle A rimier Orimmal
puns to control the world
Tony bandit Bred Herne.
MenaloirMloy.

- /Mee/Sign OR
1:00 A.M.
4:QOA.M.
Clap- TM Iledes
ap Impossible
oe
CD 4:30
A.M.
e - MOVIE: 'Earle The
- MOVIE: 'Ghosts
Greek' A Ibilati writer anel e •
Greek omen/mist on Crete
tette lodging wish an 'gimp
coirtesen Anliemy Chinn.
AM Rms. Irene Pages

off
•

b..

HORROR SPOOF — Gene Wilder stars a• the title character of Young Frankenstein," the Mel Brook comedy to air Sunday. Jan 9 on NBC Peter Boyle is featured
as the monster and Teri Garr, Gloria L•achman, Madeline Kahn and Marty Feldman also star.

Moore's chores

Ion Christopher Raw,.Gene
Nactman, Ned Shiny 1982
Rated PG
- Enterprise 'The
1.
Selling of Tim Gibbs' Tonight's program follows the
career of singer Tim Gs

Ae..

Thee IMI Walk' Haunted
awes end other ~piano/
Magearies we motored in this
dNumensmy. 11177
._
_

Philo('Sampler
welcome. presence on the
show ever since

Tony Randall might do well
to revive the controversy
which swirled around his new
television series, "Love
Sidney" even before it premiered in the fall of the 11;2
television season
"Love Sidney" was a prime
target of super-virtuous
organisations. pnaespally The
Coalifion for Better Televisine and the Moral Majority.
Mutest the major character.
Sidney Short. played by
Randall, was a homosexual
who shared his apartment
with a young woman arid her
young daughter
Despite tbe threat of a boycott'', the Coalition for Better Television. NBC kept
-Love Sidney- on its schedule.
The new series attracted

Raised in Richardson
Texas. Mime is the daughter
of a retired oil company grid
(list After hie sellout Phi
leer attended Northwestern
State College where she stud
ied speech psthologs but
quickly switched her maiiir
include drama Uri junior
year was spent with the IA iirl.1
Campus Afloat program in
which students sail to various
places throughout the world
While continuing their regiilar
university courses and sartous
special studies including
acting

Always interested in acting.
Pfister* took the advice of her
college professors and stuck
around Dallas after graduation to perfect her craft Her
first professional acting Job
was in a hometown production
of ';Charlie's Aunt" which
starred Roddy McDowell
Sweat after that play dosed
l'hilece headed for Los Ante
In where ahe landed a part in
a "BJ and the Bear" episode
and worked at the Melrose
When she isn't emoting on
Theater before landing her
"DoOL," ['totem enjoys add
'WOE'role
About Renee.. Philece is mg to her antique photova
very verbal. •'1'm real pleased play collection. bowling C'Our
that Renee has never been an team won out over 22 teams
out and out villainess She I last season," she says), and
always had reason for what spending time with her hubby.
she does EVCII though the Brad Blaisdell. (of "Threes
audience doesn't like some of Company") and their cocker
the things she does they spamels. Charlie and Angel

0111M-m...AMI ACC
WITT 01841, 7 00111S
CNA. .I5A MC
ClAtiriCATI5 of
ACCOUNTS—.
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c NEC& to'
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T.v
MIMIC Cl

•
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or wrost
C1•7111CATIS..
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...las accesses...A-mai viii.t....aratr
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°crow
Selo 5...
L Awes
it?
ArItIOS
MAK t
CNA I SINAI
.TUNIS k IS&

modest ratatica M lopt grem
the heat co the TerWe -

But the controversy has
faded and both of Ulm
orpnizations have been relatively quiet this lemon And
'Love Sidney's- ratings
declined The future of tW
senes is iepopirdy.

understand wits she
does them and I think that ,
important
Plasing Hiner tie% cr has a
dull moment it s alwa% becri
a challenge and lin grateful
and happs that the writers
like Renee and are hat grit tip
The
Wiltmg--/nr-- her
onts thing I woplil hope to di.
before I Irat.t. 1)04 ii is I.
ru in J *4.11%
twi ono.
line that might re.ich out to
Iris people and rearlyimwan
something to them
adds
Philece
Of her own Mere l'hilece
said shed hive to work in
films and on the stage. prefer
ably on Broadway Stage is
really the backbone of our
industry thals where it all
really started before movies
came along In New York City
there's such respect for theater and stage actors Its
really wonderful to know,that
that kind of respect exists in
the United States, and natu
rally someday I want to be 4
part of that
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SATURDAY
Man Dillon,'Yvonne DeCado
Crawford Rated

111 5183

Broderick

5:00 A.M
O 2 Movie Coot d
Imposed:oh
O MOVIE 'Hodge with
Care' A beonious trucker
runt/Pik
i.X)Itt his wives and
is prostitute
Paid leMat
CS

Mission

Candy Clark Chdfies
19//

NOIM11.1

530 A.M
4
Sego On
5:45A M
'4
Agriculture U S A
6:00 A M
2
Health Field
„
Mornings on
Ag USA
3
Between the linos
azil 12 Perspective
6:15 A.M..
4
f arrobigest '
6:30 A.M.
Choldren4 Gospel
El 2
Hour
3
LIKAIIIPI IL Hardy
Vegetable Soup
I
To Be Announced
0 12 u S Farm Report
6:45 A.M.
w•athaf
0I
0 News
7:00 A.M.
2
3 0
&AP«

o
o
o

$

o

o
o
SPolfd
Buggy
o Romper Room
llerldt1
$

12

4 0 (.0. - Fieldstone
unmet;
e MOVIE 'bar's Moon'
wu teenagers try to run
sway from thaw parent

Super Heroes
7:30 A.M.
•2 3 5. Pac Man/
Little Rascals/Rechie Roch
• (3) 0 12 Pandemankorn
▪ - That filirt
(4)0
- Shirt Tales
•- Spderman
. 8:00 A.M.
O (11)0 12 - Gdhgan
Menet
O Fall of Eagles
:4)00- Smorfs
lirI - Sea Gun Heroes
0 Jimmy Houston
8:30 A.M.
12 - Bugs
5
Bunny/Road Runner Show
• Lone Ranger
9:00 A.M.
in (1) (2) 0 - Scooby.
Scrappy Deo/ Puppy How
e - MOVIE 'Berabbse.
liareetibas the thief whom
Christ replaced on Ma cross
is followed in nes tortured
search for faith Anthony
Quinn Silvan° Mangano Ar
Mu. Kennedy 1967
•- HBO Rock Am Supply
In maavow This Australian
pop rock gioup performs ell
Of their top hits
1111(1)- Why In the Wcwid
- Dannif Boone
9:30A.M.
(4))0(1) - Gary Cidernan
Show
10:00A.M.
(i) (3)0 - Mork &
•
In

-

•

_

6
/
14WIV/ LaVern. al Shade,'

Forts Hour
(4e0
(4)- ineretlibie Hulk
and Spidennan
- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Neck Eltionicomt
analyze-this week •s NFL ac
lion and look ahead to next
W04
,
41. s games
American
) Adventure
- Wild. Wild West
10:30 A.M.
- Meatballs
•(I)

•

ve got to lave every penny
VOW* yOu can *hen you can
And your insurance is no
exception C,aii us tor a quote
on a Grew Amer an auto or
reumeroioners policy
•
VULA

-h
•ci; -

4

It

MOWN* at the

Bapou
11:00A.M.
11 (2) - Governor's
Inauguration
0(it - NFL Today
al) •111 - ABC Weekend
11108aIll
(4)001) - Jetsons
•- MOVIE •Skyward• A
young girl yearns to escape
the confines of a wheelchair
by learning to pilot an air
plane Suzy Gestrap Bens
Davis Howard Hessernan
1980
•(i)

Wrestling
11:30 A.M.
American
Bandstand
•(1) ID (ft - NFC
Divisions! Pie/offs
Flash Gordon
(4)
12:00P.M.
e - MOVIE: Derby's
Rangers The gallant es
pkxts of Amenc.an Rangers in
North Africa and the inveeson
of Italy James Garner. Jack
Warden. Stuart Willman,Ed
Byrnes 1958
(4)- To Se Announced
0
- Atop _the
Fanc•Posi
M)- GED Course
•
Twilight Zone
12:30 P.M.
▪
- mom .Africa.
Tease Style' A Kenya
rancher hoes two U S cowboys to prove that the do
rnesticAting of wild animals
can help save African wild
Me Hugh O'Brian. John Mils.
Nigel Green 19117
• - Me 10 Seeketbsa
Preview
A)
(11) - PICAA
Saaketkall: Nor* Caroline
at Virginia
Gunemoke
1:00P.M.
(3)- use in Ow &risk tam
- MOVIE: 'Hoidla with
Care' A bigamous trucker
romances both Ice wives and
• prostnute Paul LOAN.
Candy Cleft. Charles Napier
1677 PG
'
.1110 ® - Night
Ike
Sten The importance of infans/parer* relationeNps during do days blowing birth as
examined ISO min
11 - opens illsepars
triePJA. (1)-1001.0141robamit
-

es(L (L

-

us(I)-

_

•

DAVID KING &
UNDY SUITE'

•-

753-8355
901 Sycamore St.

yltlimmt

Murray, KY.

KINGUNDOLT
"Pirsesel'Service

pets

es

sat

frmt...ssmalliirsistsslisse Wire

Burt Reynolds plays
•'HOOper
one of Hollywood's best Stuntmen,
• whose rnidlife crisis takes the
form of a serious career
reassessment Salty Fields
and Robert Klein also star in
the film to air Saturday. Jan
15 on cps

•

•

We believe'el
ern ye,se NM,
ponies—
yeell Nee tient

Stunts for sale

o

•

counting
your
pennies?

floo

ilmesse • GIIRWS
ispinis 10- Vow Ando*
soy
2:00P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Mantic
Kid' A young men se exposed
is ~mit radiation end becomes a governmont charge
Mickey
Rooney. Robert
Straus* Hal March. 1954
Durkee Outdoes.
OVID- Signing VAis004,
2:30P.M.

U)- MOVIE: 'Andy MO*

(Stations mon* the right
to mato toof-tywouto Mangos

Gets Spring Fever' Throw
'mg caution away. Andy falls
'for older woman and plans to
quit school to support her.
but, fortunately, he is de.
toned
Mickey
Rooney
Claws' Stone, Ana- Author
ford. Cecilia Parker. 1939
- MOVIE. ',fgrt Dobbs'
The rugged western story of
fight against or
man's•
cumstances and Indians to
wen honor and happiness
Clint Walker, Virginia Mayo.
Brian Keith 1958
al 0(1)-NFL '83
111___- MOVIE: To Se
Aestounced
O
- To Se Announced
2:45 P.M.
(te - East-West
Shr▪ ine Game
3:00P.M.
CID
(1)- AFC Divisional
RIO%
- MOVIE: 'Limes Moon'
Two tampers try to run
*way from thee parents
Matt(Won, Yvonne DeCarto.
Brodencle -Crawford. Rated
PG .
elm Mpies Ski lielweit

•

•

• - ow swiss

in - NCAA
Georgie Tech at North
Caroline St.
3:30P.M.
-0.4111)- Lair Oullting
• - GED Series .
• 4:00P.M:
ap ape- Pro Ilisiiii*
•
Tor
e al) - This aks New.
icorad caporal,'
- Firing Elm

• 4:30P.M.
▪

Meeetweek Illkastreted
- mask of ow
Pointing
- NCAA Ileaketbse:
Merida Suite at Virginis
Teak
5:00 P.M.
5- World Chsenpionship

•
•

O - MOVIE: 'Skyward' A,
young girl yearns to escape
the conk'''. of •*hooch..
by Isigninn tn pilr an IN
trap. Ilene
Piling SUZY
Davis. HOWORI Hessernen
1900
AIC Now.
- Magma at Oa
1ttenlatas Sala •
le- Kalov No

L

5:30 P.M.
- Here's Richard
- At the Movies Co
hosts Gene Sisk* and Roger
Ebert review lour new movups each week
kVA•S•14
0
- Tony Brown's
Journal 'National Urban
League Whet Direction?' Nominal Urban League President John Jacob reveals his
organism/eVs new thrusts
into different areas
6:00 P.M.
- News
•CD CB
•(I) Program J1P
1:3) - Memories 1/1fith
Lewitt/he Welk
(4)- Saone at fi
119
(12) - Hee Hew
Robby Jones'World
•- Doom Favor
6:30P.M.
Teddy Saris
NeshioNle
Eyewitness News
NSA Basketball Los
Angeles et Adana

_

•

-

-

-

• •

Otil• ikraissilen
t
o
--

L

Tautness
SeRst;

GP -

NCAA Raiketball:
Providence at Villainous
7:30P.M.
- saws Spoons
C4)0
Rocky gets into•fight to de
fend Ns father's honor.
Backstage/Grand Old
OW/
8:00 P.M. .
(11)•- Low Soot
le
Another captain is after C.apt
Stubing's lob, two men compete for • woman and a girl
confesses to her fiance's par
ants ISO min I (Closed Cap
toned'
- MOV1E:
licionere A stunt man who
claims he can do snyttwig
faces some tough chatlenges Burt Reynolds. Sally
Fields 1977
CD
- Hula burl Coverage of Om college all-star
football game is presented
from Aloha Stadium, Honolulu. HA (3 hrs)
- Austin City Unties
'Mickey Gilley/TG Sheppard Them two country artists perform some of their
most memorable Puts 00
mm.)
1111 - MCA* Sesketbell•
Raids at Vendetta

•

•op•

9:00P.M.
Pisektollie on the Road
- FintasY
dB CD CID
.7:00P.M.
Wend A man risks his We to
al
T..). Hooker
rescue•prison captive and•
Hooker 'and Romano clash
teenager competes for a biers
when Hooker suspects Roritilson In a horse Ming comrnano's girlfriend may be an
petition 00 min.) 10oesd
informent to some ka
Captioned'
deems MO min.)
- Tin Weekend News
Rock: AM &WOW
lb
- GANS 'am
Sack NMISuck and Ak disIn Howell This Austraken
cover C icournel diet could
pop rock group performs al
teed to the'Neon La* • 00
of their top Nis
min)
movie- 'My'
(4) 0 (ro - °Wrong
Dieing Onmentine Story of
Strokes Mr. thurnrnonef•
•aingsr's unrequited love for
visit with • buttress soloDoc Holliday Henry Fonds.
gate turns tOsit when Amokl.
Linda Darnel. Vector Mature
Willis and Komberly come
1948
home from a rained out
111 1111) - Everest in Winter
camping trip iCkisad CapEight mountain dirtiers tam
boned]
their mumps as May stump
MOVIE: 'Fort Apeohi.
to climb the world's highest
die Ikon.' A veteran cop
mountain OW 00 mm)
bottles crime and corruption
Pro Ski Internatiowel
in one of Nei-."
toughTour
est precincts Paul Newman.
Ed Amer. Redid Ton
10:00P.M.
Rated R
11I
- News
Firing Line
Evetrolietaes News
PIC.41U1 Woman's •
- ToOd
lairillmlk Mumma Si. at' •
- MOM 'Four Friends'
Wastara Kentucky
Three young men and a freee-Amyl Goes the Country spirited women Come Of ape
111 -

come-

•

•ap

•- 4450

•

-

•-

•ap -

•

-

-

_

PAGE 13
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SPECIALS—

I 30PM
.,Making Love Batter
4 00PM • Fragglis Rock
6 OOPM
- Video Jukebox
7 00PfA
It
National Geographic Special
8 OOPM
National Geographic Special
021 - Hither • s Night of the Humming Bird
9 OOPM
- Making Low Better
- Hitler's Night of the Humming Bird
9 30PM it
Seventh Annual Young Comedians

MONDAY
1/10183

o
o

a._

1:00PM
HBO Magazine
Cavort Behind Ms Scones
1:30PM
3:30PM
Young Poi:John Special
4:00P1A• All Summer In A Day
6.30PM S- Fragglo Rock

o(r.) -

_

TUESDAY
1/11/83
5:30AM U - Clown Whits
6.30AM 0- Yaw That Was: 1982
1:00PM
Tsar That Was. 1982
4:00PM S Clown Whits
6 30PWI S - Vow That Was 1982
1100PM S Hot Spots

•_

Time Machine

-

-

THURSDAY
1 13 83

0,

•

•-

Show
4 15AM• An Evening at the Moulin Rogue

4 OOPM 0
9 30PM 0

Big Cats
Year That Was 1982
F RIDAY
1 14 83

5 00AM 0 Making love Better
5 30AM 0 All Summer In A Day
01-11 30PM 0 Making love Better
30PM ID 21
New Stuipe• in I du( atitm
4 OOPM
Clown White
5,00PM
All Summer In A Day
5 30PM 0 F raggle Rock
6 OOPM 0 W
Is
12 30AM to
Best of Midnight Spot ials

WEDNESDAY
1/12/83

SATURDAY
1 15 83

_

6 30AM• Fregglo Rock

9 00AM U
180 fork Air Supply In Illalwo"
Governof s Inauguration
11 00AM
2
3 0 ABC Weekend Special
1 30PM
Greatest Sports legends 10 Year Air

SATURDRicotit
during the 1960s Craig
Wasson Rated R
- ABC Nowa
Austin City Limits
MOVIE: 'Tho
Buccaneer General Andrew
Jackson's, dependence oA
the help of paws Jean Lento
is complicated by the Goyim
none daughter Yul Brynner,
Charlton
Heston.
Claws
Bloom 1958
NCAA IlaskatbaN:
Oregon
at
Southern
Chidomis

11111111114111V

tunon to hunt down a mut
derous pomp Season Hubley
Gary Swanson Rated R

a 21) -

3 OOPM
3 30PM
9 OOPM

•

12:30 A.M.
- Sign Off

•

•-

cLVi - ABC News
- Wrestling

•

12:45 A.M.
-Sign OW
•
1:00A.M.

▪

10:30 P.M.
Weak

up - Eyewitness News
cr) - MOVIE: 'Captain
Courageous' A classic tale
of a boy's journey into manhood Kart Malden. Ricardo
Mornalban. Fntz Miaow
1980
in CU - WW1 Off
- News

(4)- CNN Humans News
CI CID - Sign Off
News/Sign Off
0

-

11:
-00P.M.

-

MOVIE: 'The
Fountsisikoof An architect
finds so many changes in los
pions dun Pis destroys- Ms
buslchngs and a brought to
trial Gory Cooper. Parcae
Neal, Raymond Mussy
1949.
Nowa
14CAA Sasitothall:
Arablinsal Kentucky
ADIS -1141/10“
al
- Oenal Fever

•

GI)-

11:15P.M.
•-

MOVIE:
Announced

To

Ile

•-

11:30P.M.

ci)-

-

•

ei 7

By Teresa Byrne-Dodge
:Buddy Eisen, the 'Ms setts-and-dance man who ran still
do a mean softshoe. starred as Davy ('rockett's sidekick.
George Russel. in the 11150s on -Walt Disney '
I) What was the same of the character Mem played as
Breerly Hillbillies"'
2)124114st detective series did Mee star la the tide role'
3) Name the advestare series is which Mosey starred as
Sgt. Hoak Murkier. aa ladias lighter daring the Freed' arid
ladlam War.

ottasticSafil6

_armed Isaastozosi it
..sauor
Iladiuw1.3 P4f* I
asaussy

at)- News

2:00 A.M.
- Movie Cont'd
CLI - WOW Off
2:15A.M.
1115 CD - MOVIE: 'The
Predamers- A his-been
theatrical producer and his
accountant partner schema
to milts mors profit from a
Rap than•he Two Mosul.
Gana Wider. Kenneth Mrs
1967
3:30 A.M.
Mission impossible
- MOVIE: 'Skyward' A
young girl yarns to (*caps
dia confines of a vehsolchiu
by learning to pia an az
plans Sury Gastrap Bans
Davis. Howard Hosaorrun
1900
3:45A.M.
- MOVIE. 'Moak
star
espordre is avert/ stolen
from a rraissurn by two laorni
playboy burglars
Robert
C.43nrad. Don Stroud. Donna
Mils 1978
4:30 A.M.
119 - Agrisallistes U.S.A.

loin vomit, wow.syruku•

lb

-

•(1) - MOVIE. 'Oros.
fx•rakidtiffie A poor boy
Pies a strange masiong with
an olcaPsid convict Mat
chinas* his IN Mehra
York, James Mason. Sarah
Nis 1974
lisfardaa Night Us*
▪ CID.
.
7 fkiaseday Night
Ulm
12:00 A.M.
OM/
(111) -'m,.. OM's,
- MOVIE: Viso Same
A Hollywood cop anisrs die
shaft iindsrworld of promo-

5 30AM
Missing Persons Deed of Alive
10 30AM
F toggle Rock
00AM
Missing Persons Dead or Alive
3 30PM 0 HBO Magazine
4 OOPM
Cavort Behind The Scones
6 30PM
F goggle Rock
B OOPM 114 2 3 5 Celebrity Daredevils
10 45PM fig
On location Carlin at Carnegie
_

II

- America's Top Ton

SI CD - ABC News
- EvevAtness News
- MOVIE. 'Caravan to
Vaccaro,' Attempts to
smuggle an East European •
scientist out of France are
hampered by an red gang
bent on gleaning the fug,
twe's secrets
Charlotte
Rampling. David Berney
1974
MOVIE: liar's Moon'
Two teenagers try to ton
away from thee parents
Matt
on. Yvonne DoC.arlo.
&Wendt Crawford Rated
PG
- Nrees/Mgn Off
1:45 A.M.

GED Servos

SUNDAY
1 1683

- Wrestling

•

0(1)-Entartainmont This

21

GE 0 Series
O 21
0 HBO Rock Alf Supply In tlawass‘

•

1:30 A.M.

10:15 P.M.

0

•

_._,,,Silorrytoue

uigti
--WAWal..

TV DIALOGUE
DIGS KRA; -' As as avid las the filming of •:§avage
of -The Avesgers.- It was 1•10futcc nut I alikirined
rest So see Dimas Rigg agato swashbuckler. • to celebrate
is "Witness Ise the fteseco- with his wife Kimberly the
dos." (aa yes refresh my arrival of their firstborn.
asesisry as to die MINK id the Austin That gives you the
sitcom she starred is about III essentials, briefly
years aril. Alms. "bow slid Is
WWII. LARYNX - Did
-Lady Peel" these days?
Riggs aamacceaslul 1173 Laid Aridness de her own
dogleg Is "Coquetry Gold" If
series was coded "[Rana
so. why dermal she perform
NBC had the sophisticated
sitcom (It was more creative mare'She has a lovely %ore
Neither Lon' nor her co %tar
than its title) up against The
Linda Hamilton tin the Eye
Rookies" and •Gunsmoke
whose combined firepower Harringtonesque role, did
their own warbling The youknocked the show out of the es
you beard were provided
schedule alter lour months
courtesy of the vocal chords
T001911'11 TALE - Is, of Carol Chase and Lane
Tensity Lee Awes married' Brody
No was great as Gary
Gilmore. bet yrs sever read
wilds' sisal his personal (Send your letters to Pepper
life Cam yin give me • real O'Brien. United Feature
brief his.
Syndicate. 200 Par* Avenue
The Texan Yale graduate ROOM MI New York. N Y
recently took time out from 10100

Perm Speicol
This Month

$5" OFF
:

et •i44
.
4

MOMS,01101101...

Ma

01111FK RAU,
MEAT,7514542
2611 ILC 11A11111
PAINICAN, 442-4304

The setotwil km*

i.e.
r

PM,/ 14
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SUNDAY

Ii) - This Week with Devitt

Brinkley
Fraggle Rock Viso the
world of Fraggie Rock under
I - Undersea World of
1116/83
neath the basement of an isc
Jou:purrs Cousteau
centric inventor
021 - Sesame Street
CID T BS Morning News
• cu _ Forst Baptist
•- Shaw My People
Church
5:30 A.M.
8:30A.M.
•_ Was of Life
Its Your buetheSS
616
Janies Robeson
_ MOVIE 'Charlie Chen
Missing Persons
•
(I) - Reborn
at the Circus Charlie Chan
Dom or Alms P•tricli 0 Neal
(4)
- Day of Discovery
turns into a merry go round
rumrs this inolk at smo,us
- MOVIE • The Magic of of murder Werner Oland
Lassie'
Keye Luke, J Carroll Nash
I slue s
young
-6:00kM.
owner loses her to• wealthy
1936
Today's Black
isndosener James Stewart •
(12 - Jim Whittington
Woman
Murkei Rooney Alice Faye
Religion
0 6 - Mornings on 5
1918 Rated C
11:00A.M.
James Robison
- Paducah Devotion
(ID
ip
- alevrernekers
111 - /UMW Ted Amistrong
6:15A.M
(31) - Mein the Press
3 Southern III
900 A.M
M.
Missing Persons
Weather
11
•2 - Kenneth Copeland
Deed or Alive Patrick 0 Neal
11 5.- Oral Roberts
hosts this look at famous
.M
6 30A.
missing per
3, - Kingdom Losing
O 2 - Face to Face
- lighter Side
O First Baptist Church
3 Cartoons
(4)- Silhouettes of The City • 21; Kentucky
Ito Is Written
Entrepreneur
ip MOVIE Convoy" its •- Miracle Revival Hour
(tz - It's Your Business
ere truckers versus the cups
- Everest in Winter •
in war on wheels Krrs Kira
Eight mountain climbers test
11:30 A.M.
toners:cm Ah Mar(iraw r
their courage as they attempt •
This Woek with
cannisonoio
net.' fiorgnitte 1918 Rated
to climb the world s highest
David Brinkley
CU - MOVIE. 'San
Frf
mountain fR/ 160 min I
sio 10(12 - NFL Today
Francisco' A powertul sale
Accent
21 - Mr Rogers'
(1)- Jerry Falwell
oon owner and his pal we
Neighborh
ood
•12 Perspective
(4)S CL - NFL '83
concerned about•young sin
- Ernest Angiey
6:45 A.M
get Clarke Gable. Spencer
- Sneak Previews
0
Jerry
Falwell
4
Farm Digest
Tracy, Jeanette MacConald
- Co hosts- Neal Gabler and
1936
9:15A.M.
Jeffrey Lyons look at what s
7 00A:M.
happening at the movies
0(11 Hamilton Bros
- MOVIE: 'Eric' A let
World Tomorrow
2
nunally young man lives his
21) - Wall Street Week
•
ID I Jorry
_ 9:30A.M.
last years to the fullest des
Lours Rukeyser analyzes the
11) - Cartoon Canwval
0(1) - Two Rivers Hour
pits his affliction John Say •
80s with•weekly review of
(5) - Community Worship
age, Patricia Neal Claude
(ji- World Tomorrow
economic and investment
0(0'momno•
Akins 1975
matters
MOVIE 'Stale. 17'
_ Spiritual Uplift
During WWII American G 1 s
- This Week with David
- 12:00P.M.
_ 0 cs: o 21 - Sewn* in • German prison camp •(1.,•(12 Brinkhry
Street
thinking their cynical sat
cu - Animal World
Football NFC Divisional
wont ri• spy beat him Un
0 - America's Black
Playoffs/or Anemone Pro- •iltt) - American Gott
mercifully
William
Forum
Holden
Survey
greowning At press time the
Otto Prenenger (Jon Taylor
(12 Robert Schuller
•
teams and time had not been
1:30P.M.
1953
defermoned Should the game
7:30A.M.
SW
-Bonanza
(o)
Herald
al
(4)
Truth
of
Oa at this time then NC A A
0(1)0 - Amazing
•- MOVIE 'The /Aspic of
5D.- Oral Roberts and You
Basketball will air afterwards
One..
Lasers'
Lasso s
young
Boothe
Company
21)
- Portrait of Anserica
(1) - Day ol(beams."
owner loses her to•wealthy
Virginie
(4
landowner James Stewart.
- PreelwINe Gospel
10:00 A.M.
(4)0 CI) - NPL Football
Show
Mickey Rooney. Alice Faye
(2) - Rex Humbert'
•
AFC
Divisional
Playoffs/or
1978 Rated G
•- James Robison
- PTL Club
A/termite Progrernming At
•- Old Tim* Religion
2:00P.M.
(4)
•- Jim Whittington
press WIC the teams and
Religion
- MOVIE ' To Ile
8:00A.M.
time had not been deter
•announced
°witted lives
.SS(tie - Jimmy
mined Should the gems be
alp cu - wend* at the
Amer
erred at this time Voyagers
-Goverranent
Bijou 'Memphis Bea*
I
S IIMIR le Wrttten
will be shown at its regularly
0
- Sesame Street
scheduled tune
kone's Nabisco,
• et; - Everybody's
a•- Lona Ranger
- move. .10m of the
Iluainees
- Lew In Space
Mountain; A dare &rot auto •
- MOVIE. 'Taman and
II - Oral Roberts
11(.1) - At Nemo With the
mechanic races his 58
the
s.
— Vasty of Geld' Tartan
10:30AM.
Porshe
the treacherous
sane the chief of police lid•
(I)- Young at Heed
•
•
CU(I)- Roost Chores roads ofover
the Hollywood Piss
professor to finds kidnapped
•p 7 Trinity Tabs/nisi. '
▪
- Face the Nation
Harry Hamlin. Dennis Hopper.
boy.
whose
murdered
Deborah Van Valientaigh
gusrthan was bressied4o be
Rated PG
from a goid-rich valley Mite
Henry. Nancy Kovack. Man- An* OrFNIth
ual Pedals. k i966
CU
211 Week/Review Paul Duke it
2:30P.M.
pined by top Washington •
ap
At The
hiles
-Anenc
,
iesi
Fournelists. analyzing- the
0
CID
week's news
Government
111 - MOVIE: Tel Ni
3:00P.M.
Angel' A curvacrous caramel
- 1.110111E: 'The
&ince, with•shady pest and
Crimson nisei' An HIM
shady Mande lab for•handCentury pees* captures a
some sock** Mee Wt.
emirs ship carrying annnuer;Cary Grant. Edward Arnold
eon. arms and at wiessery
1533
ordered to crush•rebellion
12:30P.M.
Owl Lancerser. Nick Crown.
- Ann Hort mien,*
Eve Banos 1962.
1)- At.The Movies
03)1111- NFL
Football RFC Divisional
- Search die Scriptures
Pfeyefes/or Alternate Pro12)- WWI alma Week
grenwhing Should the game
Louis Ruketriii-inehres'the
air at thee toms it veil be
80s wrdi weekly review of
preceded by NCAA Basketeconomic and investment
ball
matters
(1)- Wild Kingdom
21) - Cerriesetit owe
Kentucky
- MOVIE 'Tell Me My
klesne' A mother is forced to
1:00P.M.
face the truth about her We
•CID - Jest, Antietam
atter she is confronted by her

o

5:00 A
.M

e2 •

Destructive
beauty

•

On ABC's "Celebrity
Daredevils- (Sunday. Jan.
16). Donna Dixon. Gloria
Loring. Jones* Harrison and
Teirna Hopkins (I. to r.) don
crash helmets for participation in a demolition derby.
(Swoons mew.,we now

•

ei 2 •

o

-

o

•

_

o

(i) -

o

o

•

to

•

•

to maim sool-minuf.. Change*

-

•

•

so cc

•

Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 1 49

•

inegmrriate daughter Arthur
Hill. 'Barbara Borne. Barnard
Hughes 1977
Here's Richard
al 3)- America: Second
Century
111 tti.) - Understanding
Human Betasv
Men's Gyninestkn: U.
S.S.R. vs. Japan vs.
Nebraska Coverage of this
men's gymnastics meet is
presented from the Unwersny of Nebraska. Lincoln. NE
hvs I

da

-

-

•

-

3:30P.M.
Truth About Ctry.

Music
- HBO Magazine
0 ,I - Flatting wiRoland
Martin
0 1, At-nonce Second
Century

•

4:00 P.M.
CL - Nashville Salutes the
Shrine
GU
- NFL Foothill.
AFC Divisional Pbyeele/or
Alternate
Proeruinonine
Should the genie at at this
time it vid be preceded by10
cal prograrrinwig

•-

Cause Behind T/to
Scenes
•- Ounsenoke
•1:11)- Focus on Society
so CD - Thki Old Howes
Posed Captioned)
/CAA Beaketbell
Jeolusonvile at Alabama

•

4:30PM;
- Jeequee Cousteau

•

•- MOVNE: 'Cintivey' It's
the truckers versus die cope
on a war on *heels Kne Knstofferson. All MecGrern. Ernest &wane 1978 Rated
PG
•(r - Focus-on SocisnY
•111)- &Wee

5:00P.M.
- Nowa

au•- ABC News

•

-

Understanding
Human Betsey

2t - Evened., cooking
•
- PICAA Basketball
Deubleheeder Fordhern vs
St. Peter's /and Syrecuee
vs Below Hall
5:30P.M.
• - ARC News
(I) - Arab
Anderson
C.onlidebbel
0- Mae People
-

•

•cp - Understanding
Human &Own.
021)- Cookin' Coital

6:00P.M.
gia)(1)- Ripley'sBelieve
It Or Not

•cp
• - GO Minutes
Beat of World
Clbsinpionship Wrestling
- Solid Gold
•CL- Six Orem Ideas
•21)- Heartbreak Turtle
- Hardy Boys/ Nepcy
Drew
•

6:30P.M.
- From& Rook Visit the

•

world of Fraggle Rock underneath the basement of an eccentnc inventor

7:00P.M.
II GI) CD•- mat
Hougton One of Men's
friends is accused of murder
by using•poisonous snake
(GO min
al CU
(121 - Archie
Bunker's Piece
- Nashville Mtn '
(3)
- CI4iPs Bruce
go* undercover at a high
school to help break up a stolen car ring IGO men I
- MOVIE:'Neighbors' A
conserve** businessmen
fonds his We corning unglued
when•troublemaker moves
next door John Bekash. Den
Aykroyd. Cathy Manny
Rated R
•
(11) - UI. on Ear* 'The
Infinite Vorwty • Devid Anonborough irwestagoteri OM factors behind the four mlion
different forms of Me .5 ISO
nen I posed Capeortedi "
All CrisSures area
and llowell
in- &NM Miley

on-

7:30P.M.
•
CD - omeis
.03 CD
8:00P.M.

swim- Celebrity
Dermbholle Some mars so
tenainthent personalities per
form an entry of fearless
feats Guest starring Bun
Reynolds. Jim Nebors and
Christopher Reeve (2 hrs )
Posed Captioned)

O3 aD

- Aftrimons

George's big mouth could
sae the end of Tom end Helen s merrier
•
- Week In Review
(Els
MOVIE:'Young
PneedieriMeln*
A
young
sonneet returns to Dr Fran

-

Till. MI KR 41.Icy .1.111144.R 5 IIM1N. %stunts% Janu•rN I. 19113

SUNDAYCONT.
kenstein s castle where he is.
introduced to "-the joys of
monster
making
Gene
Welder,
Feldman,
Marty
Clots* Leachman
1974
!elated Captionedi

irons in the farneky of a black
doctor. Alan Arkin, Sondra
Lock, Cicely Tyson 1968

, 11:15P.M.
_

The
Wilderness
Years
Churchill, at his height of
fame and power, seems as
mood of many years of poem
cal power (60 min (!Closed
Captionedi
•

8:30P.M.
- Alice

go (I) up

Jo
lane s brother tries to talk
Mel into investing in e worm
farm

- Bryant Productions

•

9:00P.M.
111 (I) e IZ - Trapper
John. MO.
- TBS Weekend News
ay_ MOVIE:'Pennies from
Heaven A salesman longs

0

NFL 63
4 0 II
12 OOPM 5 s 5 12
Nil Football NI C Divisional

3-30AM 0
NCAA Baeketball UCLA at Arizona
State
TUESDAY
1 11 83

5 30PM

,

9:30 P.M.
- Washington

i

War

10:00P.M:
0CU CID CC 04)
(12 - 'Wows
119
- Eyewitness News
se - Jerry
- ABC News
•
- Lawmakers Law
makers rePort on the weekly
activities of Congress

Show
02V - jai
- Wrap Around

10:15P.M.
C1) - ABC News
•- Jim Beldam

10:30P.M.
es

(f) - C M Newton
Show
▪
- Rockford Hies
cL-iaocsub
CD - Meer and Co.
•
Non Greene Show
cip - s.J. and Gospel
•
- Neff Off
0-Awe Von imps
- Nom Sgewort
Show
1045P.M.
en -On Loostlek: Carlin st
Camisole This famous comedian slurs* his elbow
psrospeorws of the absurdities of everyday losing
11:00P.M.
es at) - Saturday Night

ap -

- Open UP
CL - MOVIIE: To Bs
Asiessawad
MOVIE: 'Kiss
Torterrew Opedlarre An esMood sankliat awnes woolOrs lwairoa Soho Jew.
Whore wislise. Jams Cap
rwf. Word Send !shwa
Poston. 10110.
Mr Olen 0
“
•
- 700 Club
(ee- mow'.'The Heart
•
Is a Leask Hunter' Love.
loyalty and faded dreams we
the alencints es Ihis Not
about two deaf mutes. an insecure Mine girl and the dra

8 OOPM
9 OOPM
1 00AM
3 00AM

al _

0

1:00 A.M.
5 12 - CBS News

(1)

Nightwatch
(C - Sign Off1:45 AIM.
O - MOVIE 'Who's That
Knocking at My Door?' A
young man is stifled by he re
logious And cultural beliefs

o

Harvey Kestel, Zits Bethune
1969 Rated R

- MOVIE: 'The Naked
o
Prey' A safari guide watches

his party kibed by a tnbe who
then sot turn Ire* to be
tracked by thee fiercest war
noes Cornet Wilde. Gen Van
Der Berg. Ken Camper 1966
- Pro Sal Intentadonal
Tour
• 3:15A.M.
• - MOVIE: 'Smash
Palace'
3:30A.M.
go-Southwest Championship Wrestling
4:30A.M.
Yew Stmineas

Southwest Championship Wrestling
Basketball Villanove at

•

THURSDAY
1 13/83

6 30PM 0 Inside the NFL
7 OOPM 0 - NCAA Basketball Wichita Si at Tulsa
- Pro Wu InteMakibnal Tour
800P88 S - NBA Basketball Seattle at Nasty.
12 30AM5 - NBA Basketball Seattle at Phoenix
2 00AM 0 Inside the NFL
3 00AM S - Men's Gymnastics USSR at P•nn
State
•

FRIDAY
1/14/83
5 00AM --1111 -.Southwest Championship Wrestling
6 00AM•- Inside the NFL
6 OOPM •- Inside the NFL
6 30PM S - FridaY P449414Bosing
10- 30PM 0(1)
- NCAA Basketball Murray St at
•
Tennessee Tech
12 00AM (3) - Wrestling
SATURDAY
1/15/83
10000044S - inside the NFL
11 00AM al CID
32 - NFL Today
•
II/ - Wrestling
11:30AM so (11)
(12 - NFC Divisional Playoffs a.
12 30PM (2) - Big 10 eastward, Preview
NCAA Basketball North Caro
CCI
Sna at Virginia
2 30PM (4)
(I) - NFL 83
2 45PM •(1)
,12 - East-Wan Shrine Game
3:00PM (4)5(1) - AFC Divisional Playoffs
•- NCAA Basketball Georgia Tech at
North Carolina St
4 00P1
,
4 ID CID CU
•
- Pro Sciwiers Tour
4 SOPM •
- NCAA Basketball Florida State at Vic
girds Tech
1100PM S- World Championship Wrestling
8:30.1VI S
NSA lasketbeN Los Angeles at At
lents
770011944 el 21) NCAA Women's flasketball Mue
ray St. at Worsham Kentucky
•- NCAA Basketball: Providlincs at
Vileness
- His P-4.4:4106181 121)
- NCAA Seekettisrn Florida at Vandsrbift
9:00PIPA
- Pro Ski Internsesnal Tour
10:00PIPA
•
- NCAA Sasketboll: Oregon at Southern
Callands
10- 1 GPM5- Wresting
11 OOPM
cri — NCAA Seekotbell: Auburn at Kentucky

-

- Sir*
ikdellIMPOW such as
this highlights "Rain
Forest" the premiers of
the Notional Geographic
specials for 1963 The
special airs on MS,
Wedneediry, Jan 12-

Pro Sill International Tour
Southwest Chrinipooriship V$restlitig
NHL Arni, Wtestillly

NCAA Basketball Vriginia at North
Carolina St
- MISL Soccer Memphis at New York
- NCAA Basketball Villanova at Pitts
burgh
GI - MISL Soccer Memphis at New York

•

se op -

3 30AM 0
4 30AM 0

CD

2:00A.M.
(4)- CNN Headline News
2:30A.M.

NFL Today

NCAA
Pittsburgh

•

12:45A.M.
- Sign Off

Report
•21) - Threat of Nuclear

2 30AM 18)

•

5 00AM
7 OOPM

12

Playoffs of Alternate Progranurung
4 (3
NFL Football AFC Divisiorial
Playoffs of Alternate Prograt
3 OOPM 5 5 5 12
NFL Football NFC Divisional
Playoffs of Alternate Progrenminnmnig
Men s Cryninastit.• U SSH vs Japan
ISD
vs Nebraska
4 OOPM
4 ,C$ $
NFL Football AFC DOVISH/MO
Playoffs or Alternate Programming
NCAA Basketball Jai kworevill• at Al4
barna
S 00P141 • NCAA Basketball Doubleheader For
dham vs St Peter s and Syrac Us. vs Sc
ton Hall
12 30AM 5 Men s Cryinnastos USSR v• Japaii
v• Nebraska

State
12 30AM 6i
NHL Hockey Quebec at New Jersey

•

•

al

11 30AM 111 $

WEDNESDAY
112/83

Coverage of this
gymnastics meet is
presented from the Univers
rty of Nebreska. Lincoln NE
(2 his)

SUNDAY
1 16 83

Pro Ski International Tour
NHL Hockey Quebec at New Jersey
NCAA Basketball Kentucky at Moms
sippi St
10 OOPM 0 - NCAA Basketball UCLA at Arizona

12:30 A.M.
_ ABC News
ra (I) - Eyewttriess News
- Sign OTT
- News/Sign Off
1.1 - Mans Gymnastics U
Japan
vs
iiikays

for life to be like the songs he
seNs Steve Martin. Seined
ette Peters. Jessica Harper
1981 Rated R
(1.) - Writers* Workshop

Wrestling

5 00AM 0

CD
NBA Basketball Philadelphia at At
lents
7 OOPM • NCAA Basketball St John s at Corr\
necticut
9 OOPM O - NCAA Basketball Texas at Texas Tech
1 00AM Go
NCAA Basketball St John s at Con
necticut
3 00AM
- NCAA Basketball Texas at Texas Tech

•

GB

6 30PM 0
8 OOPM 0

A famous nurse fights to win
recogniton for her method of
treating infantile paralysis
Rosalind RusseN, Dean Jag
oar, Alexander Knox 1946
- MOVIE: 'Convoy' Its
the truckers versus the cops
in a VIM on wheels Kris KIM
tofferson, Ali MacGraw, Ernest Borgnine 1978 Rated
PG

•

17 30AM

MONDAY
1 10 83

- Directions
5-MOVIE''Sister Kenny'

Black Pulse

Slebvi
021, - Jo•
- Jerry Falwell

Andy Griffith •

11:30 P.M.
ci) - Koiak
11:45 P.M.
- Si9r1 Off
12:00 A.M.

▪ cp
ctt)- Masterpiece
Theatre 'Winston Churchill

—SPORTS

TOMBSTONE TRIO - Bruce Boxisitroer (r) and Marie
Osmond star as Wyatt Elam and hos wife in
Married'
Wyatt Cup." an MSC moons that also slats John Bennett Perry (I.) The him depicts the 47-year marriage
of the western hero and the singer he wed

•

SOFTSHELL
*z SUNDAY
SOFTS11111
TACOS
Offer Good AM Our

111
No Limit

TACO JOHNS
•

753 9697
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By FRANK BLODGETT
with braces ( who longs
If you were one of those.
for a figure.). She's .the
kids in high school who
one .who brings a lunchbox. You probably
didn't fit in with the "in"
group
remember them. They
or any other
have each other, and not
group for that matter
much else.
but desperately wanted
to, you,face a dilemma Unfortunately, a halfhour television situation
when watching "Square
comedy must simplify
Pegs,"'Mondays at 7.00
life to be funny - or so
on (115 There's a lot of
humor in two awkward
most producers think.
Thus, out of an entire
freshman girLs trying to
Pugh school the Only contibe liked and always being
rejected
nuing characters we set.
except by a
are stereotypes of every
couple of other rejects.
high school "type" the
But, it 111/6 also hurt to
remember how cruel
writers could come up
with: one future beauty
those days were and lam
queen with questionable
insensitive pea* eliuld
intellect who talks like a
be to those they didn't
valley girl I Like, if you
think "lit in 4 I suspect a
don't know what I mean,
lot of psyches were perlike. that's totally
manently scarred by
avresortma, ifpne junior
such experiences.
The interesting thing
, of course.
Dreg"'
Muffy g*
about -Square Pegs" is
IP charge( of
:
whatever, one could be
that the central
comic whom no one
characters are a lot
thinks is funny, one new
brighter and more
wave musician who calls
likeable than those they
himself "Johnny Slash,"
want to please. I Let's call
that "dramatic
He's "laid back and left
licence."1 The "pegs"
back.") and one "with it"
are Patty, the smart kid
black girl who calls
with the glasses i who
herself "Lady LaDonna
yearns for contacts), and
and is working on being a
Lauren. the ,chubby one
superstar. Johnny •is the

funniest of the groun as
he reacts dreamily to the
real world with "like a
totally different head."
( The comic and Johnny
are the ones who pal
around with Patty and
Lauren. Actually the boys
walk through the halls
with them so that other
girls will think someone
likes them. The girls, on
the other hand, make
them walk six paces
behind them.
The adults in this show
have roles sort of like
those in "Peanuts." You
see them around but they
rarely talk and even
more rarely have

anything intelligent to
say. They seem to represent the vague threat of
all — powerful authority.
(I suppose that's kind of
close to the way parents
and teachers are viewed
by a lot ol kids.)
You have to like Patty
and Lauren and enjoy
their interaction with
their peers to like
"Square Pegs." The plots
aren't much, right out of
those old 50's "family
camedies:" Patty bumps
Into things when she
refuses to wear her
glasses (and falls into
several cakes at a bake
sale), the girls meet

everyone (first show), pert to be pegs
Patty thinks a handsome themselves. It's pretty
"older man" (a senior) hard for producers and
likes her. In every case writers, even those in
the real story is the girls' their twenties, to
attempt to be accepted. remember how it really
They may have already was. They need the older
given up on this since audience and appear to
before one of the breaks be aware of it.
Lauren says, "I may
The writing and acting
never be popular, but his on "SqUare Pegs" isn't
show will if you stay tun- bad. It's a bit better than
ed."
the average TV situation
One early review said comedy. Though Ws not
the show was designed great art, I think you'll
for teenyboppers. I get a couple of laughs out
disagree. I think most of it. During the opening
high school students are credits the girls say,
too close to the world be- "This year we're going to
ing parodied to laugh at it be popular if it kills us."
— especially if they hap- Well,folks, it's up to you.

as Peter Meade

•
any
As
National Football
League player knows. it takes
a lot of ingredients to make it
to the Super Bowl
Luck and avoiding injuries
may almost be as important
as having exceptional person.
net
Several NFL teams have
utilised additional help this
season - a computer Computers are becoming as much
a part iif the sport as helmets.
artificial turf and Gatorade
Qantel. Inc a Californiabased business computer
company. is involved in the
computer blitz overtaking
major sports Computer usage
has been expanding the past
coil* of years and now mart
than ball of the 24 NFl. teeing
own their own computer
• Many teams start by using
the computers to facilitate
front office Inactions such a.
ticketing. direct mailing and
acersiatiag. The Super

ror
i ehasupisis
l
Sam Pranclif0
49ers started ibis way in 1971
Liter software programs ran
be added for direct applica-

Here'!-GE offers 5 easy-to-read, fully illustrated repair
manuals—one each for GE Refrigerators, Ranges/
Ovens, Dishwashers, Washers and Dryers.
Each manual guides you through the entire job on
most repairs from prOblem diagnosis to the part(or
parts) you'll need. And finally, how to get the fob done
right—whether you're Sleeasoned handyman or a beginner.
We have a special °tack Flx"" Display Rack with parts color
coded with the repair manuals. Clear instructions plus approximate time required to do the lob are included. Save the time
and money you would spend with a repairman by doing It yourself with Quick Fie System.

Chet king the Cowboys record
over the past Iwo decades.

chalk up one for Brandt
Computers have brought
greater accuracy. immediacy
and elliciency to coaching
says Stram
Ile predicts that within the
next 10 years NFL teams will
be using computer terminals
on the sidelines, in the
spotter's booth and in the
locker room However. Stram
is quick to twint out that computers will make the game
Wier than ever before and
are not a danger to the sport
Football will always be a
game of people,- says Stram
-computers won't give out
any infornsation that Isn't put
in and compilers can't play
the game last este, a cam
In football wag like
rilTlflibg by boot no VI
with the ambits assa a bet-

floe to game analysts, scouting, keeping statistics and
profiling personnel
Hank Stram. the former
NFL coach and current CBS
broadcaster, who has always
been known as ose of
football's greatest innovators.
is Qantel's sports consultant
Strom. who first seed comput
ers in 1949 while coaching at
Purdue Univ. says Gil Brandt
of the Dallas Cowboys utilised
computers as far back as
1992 But se never wanted to
talk about it because he felt it
was ..his team's secret edge ter job."
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We Neve
1.11r9P
(11/ Parts, In Stark. In *est Cent vac,

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GOMM.ELECTRIC DIALER IN NIIIIIRAY
7:7

*Mit YOWARD COY one JONI4 SSNINIONS 0,04fRS

3

i -

NEXT,THE FEI)ERAI,
GOVERNMENT IS GOING TI)
WITHHOW TAXES FROM
YOUR SAVINGS INTEREST
AND DIVIDENDS.
The- nveritly irassed/tax bill will nsitiin• us to ttittih 1.1Mil I (..11.%
t.. t h.
Internal Revenue Service 10'4 of the intcn•st y441 eAtli
ACC.41111-*•
certilleat . and rtivyiends It will minim unne..sar vat.erw
ars1 ..sir
personal. bets of thotie ,funds during critics' time in ..ur
A vigorous/eakipougyi to convince I 'clogrrss ii. npeal this It" lt it hh,,IfInig
tax is urgently needed. lir he succes!sful.
ciimpiugn
nspore the
each iuxl every one of our valued customers,
Our bank, along with financial institution.'. At'll".• the I 'tilted States, is
working to change the Law. WI° fret that It 1..4 tionecessan. unfair. 4011 utuust The
federal government is abibady nveiving the infornuition it need,. to eurriul tax
&eating.
We urge you tO)
(An our efforts by writing letters to your npresentative m
Cowes" and to the two senators from this state lt:11 them 44.1 want the lir;
withholding tax repealed, because it %timid 'tillsee an unfair iperuilty
savers
-like yourself.
For IM stance in contacting . your npresentative aml setiab.rs 1.1/.4424. ask
any ofour bankers. If we all att now, Congress will get a clear.nWssiure from the
votes's back-home, and they will work unpcal this rwedless

BankofMurray
•"THE FRRNDLY BANK'
Momber FDIC

